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Zora Neale Hurston And Her Eatonville Roots
EATONVILLE
Eatonville, Florida, generally
recognized as the first incorpo
rated African American town
ship in the United States, sits at
the northeast comer of Orange
County, approximately ten
miles north of downtown
Orlando, FL. The town’s orig
inal settlers were newly-freed
slaves who came from Geor
gia, Alabama, and other parts
of Rorida. These newly freedmen labored at clearing land,

Al Jarreau and Company

developed town of Maitland.
African Americans were

Zora was an infant. She was
the sixth of nine children bom

not get along with her step
mother and for several years

English professors. Her first

among the first town officials
in Maitland.

to John Hurston, a tenant
farmer who also pastored the

was passed from one relative
or friend to another.
For a period of time, Zora

“Drenched in Light” appeared
in a 1924 edition ofQpportuni-

Zora

Neale

Hurston,

writer, anthropologist, and
folklorist was bom on Januaiy
7, 1891. Various other birth
dates including 1901, 1903,

local

Baptist church

and

served as the town’s third
mayor and Lucy Ann Potts,
daughter of an Alabama landowner.
As a child, Zora was espe
cially bright and curious. Her
father thought she was too

Though she grew up in the

reminded her that she was not

more and worked as a waitress
while completing her high
school education at Moigan

all-African American town of

Academy. From there she
went to Howard University in
nearby Washington, DC. At
Howard she was encouraged

highly-spirited

and

often

Eatonville, FL, family records

“white”. On the other hand,
her mother encouraged all the

houses, hotels, and the railroad

indicate that she and of five

children to be ambitious, to

system. In a few years some of

siblings that preceded her were

them

“jump at de sun.” Sometime
early Zora’s childhood, her

leaders, businessmen, and

actually bom in Nostasulga,
Alabama. The family probably

respected citizens of the newly

moved to central Rorida when

community

mother died and her father

to write by Alain Locke, one of
the early leaders of African-

quickly remarried. Zora did

American people, and other

ty, a magazine published by
the Urban League. Zora then
moved on to New York City
where she won prizes in the
short story and one-act play

own, working as a maid with a
traveling theatrical company.
She left the troupe in Balti

and 1907 are frequently cited
in the literature, but current
scholarship confirms 1891 as
the correct date.

planting crops and citrus
groves, and helping to build

became

gave up on formal education
and began to work at odd jobs.
Rnally,.she struck out on her

published work, the short stoiy

categories of the Urban
League’s literary contest held
in 1925. This recognition
Please see pg. 5
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Black History
Pageant To Be Held
On February 4th

Let’s See What Works
by Jackie Cissell
i
Since George W Bush's election, the: question is no
longer why black people largely voted Democratic
Neither is it what the GOP can do to win the black vote.
The question now is: What do black people do now?
I've always said we shouldn't put all of our political
eggs in one basket. Some of us needed to be "in the
bushes". Some of us were, and now we must collec
tively see how to work with the new President. We must
look at his agenda and see what will help our commu
nity.

I did ai quick polling of sortie of my friends, both
Democrats and Republicans; to get some opinions. We

ST.PETERSBURG-The

This production is tiie cul

theme is: A Family Reunion:

mination of five months of
rehearsals at Eckerd College,

came up with this short list.
One of the first things we should do is distance our
selves from the rhetoric of Jesse Jackson. His meanspirited and divisive orations do not help us. We must
have people with cool heads and real strategies seated
at the table when national policy is being developed,
especially where it involves the black community.
Polling data continues to reveal a top issue is the
education of poor and minority children. President-elect
Bush said he supports a parental right to choose where

Black History Pageant Com
mittee of Bethel Community

approximately 20 volunteers.
Every Saturday, Janice Wig

their kids are educated.
President Bush has shown his enthusiasm for former
Indianapolis mayor Steve Goldsmith's Front Porch
Alliance-the faith-based social policy initiative that
joins the power of government with activities of

Baptist Church is anticipating*

gins, activities director, pre

churches to heal the whole person.

welcoming hundreds of peo
ple to its 23rd Annual produc

pares refreshments for the par
ticipants. Janet Andrews is tiie

tion at 4 pm oh Sunday, Febru

treasurer, and Frances.Will

ary 4th at Bayfront Center’s
Mahaffey Theater. The perfor

iams is the assistant coordina

mance isfree.

Donald Jackson, Teresa Riggs,

Participating on stage will
be some 40 young people
ranging in age from 10 to ll,

Melvina Randall, and Troy
Sheran, who spend long hours

The Black Family Thriving
in Faith and Unity, and the

who will tell and portray the
stoiy of the black family’s sur
vival in drama, narrative, poet

and the herculean work of

tors, The directing is done by

making sure the scenes coordi
nate with the -theme, and
encouraging participants fo put
their very best into their perfor

ry and song. The finale will be
the actual reunion in . a park,
with barbecue ".and all the fix-

mance.

ins, as they continue to explore
this black phenomena.

Peterman,

Representative Frank' Peter

Also, performing will be

man, Jr., assistant director, was

the Tampa Bay Mass Choir,

among the 15 young people

and local musicians from the

who participated in the very

city. Impact, a dance group
formed by Ephraim Sykes, a

first pageant 23 years ago.
The wardrobe mistress is
LaLaunda Baxter. Those men

student at the. Pinellas County
Center for the Performing Arts,
will also perform. This will be

The pageant is written
annually by Minister Peggy
founder/director.

and women, or coaches, who
help the participants articulate

a fun production revealing the

arid pronounce the words, and

ends arid outs of planning a
family reunion, while family

project their voices are Mary
Calloway, Donald Polk, Janet

members cope with dysfunc
tional relatives and other com
plications. At the same time,
these young actors will tell die
stoiy of the struggle and sur

Fitzsimmons, Kanesiha Cross,
Jamerson Antoine. Nancy
Walker is the corporate
fundraiser, Gloria Pellar is the
parent coordinator and Minis
ter Shirley Thornton is the

The full support of a strong and re-energized mili
tary is critical. Minorities comprise 40% of the Army,
34% of the Navy, 32% of the Marines and 24% of the
Air Force. Some military families are so poor that they

action.
Overall, while we look at atrocities in countries like
Kosovo and China, we must encourage President Bush
to investigate the problems in Africa and other places
where black people are.
With President Bush, potential solutions to some of
our problems are apparent. We .can decide to sulk for
the next Jour years, or we can engage the new President
America and abroad.

and work together to find solutions for black people in

All participants were required
Brian prevailed during the
competition and was pro

Historical Site (FDNHS) in
conjunction with tiie National

claimed the first-place winner
in the grades 1-6 category.

Park Service held its annual

“The adrenaline was pumping

officials

years. In that role he: oversaw
efforts to establish and imple

national oratorical contest

but I wasn’t too nervous this

announced recently. He will be
succeeded by Johnny Furr, Jr.

ment programs and partner
ships to promote responsible

Brian Douglas Forehand,
Jr., a 10-yeaf old 6th grade

time”, the first-place winner

Smith will work with Fuir in

alcohol consumption in cities

honor student at Pinellas Park

transitioning into the job

across the-country. His back

Middle School and resident of

described Frederick Douglas’
feelings about America and its

through June, 2001. He will

ground with Anheuser-Busch
includes extensive experience

St. Petersburg traveled to

treatment of tiie Black popula

Washington. DC and compet

in beer sales On both a regional
and national level.

ed with students fiom around
the country. Brian, the 1999

tion. The original speech was
extremely long, Brian said that

Furr, who holds a bache

elementary school 1st place

choosing excerpts that were

of

lor’s degree in Communica

winner in this competition

interesting. “Kids and adults

Anheuser-Busch,” said August

tions and Marketing from St.
Please see pg. ll

completed a four-minute long
excerpt from a speech Freder-

could really leam a lot from
Please see pg. 11

Development and Outreach,
Consumer Awareness and
Education, for the past six

ST. LOUIS, MO - Wayman E Smith will retire as Vice
President-Corporate Affairs,
Anheuser-Busch Companies;
Inc.,

company

then return to his law practice
and become a consultant to the
company.
“Wayman Smith has been
an

invaluable

part

A. Busch, HI, Chairman of the
Board
arid
President,
Anheuser-Busch Companies,
Inc. “His accomplishments are
evident throughout the St.
Louis area and in communities
across the country.”
Smith,
60,
joined
Anheuser-Busch in 1980, as
the first member of the Corpo
rate Affairs Department Cor

Wayman F. Smith
owned businesses. Smith start
Anheuser-Busch raised more
ed the ‘Partners in Economic
than $60 million for UNCF.
Progress” progam in 1981.
In 1999, Smith led the
Today, through that program
company’s efforts in establish
Anheuser-Busch annually pur

porate Affairs is responsible

chases more than $300 million
worth of goods and services

for the company’s outreach to

from minority-owned firms:

exclaimed. Brian’s speech

he worked long and hard

Publix Offers Kids’
Photo 1.0.--------------JACKSONVILLE - On
Saturday, Feb. 3, from 10am

cover of the folder will have a
place for parents to fill in perti

until 4pm, Publix Super Mar
kets will offer kids’ safety pho

nent information .about their
children, including height,

ing “Budweiser Jammin’ For
Education,’-’ a program which

tos free at all Publix stores in
Horida, Georgia, South Car

weight, eye and hair color, etc.
The photo will fit nearly on the

provides college scholarships
for African-American stu

olina and Alabama. When par
ents return to pick up their pho

other side.”

may also pick up the current
edition of Publix’s. Family

dents.

“Law enforcement offi
cials tell us that this is an
extremely valuable resource
for them when they are search

and expecting parents, we’ll

ing for a missing child,” he

Publix Baby Club.”

Furr, 46, has been with

tos the following week, they
will- receive a Kids’ Safety

present. Their conclusion:
Black: Families are really

Anheuser-Busch to increase

with the United Negro College
Fund (now known as The Col

Anheuser-Busch for nearly 22.
years. He has served as Direc

Book Photo I.D. folder.
Publix spokesperson Dwa-

purchasing from minority-

lege Fund): In 17 years.

tor,

ine Stevens said, ‘The-inside

Please see pg. ll

ick Douglas gave in 1847
while traveling across Europe.
to memorize their speeches.

the company’s involvement

walking miracles!

Forehand, Jr.

Monday; January 22,2001, the
Frederick Douglas National

Wayman Smith Retires From Anheuser-Busch

munity. Part of Smith’s duties
included overseeing efforts by

publicity director.

Brian Douglas
ST. PETERSBURG - By
Geoige, there was other news
going on in Washington, DC
during tiie inauguration. On

Smith also spearheaded

families from slavery to the

Brian Douglas Forehand,
Jr., Wins 1st Place In«
Oratorical Contest

qualify for food stamps. That is a disgrace.
Social Security needs to be revamped. Today’s black
high school graduate who earns middle income wages
for the next 45 to 50 years is likely to pay more than
$700,000 in Social Security taxes; Yet; they can expect
to get back only about $140,000.
On human rights abroad, we could certainly ask the
new President to look into the slave trade around the
world. According to Anti-Slavery International, there
are currently over 20 million people in bondage.
AIDS is another major concern Bush should
address. Besides our own domestic AIDS crisis, large
numbers of Africans are infected with the virus. On
humanitarian grounds and for the safety of Americans
who travel freely in Africa, we must take decisive

the African-American com

vival of African American

FEBRUARY 1 - FEBRUARY 7,2001

WholesalerZRetailer

continued.

Publix will also print the
800 number for the National
Center

for

Missing

and

Exploited Children on the.
folder.
Stevens added, ‘Parents

Style magazine. And for new
have enrollment forms for the

2
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Omali Yeshitela’s
Campaign For
Mayor Is Being
Taken Seriously

FEBRUARY 7, 2001

CLEARWATER - On
Thursday, February 1, 2001

tion Army Adult Rehabilita
tion Center of SL Petersbuig.

the southside were destroyed

the St. Petersbuig Salvation

Why the need for the new

to build the freeway and the

Army Adult Rehabilitation
Center kicks off the Grand
Opening of their new 15,000

store? During the past few

square foot “Salvation Army
Family Store” located at

has had a growing demand
from the Clearwater commu

The Salvation Army’s Car and

poverty. Today, SL Petersburg
is like a big powerful automo

24400 US 19 North in Clear
water, Florida.

nity to provide more services
to individuals who suffer from

So what will this new
Thrift Store provide the Clear

bile moving down the road
with one flat tire. To move

The Grand Opening event
will take place Thursday, Feb

drug and alcohol addiction.
Currently, the Adult Rehabili

ahead, you must stop and fix
the tire. When we do thaL

ruary 1,2001 and last through
Saturday, February 3, 2001.

tation Center accommodates
approximately 1,000 individu

water and surrounding areas?
In addition to a really great
place to shop for bargains, the

PETERSBURG -

we’re not doing a favor for the

Festivities will include food,

Support is beginning to flow to

tire, we’re doing the whole car
a favor. We need a massive

door prizes, $300 in gift certifi

als per year, and provides them
with food, clothing, shelter,

cates, always low prices on all

medical and personal counsel

the new expansion will offer
more rehabilitative services to
help those recovering from

dome in the name of econom
ic development for SL Pete.
But the city can’t go forward if
one sector is suffering from

Omali Yeshitela
ST.

Omali Yeshitela’s campaign

years, The Salvation Army
Adult Rehabilitation Center

sale of local donations. These
goods are recycled and sold as
store merchandise. The Salva
tion Army also accepts the
donations of used cars and
boats which they also sell at

are provided for recovering
individuals free from charge.

general, The Salvation Army’s

Petersburg, not just on. the

all go forward in unity through

Prize drawing will be held for
a brand new 25” color televi
sion.

city’s southside.
One early indication that

shared prosperity.”

Yeshitela’s campaign is serious
is the leadership team he has

and entertainment mecca be
built on the southside, involv

organized. It represents diverse
elements of the black commu

ing black economic participa
tion, which he believes could
win international recognition
for SL Petersbuig. He supports

includes some key players
from the broader St. Peters
burg community, including
environmentalists, homeless
activists and senior citizen
activists.
Coalition ofAfrican Amer

city to improve achievement
levels for black students. He
also promises to proactively
work for solutions to the city’s
impending water crisis and

ican Leadership Chairman
Lou Brown and political cam

foiling storm water system.
Almost 35 years ago

paign advisor Ron Lowe are
co-chairs of Yeshitela’s cam

Omali Yeshitela was pushed
out of tiie political system, los

paign committee. Rodney
Bennett is treasurer. Other

victed of a felony (for tearing

include Rev. Dr. Joseph Gor

down a notoriously racists

don, Adelle Jemison, Rev.

mural from SL Petersbuig city
hall). After spending over 3
decades working for social
change from outside the sys
tem, on October 9th, 2000, his

Manuel Sykes, USF Prof.
Rebecca Johns, Perkins Shel
ton, Rev. Preston Leonard,
Atty. Guy Bums, Rodney
' Bennett, Jan Reiner, Betty
Hayward,

Winky

Wright,

Raynetta Mobley, Pop Lan
caster, Doug Tuthill, Mtundu
Diallobe (Keith Stewart), Rev.
Bruce Wright, Lucky Ham
brick, Sheridan Murphy of the
American Indian Movement,
Bishop John Copeland and
Edith James and Leonard
Henry of Saffron’s Restaurant.
The longtime civil rights
activist is running on a plat

can raise. Ours is a people
power campaign.” Volunteers
gather each Saturday at 2463
5th Avenue South at 9am and'
lpm to walk precincts, stuff
mailings and phone voters.

prosperity”.

to

The public is invited. The cam

Yeshitela, “Some of our neigh

paign can be reached at 328-

borhoods and businesses on

8490.

Urgent Need For
Vonunteers At Tarpon
Springs Hospice's
Thrift Shop

Center. They spend an approx

Don’t miss The Salvation
Army “Salvation Army Fami

of poems Neon Vernacular:
New and Selected Poems. Also
the author of short fiction and

29th annual Florida Suncoast

Faulkner Prize for the Univer-

Writers’ Conference, held on
the Llniversity of South Flori

site de Rennes, the Thomas

Black History Festival

Army at (727) 541-7781.

ST. PETERSBURG - SL

words and from their own per

suggestions about solutions or

Petersbuig Boys & Giris Clubs

spective.
The festival will also fea

actions for the future.

ture live entertainment from
iocal artists, arts and crafts for

and Fair is sponsored by SL'

of The Suncoast will join the
O.B. McLin Community His
tory Committee to host the
fifth annual Black History Fes
tival on Saturday, February 10,

tunities for today’s writers.
Also, manuscript consulta
tions are available during the
conference for participants
who submit their work for
prior review.
is

Petersburg Boys & Girls

the children, specialty item

Clubs, City of SL Petersbuig,
Juneteenth ofTampa Bay, Inc.,

2001 10am to 4pm at the

vendors and guest’s speakers.
For the past three years, the

North Straub Park, located on
the comer of 5th Avenue North

O.B. McLin Community His
tory Fair has presented a panel

the O.B. McLin Community

and Bayside Drive. The festi
val is designed fo honor the

discussion of national and
local • scholars and activists,

USF Bayboro Campus, and
History Committee. For more
information, contact Mike
Boykins or Andrea with SL
Pete Boys and Girls Clubs at
from the festival will fund on
going programs at the North
and South side units of the SL

known speakers and work

essayist, has received two

at the SL Petersbuig Bayfront

torical exhibits and oral histo

rary times witii a historical per

Petersbuig Boys and Girls

shop faculty to the Tampa Bay

Nebula awards and one Hugo
award. She will be the featured
presenter for Saturday’s panel,
which is co-sponsored by the
Florida Humanities Council.

Hilton. The luncheons witii Jin
(Feb. 2) and Komunyakaa

ries of the contributions of
local citizens in their own

spective, culminating with

Clubs.

(Feb. 3) will be at the USF SL

AB C - Travellers

Digest for aspiring and pub
lished writers in the countiy.
Best-selling author Frank
McCourt will be the keynote
speaker. Angela’s Ashes, a
childhood memoir,
was

Francine Prose, featured
banquet speaker, is the autiior
of 10 novels, most recently
four children’s books, and her

Prize for biography and spent

stories, reviews and essays
have appeared in numerous

Times bestseller list ‘Tis, the
sequel to Angela’s Ashes, was
also on The New York Times
Ha Jin, featured Friday
luncheon speaker, received

ent of Guggenheim and Ful
bright fellowships, two NEA

both the 1999 National Book
Award and the 2000 PEN/Faulkner award for his novel

grants and the PEN translation
prize, Prose is a contributing
editor for Harper’s, Elie, and

Waiting. He received the

Bomb magazines.

PEN/Hemingway Award for

For more information, contact

exciting -trip to: New York,

footrest, and music.

974-2403 exL 817.

Pennsylvania, and New Jersey.

Hazetta Jones (727) 321-1509
or Betty Beeler (727) 8953993.

Departing June

tion, memoir, children’s and
young adult literature, screen
writing and marketing oppor-

WOODIES FALL SALE '
655 Central Ave.
HAT BOX Phone 823-0823

Professional Hair Care Products
You Can Find These Products At These Locations:

ESSEJVTIALS'"

WAVE a
BV DESIGN"

CERAMIC TILE BLOWOUT

Artistic Hair Fashion

Creative-N-Style

321-6802
Yogi's Hair Studio

321-4840

321-9322
Center Stage Unisex Salon

A-Queen Beauty

328-1900
Angela's Hair Safari
323-4840
C&C Hair Design

Robert's Hair Salon

447-3090

866-7070

Salon
327-5241

327-4074
Helen's Beauty Salon
327-5182
Emerald City
447-4548

CARPET ROLL & REMNANT BONANZA
Our warehduse is jam packed with carpet rolls and remnants. Rida our
golf carts and see one of the largest inventories of carpet seen
anywhere. Berbers, Textures, Prints, Cut & Loops, even Stainmasters
at warehouse prices.

OVER 200,000 SQ. FT. OF CERAMIC IN STOCK

NATURAL STONE
Assorted
A

UUV

Patterns Prtced

& Sizes From

Imported
from Italy
13x13

sq. ft.

ELEGANT HIGH GLOSS

4A

|

sq.ft.

ITALIAN DESIGNER

9Cfe

Imported
from Spain
T6x16

C9

| sq. ft.

R^NT^OSI
12x12’s
12x15’s

g

i!Zl ’•

BERBER BLOWOUT

** 9

| sq.ft.

Super
Patterns
& Colors

Priced

sq. ft.
^OSLTfSMSOiWJ

SAVE

Off Original Prices
HEAVY TEXTIIRp"
ifcAlune
Over 30
In-Stock
Colnri
t'OlOfS

ate

from

Q A *

WATS ONLY

CARPE1P STORE

0
1

Tampa

St. Petersburg

5015 HILLSBOROUGH AVE.

S.W. CORNER OF 22ND AVE. & 28TH ST. N.

249-2088

321-9590

19 HWY

52

667-6511

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God Given Power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

!

i
i
1
!
j

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene 8

l
I
1
1

mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire; Control or influence i
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky
numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She
will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
I was having bad luck, mis
erable and it seemed like
everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I'm doing fine with

i

a good home and good man

i

who loves me.

i

point

HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

I

i
i

New Store

Bayonct

N.E. CORNER O "u S

Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser

1
I

i

Lakeland

3710 U.S. HWY. 92 E.

■ SMD,
<5n ft

. REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS

i

i

£

eLEARAHCeCARPETROUS

From $49.00
From $59.00

Bist Selection And Prices Founo Anywheri

Won’t Last Long
Must See
18x18

i

HUNDREDS OF ROLLS IN STOCK

RUSTIC STONE

s

CaRLA's HaIR AFFAIR

Limited seats available.

14-20,

Truckloads of Imported Ceramic Tile ore stacked to Ihe ceiling and are
overflowing into our parking lot lor his sole. Italian, natural Stone and
Elegant High Gloss Marble looks starting al just 99 c sq. ft. If you're
looking for ceramic tile or laminates, don't miss this sole!

Lifelong Learning. In addition
to lectures and social events,

speaker, received the 1994
Pulitzer Prize for his collection

2001, travel on a charted state

sored by the USF Department
of English and the Division of

urday’s featured luncheon

Proceeds

of the art motorcoach, TV,

The Conference is spon

novel, nonfiction, poetry, mys

(727) 552-1373.

mation, call the USF Educa
tional Outreach office at (813)

Best American Shprt Stories
and The New Yorker. A recipi

of

PETERSBURG -

publications, including The
Atlantic Monthly, Harper’s,

bestseller list for most of 1999.

Ocean of Words, a short stoiy

ST.

of Americans

Come experience and enjoy an

To register or for fee infor

Blue Angel. She has written

awarded the 1997 Pulitzer
117 weeks on The New York

Petersbuig campus.

I

DESIGNI

The combined Festival

society as a whole. This feature
is designed to link contempo

tery and suspense, science fic

Road, Clearwater.

Army School.

ence and how it relates to the

men massacre.
Yusef Komunyakaa, Sat

unteering should contact Ka-

city’s allocation of H.U.D.

Community Histoiy Fair, a
special exhibit will feature his

the same as The Hospice's two
other stores, 9am to 5pm Mon
day through Saturday.

ping Center, 1478 Belcher

ment Certificate from the U. S.

addition of the O.B. McLin

variety of positions. The store,

in the Imperial Square Shop

buyers, and to coordinate the

February 2, a banquet featur
ing Francine Prose will be held

pon Springs thrift shop will be

and office support
Anyone interested in vol

continue to increase the assis International University, and a
tance to home owners and' Human Resource Manage

Campus Activity Center. On

needed immediately to fill a

Shopping Center, 6302 66th
Street North, Pinellas Park and

For more information
please call The Salvation

master’s degree in public
administration from Florida

The USF conference,
which brings nationally

United States after the Tianan

available include cashiers, sor
ters, pricers, display designers

work with the department to

Korea for seven years. He
holds a bachelor’s degree and

African descent, and with the

54 workshops are featured on
subjects such as short stoiy,

The Hospice has thrift
shops at the April Fountains

member department to create
new housing opportunities for

Personnel Sergeant witii the
United States Army in South

lpm in the St. Petersbuig

the People’s Liberation Army
before immigrating to the

next several weeks.
Volunteer opportunities

Community
Development
Bob Rowan in leading a 24-

tion,” said City Administrator
Tish Elston. “Mr. Johnson will

Miami Beach Senior High
School for five years, and a

the Bronze Star for service in
Vietnam. Octavia Butler, nov
elist, short story writer and

director of volunteer services,
at (727) 586-4432.
Store hours at the new Tar

Avenue, will open within the

ing priority for this administra

274 home owners to rehabili
tate their homes, 208 people to

Petersbuig/Clearwater area.

address

rent Director of Housing and

citizens of SL Petersbuig. Last
year, the department assisted

positive new addition to the SL

McCourt’s

Mr. Johnson will join cur

Petersbuig has been an ongo

Assistant Registrar at North

who discuss issues relevant to
the African American experi

mainland China and served in

located at 780 South Pinellas

ly Store” Grand Opening cele
bration. Help us welcome this

towaid housing and communi

history

collection. Jin grew up in

a new thrift shop in Tarpon
Springs and volunteers are

Partnership

scheduled for February 1 at

thy Koble, The Hospice’s

LARGO - The Hospice of
tiie Florida Suncoast will open

Initiatives

Forcade Award and the Hanes
Poehy Prize. He was awarded

area, is ranked one of the top
10 conferences by Writers

tem.
Yeshitela has said “Our
kind of huge money Rick
Baker and Jeb Bush together

thousands qf dollars.

be the featured speakers at the

February 1-3.

Today, he is working for
change inside the electoral sys

campaign will never have the

Army Adult Rehabilitation

essays, Komunyakaa’s other
honors include the William

da’s SL Petersburg campus,

civil rights were restored.

form of “unity through shared
According

Yusef Komunyakaa, Octavia
Butler and Francine Prose, will

ing his rights to vote and run
for office when he was con

steering committee members

But these services do not
come free for The Salvation

growth helps promote Clear
water's economy and job markeL while saving tax payers

USF St. Petersburg To Host Florida
Suncoast Writers' Conference
TAMPA-Acclaimed writ
ers Frank McCourt, Ha Jin,

ing

private loans and equity.
“Creating
diversified,
quality housing stock in SL

businesses and to rebuild our
community. Together, we can

Proceeds from tiie new store
will go to help fund The Salva

(SHIP) Program Administra
tor since October, 1994.

Community DevelopmenL He
will assume the position Janu
ary 16th.

paign signs are popping up in
northeast and northwest St

Police Chief Davis’ efforts to
reform the police department
and as mayor, would lead the

In total, Housing and Commu
nity Development funnelled

Administrator and State Hous

A. Johnson to serve as Assis
tant Director of Housing and

drug and alcohol addiction. In

ministers and educators. It also

Coordinator, Enterprize Zone

ty developments last year,
leveraging $32.8 million in

program. All of these services

Federal Funds or help from the
United Way. All of their oper
ating revenue comes from the
proceeds generated from the

vacant nursing home into a
Family and Substance Abuse
Center in the Challenge Area.

Development

City of St. Petersburg an
nounces the hiring of Joshua

come, and a special Grand

bished furniture, appliances,
electronics, and much more.

worked on transforming a

surrounding areas. In addition,

loans to grow new and existing

brand name clothing, refur

FL where he has served as
Community

Before assuming his current

Yeshitela’s bright yellow cam

Salvation Army Adult Reha
bilitation Center receives no

46 new rental apartments, and

position, he was Fort Pierce’s
Community
Development
Planner for 10 months, an

course fun! Everyone is wel

Including a great selection of

Joshua A. Johnson

Petersbuig from Fort Pierce,

more than $8.2 million in fed

community - investments and

imate $5,000,000 dollars a
year in operating costs. The

cess.”
Mr. Johnson comes to SL

eral, state and local funds

ing, educational classes, and a
spiritually based work therapy

provide customers with quali
ty, low cost merchandise.

department also oversaw the

Improvement Program pro

ST.PETERSBURG-The

store merchandise, and of

Yeshitela proposes a tourist

grants with our own Capital

store will provide jobs for indi
viduals in Clearwater and the

infus’ion of capital into this

The new 15,000 square
foot-store located at 24400 US
19 North in Clearwater will

buy homes, and 26 developers
to create new homes. The
renovation of 60 affordable
rental units and the creation of

Boat Auctions.

for mayor from many sources,
some of them unexpected.

nity, including prominent busi
ness people, professionals,

Assistant Director Of
Housing & Community
Development Hired

Salvation Army Celebrates
Grand Opening Of Store!

- Hillary Williams

remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
helped and freed from all your troubles?

Don't fail to call or write to her today.
Send Self-Addressed Envelope

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581
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So What Do We Do Now?--------by Kimberly Jane Wilson
Well, thank God that's

serious action.
First, let's do some

previously untraveled road
toward bringing our kids

should have a head start
over these people. After all,

a bank. She did this in
Richmond, Virginia-the

Finally, let's stop all the
wailing and gnashing of

all over.
I'm talking about the

thing about education. In

up to speed. Parents have
got to get involved in

we're already here!

former capital of the con
federacy.

teeth. George W. Bush is

presidential election.
A one-day event turned
into a month long farce that

Washington

a

what's going on in schools,

needs is millions of busi

S.B. Fuller's grit and

school that is still educat

and teachers have got to

nessmen. I don't want to

single-minded desire to be

pen to us. Andrew Johnson
turned his back on the

ing thousands of black

give up the extracurricular

hear any more talk. I don't

rich kept him going even

Freedmen's Bureau and did

had the whole world laugh

youths today. He did this in

crap and actually teach

want another government

when envious whites tried

next to nothing to ensure

ing at America. Of course,

the heart of Dixie in a time

some reading, writing and
that old devil, arithmetic.

program. We've got enough

the safety of the freed

politicians and preachers.

to burn his business. He
became a very wealthy

Now we need folks who

man, owned several facto

can make a profit and pro
vide jobs for the inner city.
Don't let the fear of racism

ries and employed thou
sands. Reginald Lewis
amassed a fortune of 400-

made and called it a true
history. These two men

stop you. Look at the
example of the Jews and

million dollars before his
untimely death. He was the

were quite possibly the
most openly anti-black

the Asians. Neither group
started out as popular addi

richest

presidents this country has
ever had or will have, and

groups have prospered by

billion-dollar corporation.
Do your children know

1881,'

Booker

T.

started

being laughed at by Europe

when black men were still

THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best lead
the world from racial antagonism when it accords to every
man, regardless of race, creed or color, his human and
legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no man... the Black
Press strives to help every man in the firm belief that all
men are hurt as long as anyone is held back.

is no worse than being

being lynched at the drop
of a hat; Today, black boys

Second, let's get rich.
Yes, you read correctly. I

aunt, but the Russians and
Chinese aren't senile. Both

have the lowest literacy

said, let's get rich. Blacks
have been in this country

nations are home to hard
MEMBER

people who may surprise

Southeast Black
Publishers
Association
Inc.

us someday.
I know many blacks,

group. This is inexcusable.
Let's make sure our
kids are educated. Without

@35B

laughed at by a senile old

Jesse Jackson included, are

rate of any American-born

for close to 400 years. Our
ancestors' free labor made
this country wealthy and

What black America

black

man

in

not the worst thing to hap

slaves. Woodrow Wilson
thought Birth of a Nation
was the greatest movie ever

that foundation, they have

strong. So isn't it time for

no chance whatsoever. Let

tions to America, but both
making themselves indis

who these people were?

Some folks will see the

pensable.

Tonight, tell them to put

results of the 2000 presi

away those rap CDs and

America and controlled a

bitterly disappointed, Some

me put it another way: If

folks are talking about

your child is functionally

us to participate in the
greatest economic miracle
on the face of the Earth?

marching and carrying on

illiterate, then his or her

Everybody wants to come

about a "civil rights explo

chances of moving beyond

to America. Every day

Look at the examples

sion." I don't think that will

the bottom rung of the eco

from black history like

turn

off the television.

dential election as a crisis.
Others will see it as an

work. Judging from the soso turnout for the .Million

nomic ladder are between

thousands of people risk
death, deportation and their

Madam C.J. Walker, who

slight and impossible.

life's savings to get a piece

became the first black mil
lionairess when Jim Crow

Black youth watch more
television than anybody

have been dealt. What you

Whose Gun And
Under Whose
Control?

Family March, it's pretty

I don't care if your

of the USA's pie. They

safe to say that we're all

method is vouchers, home

marched out. No, instead of

schooling, charter schools

know that a free man in
America will always do

Maggie Lena Walker, bom

and

or some new invention -

better than an economic

in

by Jimmie Lee Hollis

speeches, we need some

let's take every avenue and

slave.

woman of any color to own

A nation employs arms in order to defend itself.

3

dramatic

marches

Black Americans

was

still
1867,

flying

high.

was the first

else and it's not helping. Sit
down with them and tell

they couldn't stop black
progress.

opportunity.
make

The

cards

of your hand is

entirely up tq you.

them about black history so
they'll be inspired to make
some of their own.

Enemies are less likely to attack a nation with that capa
bility.

Why Not Abolish The Nonessentials?

The American family is like a nation, and it must also
be able to defend itself against its enemies. This is espe

bv Jacob G. Homberger

tell us that the time had

The pomp and ceremo
ny surrounding George W.
Bush's nomination of new

come to dismantle, not

department, heads is now
complete. The discussion
arid debate now center

ty?

receive and spend money
that has. been taken from

cially true for black families since not all attacks against
them are propaganda. Some enemies of the black family
used and even now are prepared to use physical violence
against, it-even to the point of (in their own words) mas
sacre.
The Second Amendment to our Constitution guaran
tees all Americans the right to bear arms to provide for
their defense, but not everyone believes citizens should
have that right. The police cannot be everywhere at once,
and racial uprisings, riots and mob actions have and can

So, what's the alterna

reform, Franklin Roose

departments

HUD,

Well, if it’s really their

velt's New Deal and Lyn

HHS, Labor, Energy, and

money (which it is), why

liberty and well-being of
the American people.

don Johnson's Great Socie

Commerce? All they do is

shouldn't they be free , to
spend ail of it rather than

After all, let's face it:
these nonessential welfare-

tive? The alternative is

just a portion qf it? Why

regulatory departments are

"free enterprise, private

as

planning succeed.

property^ and limited gov

embodiment of the social

ernment."

But who is asking the cru
cial question: Rather than

was the excuse the Repub

other one that deserves the

much of their money they

istic central-planning para

nonessential welfare-state,

licans gave us for their fail
ure even to piirsiie their

chopping block) and inter

will be permitted to keep
and spend on themselves

digm that has failed all
oyer the world: govern

regulatory departments and

fere, through regulation,

goals? "President Clinton
will simply veto our bills
and so we shouldn't even
try. O! If only we had a

with the peaceful activities
of the American people.
Thus, I ask again: why
are they needed? Why is it
necessary (and moral) for
government to take money
away from people to whom
it belongs in order, to have

and how much bureaucrats
will be able to spend in the
form of political largess?

ment bureaucrats planning,
in a top-down, command-

For decades, Republi

peaceful activities of tens

religion,

of millions of people.

ships, commerce, .energy

Unfortunately, like so
many people around the
world, President Bush
believes that the secret to
making central planning
succeed is to find "good

-arid all other peaceful ac

people," tq run the depart
ments. In so doing, he, like
so many others, fails to
come to grips with the

just preach them.

ments themselves?
After all, wasn't this

Republican president!"•

the taxpayers by the Inter

cans

and

conservatives

peaceful relationships that
exist between people?

with their support of nones

and agencies of the federal

nation of immoral arid
destructive welfare-state
and regulatory programs,

have relied on their triedand-true mantra of "free
enterprise, private property,
and limited government."
You can see it on their sta
tionery. You can hear it at
their conferences.
But what they never do
(arid cannot do) is reconcile
their free-market promises

government? Didn't they

along with the heavy taxes

Bush

what the much-vaunted
Republican Revolution of

Well; with the upcom
ing Republican control

1994 was all about?
Having won control over
both houses of Congress,
didn't Republicans tell us

over both houses of Con
gress and with a Republi
can president, why not start

that they intended to abol

guns. As an American of African ancestry, the willingness

nonessential departments

of so many black "leaders" to rally with those who would
take away the means for black families to defend them

Gn New Year's Day in 1923, a white woman in a
small Florida sawmill company town claimed a black
man attacked her. For three days, angry white mobs

not even Americans, is
capable of making central

paradigm itself. No one,

nothing more than a classic

der the ability of criminals or racist hate groups to get

should support the Second Amendment, but I hope the
following two examples will suffice.

proven so destructive to the

should government have
the power to decide how

ish the departments of
Education,
Commerce,
Energy, and a host of other

selves causes me great concern.
I could detail numerous examples why black families

more of their own money.

nal Revenue Service (an

sometimes participated in the uprising. This is, not an,

towards the goal of totally disarming law-abiding fami
lies. They use "the children" and rampant crime as diver
sions fo hide their real goal, None of their solutions hin

have

even got started. And what

ous departments, why not
simply abolish the depart

Amendment are incremental steps by left-wing activists

that

each of the new nominees.

such action and the arrival of law enforcement can and
has meant the difference between life and death for black

Gun control, gun bans; gun buy-back schemes,
national gun registration and attacks on the Second

government

around the qualifications of

occur. And those precious moments between the start of

indictment of law enforcement officers. It is only a state
ment of historical fact that must be woven into the whole
issue of families providing for their own defense.

Who do we need such

should be able to spend

Alas, it was the revolu
tion that fizzled before it

appointing the best-quali
fied people to run the vari

families in the past. Plus, history teaches us the police

that pay for them?

planning to do some abol
ishing and dismantling
now? Why not seize this
rare opportunity to rid our

bureaucracies give it to
people to whom it does not
belong? Why is it neces
sary (and moral) for gov
ernment to interfere with
the mutually beneficial,

In arguing for a tax cut,
says

that

people

and-control

fashion,

the

sential departments, agen

uncomfortable truth: the
defects of central planning

cies, and bureaucracies of

are»inherent in the socialist

Abolish

all

agencies at all levels of
government and let the free
market provide and govern
education, housing, charity,
labor

relation

tivities in our lives. In other
words, what Republicans
need to do is apply the
principles of freedom and
free markets father than

Now That We Have A New President, We
Need A New System Of Representation—
by Dr. Lenora Fulani
While many critiqued

black Americans in the

nent Harvard Law profes

attacked and murdered the black families in the nearby

gain representation, then

bipartisan compromise or

sor, has pointed out—even

vote, it gets 15% of the
seats; and so on. This ar

1960's and 1970's, this con

town of Rosewood in cold blood. Historical accounts do

the now infamous Supreme

cept Of equal protection

your vote always counts,

centrism is all about. And

if you succeed in counting

rangement invites diverse

because. it creates a corre

not delve into whether or not those black men in
Rosewood had arms to protect themselves and their fam
ilies, but the Outcome indicates few-if any-guns were

Court decision in Bush v.

opens the door to a new

every vote,

sponding

that's the kind of election
reform we need to fight for.

Gore as partisan, someincluding some of the same

phase of litigation that
could have profound impli

doesn't count. Not under a

constituencies to relate
more directly to one anoth
er, rather than being con

this model, your represen

cations for political reform.
How? Because the decision

trolled or censored by dom

tatives can create more

armed black men and women had met the mobs? Maybe

critics—have pointed to the
hopeful fact that the court's

winner take all system like
the one we now have.

available; Would the outcome have been different if

inant blocs within whatever

fluid coalitions on particu

the outcome would have been the same, maybe not. But

decision relied on the equal

could spur court review of

Naturally, almost all qf the
proposed election reforms

protection clause of the

the many practices which

being touted at the federal

major party they happen to
be.

lar issues.

the case for self-defense is very strong when you consid
er the tragic events during those dark hours.

Constitution,. In the Florida

favor one class of voters

and state level have tq do

For example, right now

Prior to Rosewood, there was another tragic two-day

based case, the court up

inner city parents who want

mind. Advocates for priva

held the rights of voters
whose votes had already

Over another. This has the
potential to make the rights

with improving the tech

massacre of black families by angry white mobs in the

nology used in counting
votes. But what about the

charter schools arid vouch

tization (typically Republi

1947 riots in East St Louis, IL. The death toll would have
been even worse had it riot been for the armed black men
who fought and died defending their wives and children
arid the white citizens who hid blacks from the mobs.
Local newspapers purposely stirred up white anger

of

independents,

non-

every vote

Again,
choice

the

issue

school

comes

to

ers for their kids, and who

cans) and black and Latino

aligned voters, and even
non-voters, a valid consti

concern that even when all

largely vote for Democrats,

parents (typically Demo

the

tutional concern. In other

many votes don't cotint,

cannot escape the dominant
control of the Democratic

crats) could bloc in. a pro

eroded by the lack of uni
form standards in the hand

words, it creates a venue on
which to pursue challenges

because only the winner

Party

teachers

lature. Policy would be dri

gets tq govern, and argu

unions—which oppose vou

ven more by people's inter

to the bipartisan bias of
U.S. politics.
So perhaps, the Repub

ably, only the votes that

chers. On the winder take

ests than by partisan con

elected the winner truly

all model, accompanied by

trol. That's different than

the current 50/50 split be

lowest common denomina

tween Democrats and Re

tor coalitions which is what

recounts. For the last 20

Volatile mix, and mobs of white men took up arms and

claims with respect to vot
ing rights beginning with

years the court has rejected
most

equal

protection

votes

are

counted,

by

the

Supreme

tentionally-might have gi

count.
How could we make
every vote count? There is

avoided neighborhoods where residents were armed. The

Court ballot access case

ven something significant

an answer. Through the use

changes. Everything must

case for self-defense was truly served here.

the

landmark

lican Party-however unin-

publicans, almost nothing

involving an independent

to the movement for politi

presidential candidate, An

cal reform. We plan to grab

of proportional representation-a structural political

be so incremental as to rem

Clearly, these examples show acts of barbaric racism.
But my main point isn't the racism. It is the constitution
al right for Americans of all races to bear arms arid defend

derson v. Celebrezze. Bush

it, of course. But what

reform that changes not

ble. Coalition building is

v. Gore, reintroduced the

about

mqrely the outcome and the

tightly controlled by the

themselves. The threat could easily be rioters, terrorists or

notion that granting greater
voting strength to one

What did they give us?

process, but the culture of
politics itself.

two parties on behalf of

an overzealous government from which both black and
white families might need a defense)

within the legislature. On

been counted and whose
voting power could be

against blacks by repeatedly printing lies and stories of
blacks taking jobs from white men and lusting after white
women. Racism, hate, alcohol and ignorance made a
attacked black neighborhoods. After the riots were over
and the trials were held, many white rioters, said they

constituency

the

Democrats?

For that answer, we go

der development impossi

themselves and whatever

group over another is hos

back tp their sloganeering

tile to the one man, one

during the Florida drama.

Proportional represen
tation is a system in which

special interests they repre

History clearly dictates that black families must never
give up their rights under the Second Amendment. I say
this to my fellow Americans, especially my fellow black

vote basis of our represen

Make Every Vote Count.

legislatures are established

But if you could vote

tative government.

according to the propor

for a party of an entity like

Americans. The next time some left-wing politician or

Typically

tionality of the vote—if a

a coalition, that doesn't

party or coalition fielding

have to command a majori

candidates get 15% of the

ty or plurality of the vote to

firebrand activist raves on about gun control, ask him

with the civil rights and

This is an interesting and
important slogan that cries
out for a closer look. For as

‘"whose gun and under whose control?" Lessons learned!

voting rights claims of

Lani Guinier, the promi-

associated

sent.

portionally organized legis
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Rosalie Peck To Hold Book Signing A Love Affair With

Roses

THRESHOLD
FIRST

BOOK OF

florist
• Remove any leaves that
may fall below the waterline

(NAPS) - Roses have
symbolized love, friendship

POETRY

and- beauty across cultures
throughout time. It was not
until the 1940s, however, that

when placed in the vase.
• Place roses loosely, yet

roses became so closely asso

evenly spaced in the vase.

ciated with Valentine’s Day.

• Keep the vase in a cool
spot, away from direct sun

Today, roses are the most

/ .A

requested flowers to send for
this special holiday. More than
one hundred million roses in

1111

more than a thousand different

pealing with

varieties are sold each year on
Valentine’s Day. Whether

De at h & Dy i ng

one’s taste leans to the subtle,
the flamboyant or the delicate,
there is a rose to please. Red
roses, however, are symbols
of love", dedication and beauty;
and continue to be the most

WASHINGTON,

DC -

We’ve all heard jt said ‘Romantic love soon fades in

a
“Threshold”
First Book of Poetry - Ros
alie Peck: This refreshing book
of poetry is many things. It is
entertaining, it is hilarious, it is
vivid, it is real. Curl up in bed,
or unwind for the evening.
Ladies and Gentlemen get
ready, hold on to whatever you
can because this book is sure to
take you down memory lane.
This gifted author with an
unlimited imagination is full of
expression.
Tread, I laughed, I related,
I thoroughly enjoyed this col
lection of poetry. Some df my

Black
•Little Black Boy don’t
wait for hie (This one is an
honor of Dr. Martin Luther
King’s dream).
It doesn’t stop there, she
exits stage with the Grand
Finale filled with “Alittle bit ‘a
this and a little bit’a that
Potpourri.
Friends and lovers, we
called ourselves - no strings,

Leaming to Say Goodbye Rosalie Peck: This book teach
es us something about our own
mortality, it shows us dramati
cally, .what will be happening

challenge of developing self-

that We invest in fear of death

awareness, inner strength,
insight and expectations of

could be spent in exultation of
life.” R. Peck

your own personal attitude
towaid death and dying. Inter

or say “goodbye” to those we
love?
Author Rosalie Peck, who

holds a Master’s Degree in
hang loose, be free!
Then we slipped, one of us Social Work and has. a wealth
fell in love, now he’s confused/ of experience in dealing with
death and difficult situations.
Can’t understand me. . '
For many years this subject
has been taboo, today Ameri

•Self preservation

Come out and meet tiie
author. Get your personal copy

cans are discussing death and
dying so openly and with Such

•Ready for Mr. Good

signed.

forthright energy. This book-

•Sweet mysteries qf life

care professionals.

that are normal and natural.
Why is it so difficult tq “let go”

cy! There is nothing more

was written as a means of sup
port It is a basic- resource to
help you prepare to meet the

to us, sometime down the
road, it deals witii emotions

And that’s all I’m gonna
tell you.

favorite pieces are:

day-to-day life.” What a Falla

“Rosalie Peek's life is grsicefitl, tbovgbtfiti. Her writing mirrors her life
In other wards, Rasalie Peeks writing is powerful" - Elijah Getter ■■

V <

esting chapters include:
•Patient Advocacy;
•Emotional Needs of the
dying;
•The Role of Religion;
•On helping each other;
‘Myths;

“What a wondrous thing it
would be if the. same energy

Both of these books
belong in every household.
One is serious and one is
enchanting. Get your personal
copy signed on February 3,
2001 from 2-5pm.
These books can be pur

•The Professional, The
Staff, The Family.

chased at Readers Choice
Books &Gitt Expressions;
4301 34th Street South, Suite
102, Formerly Mo-Kart, next

This book provides practi
cal information, inspiration

to the Nail Shop (727) 8673696.

-

and guidelines to the general
public, students, and health

romantic.'than love that sur, vives tire crises of. life - dirty
diapers and problems at work,
nagging bills and struggles
With teens. It is true; jobs and
stress and kids siphon our time
and drain our energy. But
throughout, love can grow and
thrive arid survive, stronger

ST. PETERSBURG-As

Rho Sorority, Inc., Chapters
throughout the country are
encouraged to observe Febru
ary (Black History Month)
with an array of activities
designed to heighten the
awareness of African Ameri
can students shout their cultur
al heritage.

The

Second

essay

“Mwanamugimu”

is

(pro

nounced
Wana-moogi).
Mwanamugimi is a proverb,
from the Republic Uganda that
literally means from “small
acorns come mighty oaks”.
The proverb captures the com
mitment of ihe sorority to edu
cate and develop an under
standing of tiie world with spe
cial appreciation for the tri

to improve the research and
writing skills of participating
students.
Applications for the con-,
test may be picked up from the
Enoch Davis Center from Feb
ruary 1 through February 27th.
The contest ends on February
28th. Certificates will be pre

St

PETERSBURG -

VIRGINIA BEACH, VA
Chocolates,
cuprds,
candy...these are all symbols of
Valentine’s Day. But there is
one symbol that should remind
us to take better care of our
selves.

equality for women. She will
be the featured at the 2001

sorority. Prizes and/or Savings
Bonds will be awarded to con

health and women’s rights

Rho is sponsoring two essay

grades, middle school and

test winners by the sorority at a

contests during the month of
February. The first contest is
for elementary students, mid

senior high are encouraged to
write about the contemporary

special recognition program.
For further information

development and historical
development of the African

you may contact G. McNeil at
867-8746, L. McGarrah at

nation. Such topics as African

581-2604, M, McGarrah at

village life, African trade

823-5085 or A. Hamilton at

Students may write on such

unions, Africa- yesterday and

822-1522. You may leave your

topics as the life of Carver, his
contributions to Science, his

today, African game reserves

completed essay at Enoch
Davis Center or mail them to

dle school students and high
school students on the topic of
George Washington Carver.

paved the way for others to fol

and other topics may be
researched for the contest.
Both contests are OPEN to all

Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority,
P. 0. Box 16871, St. Peters

low.

students:

burg, FL 33733.

determination and how he

The objectives of the con-

"Where Every Occasion Is A Special Occasion"

Allene Gammage-Ahmed
An Affiliate of
The Weekly Challenger
(727) 896 - 2922
•Photography & Journalism
• Advertising • Special Events
• Church & Business Functions
• Class & Family Reunions

captured the attention of the
nation, and her vision and
courage projected PPFA into
the forefront of the battle to
preserve women’s fundamen
tal right to self-determination.
At the time qf her departure,
Planned Parenthood had

Symposium, an

annual event sponsored by the
Women’s Council of the St.
Petersburg Area Chamber of
Commerce. Honored by
numerous organizations for
her outstanding contributions,
Wattleton has also been recog
nized and featured by such
prominent publications as

grown to become the nation’s

Business

seventh-largest charity.

Esquire,

the Web for beautiful Valen
facts and tun.

Week,

Money,

Ebony,

Harper’s

Billington, Ph. D., can help eye-opening secrets on creat
your readers be they 30 or 50 ing a more successful, effec
or 70, re-create the glow of tive life-and relationships.
love.
Leam:
A recognized expert in the
•Seven eye-opening se
dynamic new field of Adult crets on how to sustain and
Development, Dottie is author

grow your love.

of the best-selling ne\v book,

•Seven

Life is an Attitude: How to
Grow Forever Better, based on
her extensive research on how

mance-killers.

and why some adults keep

guaranteed ro

•Why-and how-we must
first love ourselves before we
can love others.
For full media kits, review

Have A Healthy Heart For Valentine's
Day ------------------- -------------- ------------ ------

1978 to 1992. Wattletori’s

oping nations in Africa. Stu
dents in upper elementary

tion, the St. Petersbuig Alum
nae Chapter qf Sigma Gamma

tine’s Day gifts and more rose

800,9494416.

mote strategies for dismantling
tire obstacles that impede full

Women’s

deep vase with luke-warm
water and mix in the floral
preservative provided by the

and inspires audiences with

Planned Parenthood Federa
tion of America (PPFA) from

sented to all who enter by the

umph and challenges of devel

to four days.
Visit 1800flowers.com on

and value ourselves. Dottie

opment and education institu
tion created in 1995 to pro

articulate leadership and high
visibility on reproductive

In keeping with the tradi

ly change the water every three

roses this Valentine’s Day.
• To arrange the roses, fill a

view contact Sharon Castlen,
Integrated Book Marketing

tleton made a significant mark
in history as President of the

outstanding

to the vase every day will keep
roses looking fresh. Complete

pen, We must first leam to love

accomplishments, awards and
honorary degrees, Faye Wat

her

ERS.COM, the following tips
will help extend the life of your

copies, or to schedule an inter

Currently, Wattleton is . Bazaar, Ms., the New York
Resident of the Center for Times, Working Women, Black
Gender Equality, a not-for- Enterprise and many more.
profit research, policy devel
This year’s Symposium,

Among

off heat.
• Adding fresh warm water

A dynamic media inter
view veteran, Dottie excites

than ever. Also, for this to hap

test are to increase the knowl
edge of participating students

about the African nations and

tine’s Day.
According to the floral
experts at 1-800-FLOW-

right on growing all their lives,
while others remain stuck.

Sigma Gamma Rho Sponsors
Essay Contest------------ ---------- Annual Women’s Symposium
To Feature Faye Wattleton

a part of the numerous Nation
al Projects of Sigma Gamma

vents and appliances that give

Seven Ways To Keep Love
Alive And Growing!----------

ROSALIE PECK

,

light, heating and cooling
popular color choice for Valen

presented by Ceridian, will
take place on Thursday, March
8th, from 1 lam-2:30pm, at the
University of South Florida St
Petersburg Campus Activities
Center.
Immediately following the
Symposium, Wattleton will be
available for a signing qf her
book Life on the Line, “a mem
oir

with

a

depth

of a

novel...arid the urgency of
today’s headlines” (Gloria
Steinem).
For more information or to

Large, red hearts are not"
only symbols of Valentine’s
Day but of good health. It is
important fo keep your heart
Jiealthy so that you can contin
ue to enjoy this and all holi
days.
According to the Ameri
can Heart Association, heart
disease is a leading cause of
death in America: However;
Withjust a few changes in your
lifestyle, you can improve your

daily physical, activity fcan
improve tiie way you look, feel
arid work. It also reduces blood
pressure and lowers your risk
df having a heart attack.
•Reduce high blood pressureNow blood pressure can
be improved by exercising
regularly, watching your diet,
eliminating cigarettes

and

managing stressful situations;
•Eat healthier-Eating more
fruits and vegetables and less

health and reduce your risk of

snack foods will help you lose

heart disease:

weight and make your heart
•healthier.

For a healthier Valentine’s
Day and a healthier life,
Amerigroup Corporation, par

•Reduce alcohol intakeDrinking, if done at all, should

ent company of Americaid

be done in limited amounts.

Texas, Inc., recommends con
sidering these changes in your
daily activities.

Otherwise, you run the risk qf

•<2«fr Swofahg-Cigarette
smoking increases your heart
rate, raises your blood pressure
and leduces blood flow to vital
organs.

obesity, high blood pressure
and a stroke.
These health tips were
brought to you by Amerigroup
Corporation. We hope that you
have a happy Valentine’s Day
and a healthy life.

•Exercise-15 minutes of

HEAD A NEWSPAPER
EVERYDAY

reserve tickets, contact Dianne
Caton at the Chamber by call
ing (727)821-4069.
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FAMILY EYE CARE
DR. DEBORAH FLANAGAN
BOARD CERTIFIED
OPTOMETRIC PHYSICIAN
■ Eye Examinations
■ Eye Diseases
■ Contact Lenses
■ Children's Vision
■ Vision Nutrition Therapy

Beauty PaIace <7
Shirley Brown-Stylist/Owner

Barber Services • Hair Consultant
Services • Manicurist • Nail
Maintenance • Massage Therapist
• Sh'n Care & Make-Up
CALL FOR APPOINTMENTS • WALK-INS WELCOME

"A Personal Touch from Caring Professionals"
We accept or match most
Insurance Vision Care plans.

Monday - Saturday
Standard Hours
of Operation

727-827-3951
2914 FIRST AVE. NORTH

321 -6600

AMERICAN EXPRESS - DISCOVER - VISA - MASTERCARD • GIFT CERTIFICATES

1717 1st AVE. N.
St. Petersburg
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Zora Neale Hurston And Her Eatonville Roots
brought her employment as

Awards Gala. Jazz vocalist Al

secretary to novelist Fannie
Hurst and eventually a scholar

Jarreau headlined the concert

ship to Barnard College, in
New York.
Despite a prolific output of
writing, Zora was never a
financial success. Like many

performed on center stage,
Sunday, January 28.
Hurston Festival ‘01 is an
award-winning four-day event
that features a diverse mixture

writers, she worked for a time

of world-class arts and human

about Negro life in Florida.

ities

programming,

which

includes public forums, music,
dance, drama, visual arts and

She also held teaching posi

folk arts. Planners of Hurston

tions and worked for a short
time as a scriptwriter in Holly

Festival ‘01 projected the

wood. During the last year of
her life, she supported herself
as a substitute teacher and a
columnist for the Fort Pierce
Chronicle, a weekly newspa

event would attract over
125,000 people representing
demographic configurations of
all kind.
Festival sponsors included
Orange County Government,

per. She died in poverty and
obscurity in Fort Pierce, Flori

Darden Restaurants Founda

da in 1960.
The Association to Pre

Florida, Walt Disney World
Co;, Florida Department of

serve the Eatonville Commu
nity, Inc., hosted the 12th
Annual Zora Neale Hurston
Festival of Arts and Humani

Affairs and the Florida Arts

ties (Hurston Festival ‘01),
January 25-28. The ‘01 theme
was “Poetry”. Some of the

tion, United Arts of Central

State: Division of Cultural
Council, Orange County Pub
lic Schools, Sears, The Orlan
do Sentinel, Star 94.5-FM,
Pepsi, BellSouth Mobility,

world’s most prolific and

HarpetCollins, Orange Coun
ty Classroom Teachers Associ

renowned poets participated.
Featured artists included Nikki
Giovanni, Amiri and Amina

ation, 9 Family Connection,
AM 580/WDBO, Zeta Phi

Baraka, Ntozake Shange, with
a special tribute to Dr. Maya
Angelou during the Festival

from pg. 1

on Saturday, January 27.
Gospel legend Andre Crouch

of the post World War n era
with the Federal Writer’s Pro
ject, gathering information

5

Beta Sorority, Inc., AAA,
Alamo Rental and Phi Delta
Kappa, Inc. (Beta Xi Chapter,
Orlando).

Neighborly Senior Services Dedicates New
Adult Day Center In Largo
CLEARWATER-Neigh
borly Senior Services celebrat
ed the beginning of its’ 35th
year with a building dedication
at the new Adult Day Center in

cutting ceremony. The guest
included representatives from
the Department of Elder
Affairs, Area Agency on

Largo on January 19, 2001.

Aging, United Way, Largo
Chamber of Commerce,

Dignitaries

Mayor Jackson of Laigo, and

from

Pinellas

County and the State of Flori

many Neighboriy supporters.

da joined Fred Buchholtz,
Neighborly Senior Services

Neighborly, which opened
the first Adult Day Center in

President/CEO, in a ribbon

the nation in 1966, assists care-

Judicial Town Hall On
Juvenile Delinquency
TAMPA - Joining Chief
Judge F. Dennis Alvarez, pan
elists representing the judicia

tions about these philosophical
questions, they will also be
prepared to answer questions

ry, justice system oiganizations

specifically related fo activities

and private sector will convene

in the Thirteenth Judicial Cir

on Thursday, February 1st, at

cuit Join Judge Perry Little,

6:30pm for tire first Judicial

Judge Jack Espinosa, Jr., State

Town Hall in Courtroom 1 in

Attorney Mark Ober, Public
Defender Julie Holt in this dis

the Main Courthouse.
Before the development

givers by providing an alterna
tive to nursing home place
ment Nursing home care,
which can cost more than
$40,000 per year, is often

native. With their loved one

borne by the taxpayers through
Medicare and Medicaid pay

ly, should be provided close to
home. Neighborly opened its

ments. Many caregivers be
come overwhelmed by the
needs of their ailing loved one
and sometimes begin to suffer

new site in Laigo, with this
notion of community-based

secure during the day, care
givers are free to, pursue
careers, run errands, or just
rest. Adult Day services, ideal

day care for up to 35 individu
als with physical and/or mem
ory-related disabilities.
“This facility is among the
most needed alternatives for
caregivers, as it is a communi

This stress on the caregiver can

services in mind. Besides
Adult Day Services, Neigh
borly offers Transportation,
Care Management, and Nutri

lead to premature nursing

tion Services, including Meals

ty program to help delay or
prevent nursing home place
ment,” said Christine Lecher,
Director of the Neighborly

'home placement of the elderly

on Wheels.

Adult Day Services program.

from ill health themselves.

patient even when the patient

The facility is similar in

could benefit from living at
home.

size and nature to the Neigh
borly Adult Day Health Center

However, there is an alter

operated at St. Anthony’s Hos

For more information on
the Laigo Adult Day Center, or
other Neighborly Adult Day
Services, call (727) 540-0919.

NEWS DEADLINE IS 4 PM MONDAY
WE WELCOME
YOUR
LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

Nexus — Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials — Menders
Redon- T.C.B. — Bantu

cussion. Special expert guests

of juvenile courts a century

will

ago, young thieves and mug
gers appeared in criminal court

Dembo, University of South
Florida; Lt Craig Latimer,

alongside adult defendants.
' Then in 1899 the first juvenile

HSCO and Juvenile Justice
Council Representative and

3427 - 11th Avenue North.

court was established to reha

Don Lewis, Department of
Juvenile Justice. Of equal
importance, juveniles and their

Telephone: 323-8649

bilitate youthful offenders to

include Dr.

pital. A warm, friendly atmos
phere combined with profes
sional supervision and medical
attention will provide quality

Richard

prevent them from growing
into adult criminals. Today the

families

area ofjuvenile delinquency is,

involved in the system will

for various reasons, at a cross
roads once again. The tradi

also share their experiences.

who

have

been

Hires Hairstyling
St. Petersburg, FL 33713

Shear Essence
TOTAL HAIR CARE

I

Extension Weaving and Braiding

i

tional approach vs. the pendu

To fax a question, submit
it to 813-272-5522. If you're

lum swing to law and order.

interested in attending the.

328-7189

expert guests gather at the

Town Hall meeting, please
submit request via fax or the

328-7289

courthouse to respond to ques-

internet as seating is limited.

3425 22nd AVENUE SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33711

As panelists and special

Need Fast Cash?

TUES.-THURS. 9 AM-10 PM
' FRI. 9 AM-9 PM • SAT. 7 AM-8 PM

at Lundy's, 3084 18th Ave. S.

Tax Office Phone: 327-6473

i

,a
jgi
8

1

AND

I

S&iettee

For more information,
contact Gerald Syrkett
At 727-893-5438
Crack Cocaine Kills People and
Shatters Lives

ShirIey's Soul Food
Now Serving Breakfast
Starting Monday, December 4th
@ 6:30 a.m.

|

- WALK-INS WELCOME -

24 to 48 hr. Tax Refund Loans

’’The Tax Lady”

1

OPERATION PAR
SELF-SUFFICIENCY
PROJECT
PAR provides substance abuse and men
tal health services for families whc
receive cash assistance or are low income
families. Services are offered at no cost tc
individuals and afe confidential. Services
are available to adults and children.

I

(727) 419-1509
1
gilBjgjgjBigjBfgjBjglBjgjgjgjgigjgijgjgjgjgjgjgjgjgjgjgj S

Located at:
1839 - 34th St. S.
Phone:
328-9467
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Frances Ellen Watkins
Harper Abolitionist Poet

William And Ellen Craft Fugitive Slaves
William and Ellen Craft,
the hero and heroine of the
novel Running a Thousand

Frances Ellen Watkins
Harper (1825-1911), antislav-1
eiy lecturer and poet, was bom

Miles to Freedom (London,
1860), were fugitive slaves

free in Baltimore, MD. Rev

from a Georgia plantation.
Though both were illiterate,

erend William Watkins, her

they succeeded in their escape

Negroes, educated her. In
1851, after moving to Ohio,
she taught domestic science.

uncle and a teacher for free

from bondage.
Ellen Craft, who was fair
enough to disguise herself as a

In 1853, she moved to

white man of means, pretend

York, PA, where, for ffie first

ed to be ill, and her husband
William masqueraded as the

time, she observed ffie opera
tions of ffie Undeiground Rail

devoted slave of the young
master. Her disguise protected
them until they reached

road. Later, living in Philadel
phia, she witnessed ffie terrors

Philadelphia, where they were
befriended by anti-slavery
workers. They were advised to
move to Boston, where Ellen
was taught the trade of uphol
stering and William was given
employment
Because of the Fugitive

of ffie pursued fugitive slaves.

Slave Act of 1850, the Crafts

protesting the attempt to return

received by friends of the abo

were in jeopardy, and a war

the Crafts to Geoigia.

litionists. Later, William Craft,

rant had been issued for ffieir

To make their freedom
secure, arrangements were
made for the Crafts to sail for
England, where they were

employed by a London busi
ness house, was sent to Africa
to establish branch houses for
the firm.

arrest. Their anti-slavery
friends hid them and staged
meetings in Faneuil Hall

These episodes, which
impressed her greatly, doubt

William Craft

Ellen Craft

When the Civil War was
over, the Crafts returned to
Geoigia, purchased a planta
tion and established an indus
trial school for Negro youth
near Savannah.

W. Brooke United

Edward
States Senator ------------------------elected to the United States
Senate since Reconstruction,

School and graduated from

Bishop of African descent in

to the danger to his own health.
Soon, he was accepted and

the United States, was bom in
Macon, GA. His father was a

to the victims with no thought

was an unsuccessful candidate
for the Republican nomination
interest.

In 1961-62, he served as chair

His
accomplishments
were well publicized, and a
predominantly white elec

he led a campaign against cor

torate selected him as attorney

ruption, graft and conflicts of

general of the state in 1962. He

was a slave. His father sent

priest.

him to the Franklin Park
Quaker School in Burlington,

As the assistant to Bishop
John Fitzpatrick of Boston, he

NY, to be educated. He contin

served as chancellor of the dio

ued his education in Worcester,
MA, at Holy Cross College,

cese, having charge of the
account books, the official cor

her project and assisted in its
expansion.

respondence and the many
contacts with various units of

Katy was bom a slave on
board a schooner en route

him and provided him with the

he presided for 25 years over

necessary funds to continue his

the diocese of Maine and New

studies abroad. He studied at
the famous Sulpician Semi

Hampshire.

nary in Paris and was ordained
to the priesthood in 1854.

new church buildings were
erected, 18 parochial schools

Upon returning to Ameri

and 68 mission stations were

ca, he served as pastor of St.

established and the number of

James Catholic Church in

Catholic communicants more

Boston's southeast end, a pre

than doubled.

dominantly Irish neighbor
hood. The Irish were reluctant

Bishop Healy's brother,
Patrick F. Healy, was president

to accept him at first, but when

of Georgetown University in

the area was ravaged by epi
demics of typhoid, influenza

Washington, serving in that

and tuberculosis, Father Healy

capacity from 1872 until 1883.

was elected United States Sen
ator from Massachusetts on
the Republican ticket in 1966.
His book The Challenge
of Change was published in
1966.

Catherine Ferguson Pioneer
in Welfare Work-----------------------

from Virginia to New York
City. When she was eight, her
mother was sold, and Katy
never saw her again. As this
had happened to her at an
impressionable age, she ma
tured with compassion for all
motherless children, regardless

During this period, 50

of their race.
Catherine Ferguson
Catherine

Ferguson's

work with destitute children
began in her Sunday school,
the first in New York, and gave

Mrs. Harper concentrated on

Mother", "Bible", "Defense of
Slavery", "The Freedom Bell"

ffie thousands at abolitionist

writing verse and fiction. Iola

and "Bury Me in a Free Land".

"high chancellor and keeper of

Edward W. Brooke

for secretary of state in 1960.

the diocese. When he was ele
After the death of his par
vated to the bishopry, it was
ents in 1850, friends of his : evident that he had been well
wealthy father encouraged
trained for the post. As bishop,

band, Fenton Harper, in 1860,

"principal counselor of his
master, Chief Micanopy" and

setts, Brooke practiced law and

complete the course, in 1849.

was enhanced by her original
poetry. Her pamphlets sold by

ent roles, such as "prophet",

white planter, and his mother

est honors in the first class to

"Eliza Harris", "The Slave

Among ffie Indians he
was referred to in many differ

respected by the members of
his congregation as a true

where he graduated with high

After ffie death of her hus

However, the small slave
girl did have a kind mistress
who permitted her to attend
church services. Another sym
pathetic woman purchased

dren, who died young. The
lonely woman then dedicated
herself to assisting orphan chil
dren as a means of filling the
emptiness in her life.
At her little house on War
ren Street, on Sundays she
gathered all of the neglected
children, both black and white,
to instruct them in religious
matters. It was at this house
hold that Dr. Mason appeared
one morning to find Katy with
the children. Seeing that she

the
king's
conscience".
Although he was uneducated,
he was a persuasive and gifted
speaker. One writer described
him as "a perfect Talleyrand of
the Savage Court of Florida";
As the spokesman for the
chief in the period when ffie

Negro Abraham
until he secured his terms. He

of the Creeks, ffie Seminoles

United States was moving the

the Seminoles with ffie Creeks
because the latter were known

Indians from Florida across ffie

to enslave Negroes. In a treaty

were recognized as an inde
pendent nation.
Chief Micanopy died in
1848. The new chief.became a

Mississippi River to Okla
homa and Kansas, Abraham
opposed this relocation. He
feared that, in ffie process of
traveling across the Southern

signed at Fort Dade in 1837, he
demanded a guarantee against
future domination by the
Creeks.

states, many of ffie Negroes

The Seminole Indians
finally moved West in 1839

who had fled from slavery1
would be recaptured by their

but were deluded by U.S. gov
ernment agents who broke ffie

former masters;

Fort Dade treaty. Favored by

and Negroes moved to Mexi
co in 1850.
It is not clear whether
Abraham went to Mexico or
remained in ffie Iridian Territo
ry. The majority of ffie ‘
Negroes of ffie tribe, however,

dominated ffie Seminoles arid
enslaved ffie fugitive Negroes

refused to move until he was

remained in Mexico until after
ffie Civil War ended, when

or else, handed them over to

assured of everyone's freedom.
A diplomat of skill, he delayed

agents who returned them to
their former owners. After 20

they returned to ffie United
States.

home

in

Oklahoma

but

needed assistance, he made
arrangements for her to trans
fer her Sunday school to the
day afternoons.

Ferguson's welfare work in

dred dollars when she was 16
years old.

ning of the Murray Street Sab
bath School, which Katy con

From ffie poorhouse or
from destitute parents, she col

New York, a home for unmar
ried mothers was named in her

attention of a well-known min

No doubt it was a very

ducted for over 40 years. She

lected 48 children, 20 of them

lonely freedom. She married at
the age of 18 and had two chil-

honor. The Katy Ferguson

ister, Dr. John M. Mason, who

continued to have the children

white, caring for them until she

Home was founded in 1920.

come to her house on Warren

could place them in good

recognized the usefulness of

tool of ffie Creeks. To escape
this situation, many Seminoles

ffie government, the Creeks

He agreed to investigate
•ffie proposed site of ffieir new

basement of his Murray Street
Church. This was the begin

children. Her work reached the

years of suffering at ffie hands’

also opposed ffie settlement of

Katy's freedom for two hun

impetus to the movement to
found homes for orphaned

She is remembered as ffie

nole Indians of ffie area.

degree in 1949. During World
War n, he served as a captain
in the United States Army.
After moving to Massachu

man of the Boston Finance
Commission. In this position,

author of the following poems:

years. Her fame as a reformer
and as an entertaining speaker

sought shelter with the Semi

1948 and his Master of Laws

administered the Sacraments

(1860) was her best novel.

Slavery Society, touring ffie
North and Canada for six

1800s. Around 1826, he
escaped from slavery and

from Boston University in

James Augustine Healy
(1820-1900), first Catholic

Leroy, or the Shadows Uplifted

poetry, Poems on Miscella
neous Subjects, was published
in 1854.

Pensacola, FL, in the early'

Howard University in 1940.
He received his LL.B. degree

James Augustine
Healy Catholic
Bishop ----------------—

meetings. Her first volume of

Negro Abraham, a fugi
tive slave adopted by the
Seminole Indians, was bom in

elementary

schools and Dunbar High

James Healy

Frances Harper

of the Seminoles----------------------

was bom in Washington, DC,
local

ery crusade as a full-time lec
turer with ffie Maine Anti-

Negro Abraham Diplomat

Edward W.
Brooke
(1919), first Negro to be

attended

less made her join the antislav

Street on Fridays arid on Sun

homes. In tribute to Catherine

PLEASE
SUPPORT OUR
PAPER BV
SUPPORTING
OUR
RDUERTISERS

BADCOCK SALUTES BL
ESTABLISHED 1904
4-Conveniont Way* to Buy

AT MOST LOCATIONS

HOME FURNISHING

2200 Dr. M.L. King Street South

7330 - 49th Street North

St. Petersburg

Pinellas Park

(727) 822-3741

(727) 546-2965 • (727) 544-6484
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Representative Frank Peterman, Jr., Has Open House
ST. PETERSBURG-Just
arriving in town from a session
of committee meetings in Tal
lahassee,. State Representative
Frank Peterman, Jr., warmly
welcomed some 70 guests,
recently, who toured his Dis
trict 55 office at 1198 62nd
Avenue South during an open
house for the public.
Individuals and families
from the District 55 communi
ty attended, along with city
dignitaries, officials and politi
cal candidates. They enjoyed a
table ladened with refresh
ments.
In a brief talk, Peterman
told the group that' this was a
state office that belongs to the
community because ffie peo
ple pay taxes for ffie facility.
He was joined by his legisla
tive aide, Gershom Faulkner
and his executive secretary,
Carolyn Thompson, who led
ffie guests on a tour of ffie taste
fully appointed office. Guests
were also greeted by members
of Representative Peterman’s
family and other relatives.
The office will be open for
business from 8am tp 5pm,
according to state regulations.
Photos contributed by Kim
Anderson.

y

We V
Accept :
EBT- ATM
MasterCard
\ Visa >

DISCOUNT PARTY
STORE & MEAT MARKET

2225 - 9th Street South
TBREAKFAST
V
PLAN
- M

/ZPLAN NO. 2

for $45v99 14.9<

FOR

Advertisers.

Listen to ffie voice within
and leam to take heed, because
ffie voices outside and' around

God will make us whole.

LICENSED

PROFESSIONALS

3 BARBERS
RENTAL

and

PLAN NO. 5

k,

1 Slab of Ribs
10 lb. Chicken Leg 1/4
•2 Packs Hot Dogs
1 Whole Chicken
1 Box Garcia Sausage
Get One Bag Ice
5 lb. Bag Charcoal FREE!

$44t95

42

PLAN NO. 7

K

7PLAN NO. 3

/

V

3 lb. Chicken Wings

5 lb. Chicken Legs
3 lb. Chicken. Drum Sticks
5 lb. Turkey Wings
5 lb. Turkey Necks
5 lb. Beef Liver
3 lb. End Cut Pork Chops
5 lb. Smoked Neckbones
Get Gallon Juice FREE!

.

for

$28.99

.

/PRODUCE\
Bananas 3 lb. $1.00
Bell Pepper 3 for $1.00
Tomatoes 990 lb.
Cabbage 3 lb. $1.00
Onions 3 lb, $1,29
Potatoes 3 lb. $1.19
Celery 1 Bunch $1.19/

NEEDED

$«M»5 67/

PLAN NO. 9

for $24.95 7? '

for $429.95 12;

PLAN NO. 6
5 lb. Center Cut Chops
5 lb. Oxtail
5 lb. Chicken Wings
5 lb. Shoulder Steak
5 lb. Beef Liver
5 lb. T-Bone Steak
10 lb: Chicken Leg 1/4
Get 2 lb. Boiled Ham
1 lb. American Cheese
FREE!
FOR

3 lb. Breakfast Ham
3 lb. Ground Beef
Get Dozen Eggs FREE!

5 lb. Smoked Bacon
5 lb. Turkey Necks
1.0 lb. Bag Rice
Get GallonJuice - Gallon
Milk FREE!

x

PLAN NO. 8
5 lb. Chicken Leg 1/4
5 lb. Drumsticks
3 lb. Cube Steaks

5 lb. End Cut Chops
5 lb. Oxtail
5 lb. Stew Beef
5 lb. Beef Roast
5 lb. Chicken Wings
10 lb. Chicken Leg 1/4
10 lb. Turkey Wings
1 Bag Baby B. Ribs |
5 lb. U/J Sausage
*

wonder off, get lost or even

The unfaithful is often cold

T

'
/

The wiser people stay on
ffie trail, but ffie foolish ones

and out of control, but faith in

$W5 18 <

3 lb. Chicken Drumsticks
Get Dozen Eggs FREE!
FOR

lead.

Sun,
7:30am\ 7:00pm

PLAN NO. 4
5 lb; Chicken Wings
5 lb. Chicken Leg 1/4
■5 lb. Fresh Neckbones
5 lb. Pigs Feet
3 lb. U/J Sausage
3 lb. Bacon
■5 lb. End Cut Chops
5 lb. Turkey Wings 4
3 lb. Ham Hocks
*

Our

you will only confuse and mis

\

3 lb, Chicken Leg 1/4
3 lb. Chicken Drumsticks
3 lb. Turkey Wings
3 lb. Turkey Necks
3 lb. Fresh Neckbones ,
3 lb Pigs Feet
2 lb. End Cut Pork Chops
3 lb. Chicken Gizzards
Get Dozen Eggs or
Fago 2 ltr. FREE!

1 lb. Cheese
W
8 oz. Bag Grits
Get a Loaf of Bread FREE!

HIRES

Mon-Sat.
6:30am-8:00pm

Phone

2 lb Sausage
2 lb. Bacon
1 lb. Margarine
Cj
1/2 Gal. Orange Juice <3

Please
Support Our
Paper By
Supporting

/Store Hrs A

5 lb. Chicken Leg 1/4
3 lb. Ground Beef
3 lb. Chicken Wings
3 lb. End Cut Chops
5 lb. F. Neckbones
5 lb. S. Neckbones
3 lb. Oxtail
5 lb. Turkey Necks
5 lb. Turkey Wings
Get 1 lb. Margarine
Dozen Eggs FREE!
FOR

$29^95 27

Collard Greens
$1.79 Bunch or
2 Bags Green Cut $3.00

5 STYLIST

OR

5 lbs. Beef Liver
$3.99

ROBERTS BARBER
& BEAUTY SALON
SEVILLE SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
3010 54TH AVENUE SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA
CALL 866-7070

Spiced Ham/Boiled
Ham $1.89/lb.

Wings
Buy 5 lbs. for
$8,99
Get 5 lbs.

Buy 5 lbs. for
$5.99
Get 5 lbs.

\ FREE! Z

k FREE! Z

Oxtails
5 lb. $10.95

Ground Beef
5 lb. $5.99

J Chicken V

Bologna/Meat Sauce
$1.89/lb.
5-lbs. Smoked
Neckbones $3.49

1/22/01

l/Thicken \
'xDrumsticksx"'

J Chicken V

COMMISSION

Z

Leg 1/4 X

Buy 5 lbs. for
$3.69
Get 5 lbs.
\ FREE! Z

\

plbs. Turkey^|

/

Wings for $4.99
Get 5 lbs.
Turkey Necks
k FREE!
>

Prices Good thru February 2001

I Buy 5 lbs. Chicken V

Wings + 5 lbs.
Drumsticks For $7.99 Get
k 5 lbs. Leg 1/4 FREE! T

7

8
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North Central Florida
Country Music Legend Willie Nelson Pastor Appreciation Ends On High
To Star In Concert At Silver Springs Note----------------------------------------------------SILVER

SPRINGS

In addition, the Country Music
Television truck will be at Sil

Grammy award winner and
country music superstar Willie

ver Springs during the concern
giving away CMT hats, Tshirts and other promotional

Nelson is “On The Road
Again” and coming to Silver
Springs to perform his biggest
hits live in concert on Saturday,

items.
Silver Springs’ exciting
2001 Entertainment Series will

February 10th. The concert is
included in the price of admis
sion, free to passholders, and

continue in the weeks ahead.

OCALA - Appreciation
Services ended on a high note
on Sunday for Dr. E. F. Brox

Oreffia S. and Dr. E. F. Brox

16 years. Pastor and wife were

Chair is Erma Rush; Program
was co-chaired by Mary Mon

escorted by Deacon and Dea
coness Eugene Shields follow

the music will begin at 12noon

Opry on February 17th, the

with opening acts Crosstyz

ing the processional by ffie

Fabulous ‘50s Festival on Feb

and Southbound followed by
Willie Nelson on stage at 3pm.
Willie Nelson recorded his

ruary 18th, the Bluegrass Fes
tival on February 24th, The
Lettermen on February 25th

Mass Choir.
Minister

first single in 1957 but his
career didn’t take off until he
started writing songs for other

and Geoige Jones on March

Nashville artists during the
‘60s. Patsy Cline’s “Crazy,”

the Glass Bottom Boats and
other attractions including the

Ray Price’s “Night Life” and
Roy Orbison’s “Pretty Paper”

Willie Nelson

are just a few of his works. At
that time, the Nashville Sound

genre imaginable including
concept alburns, gospel, jazz,

million to date).
Silver Springs will present

dominated the scene, so Willie
Nelson returned to his home

soundtracks, duet projects and

Willie Nelson in concert on

Christmas albums, and he was

Saturday, February 10th and

inducted into the Country
Music HaH of Fame in 1993.
In addition, he has starred in
such movies as “The Electric
Horseman” and “Red Headed
Stranger”, and founded Farm

guests will hear his many
blockbusters
including

Fans may bring folding chairs

Aid in 1985 to assist American
farmers (raising nearly $12

or blankets to this outdoor
event or rent chairs at the park.

state of Texas and helped
establish the “Outlaw” attitude
in country music. His 1975
release of the hit album ‘Red
Headed Stranger” made him a
superstar. Over the years,
Willie Nelson has recorded
more than 200 albums in every

“Whiskey River,” “Bloody
Mary Morning” and “Blue
Eyes Crying In The Rain.”

Helen Baxter and Remarks by

ton of New Zion Missionaiy
Baptist Church in Ocala. Dr.
Broxton has pastored here for

Scheduled are Legends of the

3rd.
Silver Springs is home of

Shields. Presentations were
made by Deacon Theodore
Byid; Words of Thanks by

By Florence Williams Ray

ton.
Pastor Aide Committee

roe and Calpumia Steward,
assisted by Darion Tyler, Eris
Thomas and Roberta Woods.

Sims

Decorations by Ethel Shields,

presided over the service. The

Chair, Aloma Prince and Viola

Jason

program included Pastoral

Hope. Publicity by Johnnie

Litany with leader Deacon
WiUiam Mays; Welcome &

Jones, Chair, Hilda Cox and

Occasion by Aloma Prince;
Dr. Eugene Finemore Broxton

Special tribute to pastor, Dea

Jungle Cruise, Lost River Voy

con Matthew Baxter, Solo by
Rosa Smith and selections by

age, Jeep Safari and live ani
mal shows. The park is located

ffie Mass Choir.

The speaker for the occa-

Baptist Church, West Palm

sion was Rev. Horace McMillian of SL John Missionaiy

Beach, FL who was introduced by Deacon Eugene

Dorothy Wesley. Repast com
mittee included Johnnie Jones,
Castella Stevenson, Shirley
Knight, Beatrice Claik, Lula
Williams, Stacy Duncan and
Tim Bentley.

Seniors Use Prayer To Cope With Stress

east of Ocala on S.R. 40 and
open daily from 10 am to 5pm.
GAINESVILLE - If
For more information on
ticket prices and parking fees, you're an older American and
please call (352) 236-2121 or suffered from holiday stress,
visit the web site at www.sil- odds are good you used prayer
to ward it off, new research
versprings.com.
shows.
A study from the Univer

sity of Florida and Wayne

that prayer is ffie most fre

used, more than one-third of

State University shows most
older adults use prayer more

quently reported alternative

ffie respondents reported using
other spiritual strategies to feel

than any offidr alternative

treatment used by seniors to
feel better or maintain health in

health remedy to help manage
ffie stress in ffieir lives. In addi

general.

tion, nurse researchers found

dominant alternative therapy

good or maintain ffieir health
as well.

While prayer was the pre

Verizon Makes National Appeal
For Donations To UNCF —--------NEW YORK - Verizon
will honor both’ ffie legacy and
ffie future of African American
contributions to society with a
matching gift drive in support
of ffie United Negro College

spots and print ads in African
American newspapers and
magazines nationwide, includ
ing Jet, Ebony and Essence.

gy for students and faculty.
UNCF administers more
than 450 scholarships and fel
lowships to students and facul

Verizon will promote ffie
drive in ffie Lifestyle pages of
BET.com, where ffie company
is ffie exclusive telecommuni

ty who attend UNCF member
colleges and universities, other
Historically Black Colleges
and Universities and majority

cations sponsor.

institutions throughout ffie
country. In its 56-year histoiy,
UNCF has raised over $1.6

to celebrate Black History

TV and radio ads will fea
ture ffie voice of company
spokesman James Earl Jones
and also entertainer Brian

Month with a gift to the United

McKnight, American Music

helped more than 300,000 stu

Negro College Fund. The

Award winner for soul/rhythm .

dents earn undergraduate and

company will match total cus

and blues for this year. McK

graduate degrees.

tomer contributions up to

night will solicit pledges to the

$100,000.

campaign.

drive can be made by calling
1-800-566-8880.

weeks,

“Brian McKnight has
credibility and appeal that

through February, Black His

exemplify ffie power of young

Verizon Communications
Inc. (NYSE: VZ), formed by

tory Month.
“Looking back, as we tra

African Americans to persist
and to succeed.” Gordon said.

ffie merger of Bell Atlantic and
GTE, is one of ffie world’s

ditionally do during Black His

“We’re honored to have him

leading providers of commu

tory Month, offers perspective

working with us on this drive.”

nications services. Verizon

and pride,” said Bruce Gor

William H. Gray Iff, UNCF

don, president of retail markets

president, applauded Verizon’s

companies are ffie largest pro
viders of wireline and wireless

for Verizon. “Verizon wants its

commitment to the future.

customers and friends also to
look forward-to do something

“America’s young people
often depend on someone else

today that fosters cultural

caring enough to support
them,” Gray said. “In this case,

Fund.

Through a nationwide ad
campaign on cable television,
radio, ffie World Wide Web,
newspapers and magazines,
Verizon is asking its customers

The drive starts today and
continues for six

enrichment we can celebrate in

billion to promote higher edu
cation achievement and has

Pledges to ffie Verizon

million access line equivalents
and more than 27 million wire
less custotners, A Fortune 10
company with more than

we have an entire enterprise -

group, and was named 1998
Black Enterprise Executive of

tomers - on ffie side of ffie
education and future of young

the Year by Black Enterprise

people.

al presence extends to 40

magazine.

‘We’re grateful to Verizon
for selecting ffie United Negro

countries in ■ ffie Americas,

“Among ffie students who
attend or will attend UNCF

College Fund to express ffie

For more information on Veri

member colleges, there is the

company’s ideals, and to Veri

zon, visit http://www.veri-

enormous potential for great

zon’s customers and employ

ness, and that greatness re
quires an deserves our sup

ees for ffieir gifts.

zon.com.
On The Internet: Verizon

port,” he said.
The advertising uses the

Fund is the nation’s oldest and

speeches and biographies,

theme “Building Bridges for

most successful minority high
er education assistance organi

news media contacts and other
information are available at

Tomorrow.” The campaign,

zation in ffie countiy. It’s mis

Verizon’s News Center on ffie

which is targeted to Verizon’s
African American customers

sion is to enhance ffie quality
of education by providing

//www.verizon.com/news). To

nationwide, includes commer

financial assistance to deserv

cials on Black Entertainment
Television and other stations,

ing students, raising operating
funds for ffieir 39 member col

banners at http://www.bet-

leges and universities, and

automatic delivery of Verizon

.com, and widespread radio

increasing access to technolo

news releases.

The United Negro College

It hit me that my days Of living frOm paycheck tO paycheck were Over.

communications in ffie United
States, with more than 100

ffie future.” Gordon serves on
UNCF corporate advisory

its employees and its cus

■11

260,000 employees and ap
proximately $60 billion in
1999 revenues, Verizon’s glob

Europe, Asia and ffie Pacific.

news

releases,

executive

World Wide Web

When I started thinking long-term, I went to someplace familiar, Bank of America. Their brokerage affiliate,
Banc of America Investment Services, Inc., has many investment opportunities - from money market
products to mutual funds to stocks and bonds and more. They also have investment professionals who work
with you and your goals to help determine your investment choices. For me, they suggested that I start off
slow and invest regularly over time. I think of what I invest each month as paying myself first in preparation
for the future. Why not? ------------------------------------------------------------------_-------------------- -------------

(http:-

receive news releases by
email, visit ffie News Center

Bank of America.

and register for personalized

Please Support Our
Paper by Supporting
Our Advertisers

Banc of America Investment Services, Inc.™
We want you to know that investment products provided by Banc ofAmerica Investment Services, Inc:," are:

• Not FDIC Insured • May Lose Value • Not Bank Guaranteed
Banc of America Investment Services, inc., a non-bank subsidiary of Bank of America, N.A., is a registered broker-dealer and member NASD SIPC
Callusat 1.800.321.5454orvisitwww.bankofamerica.com/investments

©2001 Bank ofAmerica Corporation.
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Si North Central Florida Tf,
r

Society
In
Ocala

GHMBC Kwanzaa Celebration
University of Paris where she

by

studied French language, his
toiy, and culture. She is cur
rently Professor ofAfrican and

Florence
Williams Ray

BRICK CITY KICKS
OFFBLACK
HISTORY EXHIBIT

is being held from 5:30pm to
8pm.
help parents get their sixth-

the Arts in downtown Ocala

grade children immunized

have kicked off its fourth

without losing time from
woik. Health Department offi

exhibit. Featured artists are
Notural T. Leach, painter of
Florida landscapes, Fred

cials hope to improve the
immunization completion rate
for incoming seventh-graders.

“Root Man” Woods, a selftaught Gainesville artist, and
Janet Griffin, author of
“Achievers of Color: Histori
cal Profiles, Past and Present.”
The exhibit will run
through March 2, 2001.
Admission is free. The center
is located at 23 SW Broadway
Street, Ocala. For more infor
mation, call (352) 840-9521.
**
THREADS
EXHIBITION

The Brick City Center for
the Arts is accepting applica
tions for an exhibition titled

CHILDHOOD
DEVELOPMENT
CENTER
The Childhood Develop
ment Center needs volunteers
with their reading, arts and
crafts and monitoring activi
ties. Volunteers are asked to
assist teachers by helping in
the classroom and play. Cleri
cal aides who will do light
office tasks as support backup
are also needed. For more
information, call Liz at 6290055, ext. 210.
**

“Threads.” Art woik of oil,

GUARDIAN AD LITEM

acrylic, pastel, watercolor, pen

PROGRAM

and ink, pencil, graphics, pho
tography, sculpture, original

The Guardian Ad Litem
Program needs volunteers to

computer art, mixed media,

advocate for abused and

weaving, quilts, one of a kind

neglected children in the court

garments and painting on fab
ric are welcome.
There is a $10 application

system. Guardian Ad Litem
volunteers must be 18 years of
age, in good health and have
an abundance of common

fee for non-BCCA members.
For more informa£iqn,.„jC^l.
840-9521. The exhibit will be

sense and good communica

held April 3-May 5, 2001. A
reception will be held from 5-7

cial training course is now
being formed. For more infor

pm on Thursday, April 5th.

mation, call Amy to register at
369-2525.
**

PERFORMANCE
CONTRACTS SIGNED

tion skills. A free 32-hour spe

ganization focusing on sustain
able development on the Afri
Dr. Joyce Hope
OCALA - The Greater

can continent and the Carib
bean.

Hopewell Missionary Baptist
Church sponsored Kwanzaa

nized Africanist scholar. She is

Dr. Hope Scott is a recog

Celebration on Wednesday,

the recipient of two Fulbright-

December 27,2000.

Hays Fellowships to West
Africa: 1987 to Liberia, Sierra

The Ancestral Permission
was done by Helen Wingo
Jones. Presiding was Loretta
Pompey-Jenkins. The Wel-

Leone, and Senegal, and 19911993 to Buikina Faso where

come/Occasion was given by

she taught at the University of
Ouagadougou, and lectured

Lois Lilley.
Introduction of Kwanzaa

around the region, in Niger,
Ghana, Nigeria, Morocco.

Messenger was by Vivian D.

Additionally, she has done

Lee.
Kwanzaa Messenger Dr.

teacher-training research and
lecturing in South Africa and

Joyce Hope (Formerly of Bell-

Kenya, India and South Amer

eview/Santos, FL and Calvary

ica and in numerous countries

Baptist Church).
Liturgical Signing

in Europe.
She is also the author of

by

GHMBC Youth Group, direc
ted by Rose Jenkins.
Dr. Joyce Hope Scott is a
nationally and internationally
recognized scholar, professor,
lecturer, and researcher. She
received her Bachelors and
Masters degrees in English
from Northeastern University
in Boston and her Ph. D., from
Boston University in 1980. Dr.

numerous works of literary
criticism on American, Afri
can, and African-American lit
erature and multicultural edu
cation.
Kwanzaa
Committee:
Deacon Jerome Brown. Anne
Brown, Loretta Pompey-Jenk
ins, Linda Luckey, Lois Lilley,
and Vivian D. Lee.

Hope Scott also attended the

SISTERS
Big Brothers & Sisters
Program seeks help with its

scholarships upon graduation.
Take Stock in Children

School Based Mentoring Pro
gram which provides mentors

scholarship recipients agreed
to maintain a 2.5 GPA, good

to eligible students while at

attendance, stay out of trouble,
not use drugs and meet week

school year. Volunteers will

the student completes the con
ditions of the contract,* he or

a non-profit development or

MENTORING

eight schools signed perfor
mance cohtracts to receive

ly with a volunteer mentor. If

the Northeast Regional Vice
President for Hope For Africa,

BIG BROTHERS,

WITH PROGRAM
About 30 students from

College in Massachusetts and

The clinics are intended to

The Brick City Center for

annual Black History Month

African American studies at
Wheelock College and Boston

school, and only during the
spend one hour a week at the
school, visiting with the
mentee.

she will be awarded a two year

Youth who participate are
looking for guidance as they

tuition scholarship to a com
munity college and two year’s

move forward in achieving
career and academic goals.

tuition to a state university.
For more information, call

Scholarships are given for

369-2174.

minimums and certain special

those who achieve grade point
requirements. For more infor

IMMUNIZATION
ROUND-UP
CLINIC IN PROGRESS
The

Marion

mation, call Art at 624-1222.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS

County

Health Department is having

Happy Birthday Greetings

its Sixth Grade Immunization

go out to Laura Oliver, Febru

Round-up Clinic beginning

aiy 4th; Earl English, Februaiy

now through June, 2001.

6th and Marion Wingo, Febru

The clinics, at the main
office, 1801 SE 32nd Avenue,

aiy 9th.

READ A NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY
SAVE WATER

Please
Support
Our Paper
By
Supporting
Our
Advertisers

The City of
Gainesville, FL, is
recruiting for Journey
Level Auto/Heavy
Equipment Mechanics
for repair and maint. of
City Fleet vehicles. For
application package
and detailed info:
www.state.fl.us/gvl. dr
JOBLINE: 352-3345009, OR Call HR at:
352-334-5077. Ask for
Job Req.# G146-01-01.
DEADLINE TO
APPLY: 2/11/2001.
EEO/DFWP/Vet. Pref.

United TheoIogicaI Seminary
and
BibIe CoIIege
Extension Ocala, Florida
Second Bethlehem Baptist Association
Dr. O.V. Pinkston, Moderator
Dr. Fred Maeweathers, Sr., Center Director
Dr. B.F. Martin, President
352-351-5029 OR 352-237-5215
Monday
8:30-9:30
PM
Saturday
8:00 AM10:15 AM

Tuesday
9:00 AM12:00 PM
and
6:30 PM9:30 PM

Give to the UNCF during Black History Month,
and Verizon will match your contribution.
/.

Verizon is building bridges for tomorrow through our commitment to literacy, technology access and

■ 1 l community involvement. /Je support educational efforts that help students realize their full potential. Please join
■ * us by celebrating Black History Month with a donation to the United Negro College Fund. Verizon will match
un

cf

each donation (Verizon will pay up to $100,000 to match total contributions). Hurry, this special matching offer
ends February 28,2001. Visit verizbn.com.

How to get life done.

call now to contribute

1.800.566.8880
venzon.com

Offering Degrees in Theology, Religious Education,
and Certification in Two Extension Courses
Masters Program
External Studies in the areas above for residents
over 60 miles away
LOCATED AT:
1105 Northwest 4th Street, Ocala, Florida 34475

Main Campus in Monroe, Louisiana

©2001 Verizon Communications

verizon
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Fire On Ice II - Roy Jones, Jr., vs. Derrick Florida rower Kays
Harmon-------------------------------------------------- FanFest 2001 —

Tampa Bay Devil
Rays Event------strolling characters provided
by Breezin’ Entertainment &
Productions Unique balloon

TAMPA - Yerrid Produc
tions and Square Ring, Inc.,

Regional Chamber of Com

greatest players of ffie Century,
“plate-stealing practice area,”

rate combinations. He started

ST. PETERSBURG-The

present Fire On Ice II, a sensa

boxing at .the age of 10 and
was trained by his father. In ffie

Florida Power Rays FanFest
2001will be held Saturday and

decorations will be provided
by Balloon Productions. And,

tional double world champi

1988 Olympics in .Seoul,

onship fight card featuring Roy

Korea he represented ffie Unit

Sunday, February 10-11 at
Tropicana Field. Admission

radio broadcast booth, “sky
box” viewing and a mammoth
LED video screen for visitors

merce on Monday, Februaiy
12th, at Ruth Eckerd Hall.

popcorn and peanuts for
everyone to create a true ball

ed States and was ffie favorite
to win ffie gold medal at 156

and parking are free. FanFest
will be, open from 10am to

to watch memorable moments
in baseball as well as real-time

Doors open at 5pm and runs
through 7:30pm, allowing you

park experience!
Come and join in ffie
furi„.you’li have an opportuni

Jones Jr.; vs Derrick Harmon
and Derrick Gainer vs. Victor
Polo on Saturday, Februaiy
24, 2001, at ffie Ice Palace.

pounds.

4pm on Saturday and noon to play.
FanFest will also feature
4pm on Sunday.
At this year’s FanFest, fans tours of the Devil Rays
can meet Rays players and Express,photo/autograph ;
coaches, tour ffie team’s club opportunities with Raymond,.

CLEARWATER - The
Tampa Bay Devil Rays will be
honored at a special event
hosted by the Clearwater

plenty of time to collect auto
graphs and take pictures!
Highlights of the event will
include meeting the Devil
Rays’ Manager, Larry Roth
schild; Doug Creek, Pitcher;
Russ Johnson, Infielder, Biyan
Rekar, Pitcher; and Tanyon
Sturtze, Pitcher. Raymond,
Devil Rays’ Mascot will also
be there, along with the Devil
Rays Express, their touring
semi-tractor trailer before and
after ffie event.
Always a treat for the
palate, and included in your
ticket price will be the hors
d’oeuvres provided by Carrabba’s Italian Grill. Tickets aie

ty to ask questions of ffie Devil
Rays and win prizes when you
correctly answer our trivia
questions!
For reservations and ticket
prices call the Clearwater
Chamber of Commerce at
(727) 461-0011, ext. 224. Visa
and MasterCard may be used
for reservations. Checks may
be sent to the Chamber, P. O.
Box 2457, Clearwater, FL
33757 or may be made in per
son at the Chamber office;
1130 Cleveland Street, down
town Clearwater between
8:30am arid 5pm, Monday
through Friday.

pre-registered only and you

The Devil Rays Event is

may reserve a table. For your
added pleasure, there will be

sponsored by Harper Van
Scoik & Co.; Hooters; and

musical entertainment and

AmSouth Bank.

You Don’ t
Need My
Permission
To Be
Successful
Bv Mike Ramev
WASHINGTON, DC-In

He is a former North
American Boxing Federation
light heavyweight champion

Undisputed light heavyweight
World champion Roy Jones,
Jr., will participate in his 19th
world championship fight

and a former WBC Continen
tal America’s light heavy

against talented contender
Derrick Harmon in ffie main
event World Boxing Associa

weight champion. In his- last
fight in April, in Laughlin, NV,
he tuned up with an 8 round

tion featherweight world
Champion Derrick Gainer will
make, his first title defense
against No. 1 ranked chal
lenger Victor Polo in ffie co
featured bout The fights will
be televised live on HBO’s
“World Championship Box

Roy Jones, Jr.
Bernard Hopkins, Jorge Castro
and Jorge Vaca. Jones received

months, 44 fights, 248 total
rounds and 141 world champi

ed fighter has extraordinary

ffie World Boxing Council’s

onship rounds uniter his belt,

Jones Jr., is destined to go

speed and quickness, includ
ing one-punch knockout

“Lifetime Achievement Award” this year and was voted

Harmon has battered all of his
opposition.

down in histoiy as one of ffie
greatest fighters of all time. He

power in both hands.
Jones has amassed a 17-1

Remember Fire on Ice ff -

record while defeating eleven

ffie ‘Fighter of ffie Decade” for
the 1990s by the Boxing Writ
ers Association ofAmerica.

current, future, or former

A former North American

ing-”
Pensacola

native,

“Pound for Pound” boxer in
ffie world. This incredibly gift

Roy

has over powered all of his
opposition and defeated tiie
best fighters in three weight

champion, DerrickHarmon, is

one of the best fighters in ffie

world
champions-Reggie
Johnson, Otis Grant, Lou Del
Valle, Virgil Hill, Montell Grif

world at any weight Jones Jr.

fin, Mike McCallum, Vinny

is also considered ffie best

Pazienza,

power. Harmon, a southpaw,
throws punches in sharp, accu-:

divisions. He is recognized as

Save
Water

James

Toney,

a talented contender with good
skills') mobility and punching

NEW YORK - HBO
Sports will present a special
“Camacho Family Affair” edi

light of the recent successes of
course and Dwayne-Walker 'the dynamic CEO of Shop-

tion of its hip new late-night
boxing series when KO

Com

Nation: Hector Camacho, Jr.
vs. Rocky Martinez and Hec

merce file, - in tiie high-tech
field, I think back to a state

Indiana in 1986: “Don’t ask

tor Camacho, Sr. (73-4-2, 36

me what your chances of suc

PT), from ffie trendy Miami

KOs), ofOrlando, FL, takes on

cess are; tell me what they are.
For you don’t need my per

nightspot The Level Qub in
South Beach.
KO Nation features a fresh

Troy Lowry (22-1,14 KOs) in
a scheduled 10-round mid
dleweight bout Camacho, Sr.,

set of broadcasters, as well as a
bold new presentation and

seven-time worid champion,

mission to be successful.”
Woods didn’t ask tp be a
Successful golfer. He put in tiie

effects. Fran Charles calls

time, sharpened his skills and
went out on the golf course

blow-by-blow action; former
feaffierweight champion Ke

and kicked butt. Walker also

vin Kelley is expert analyst;
Julie Lederman is unofficial

didn’t ask to be successful. At
Otis Cooper

a time when blacks were riot
very interested in high technol

TAMPA - The Brooks

As one that Was chosen to

ogy, Walker put in his time

Bunch which is sponsored by

go to Africa, I can,truly say that

with Bill Gates at Microsoft,

Derrick Brooks, is a group of

tiie trip I took to Africa was a
first hand experience I will

risked his own money to start
and operate his own company
and then helped to build ShopNow.com. Now, people are
seeking him out for advice and
counsel.
The formula for success
does not rely on skin color, but
with attitude. The old saying,
“The harder you work, the
luckier you get!” still rings true

students that show a lot of ded
ication, love, hardwork and
great expectations.
With this group, kids are

ing impaired and presented in

able to get first hand education,
not only in school, but put of

able to get-first hand experi

school.’ The Brooks Bunch is
like school, you do well and'

ture, food, and people.

you will be rewarded.

life time.

Undefeated junior welter

ences on African villages, cul

weight contender Hector
Camacho, Jr. (30-0, 17 KOs),
ofPuerto Rico, returns to HBO

It was extremely a trip of a

< CENTER J

327-1900

SINCE 1958

8:30 to 5:30 Monday ■ Saturday

30 pt Oil Change &

Car.Wash, iShrefittrilNE

FULL SERVICE'

Safety Check

1000 Tri-Foam Wax System,
Under Chassis Spray &
Rust Inhibitor, Wheel Brite,
Armorall Tires, &
Air Freshener

CAR WASH

[save water

please call (813) 301-6500

Every day is
a gift That's
why we call
it the

PRESENT

universally known for his
flashy style and exciting ring
action.
The executive producer of
KO Nation is Rick Bernstein;
producers David Harman,
Brien McDonald and Kendall
Reid; director, Mike Sheehan.
Contact person: Kevin Fla
herty (212) 512-5052:

entrance to Tropicana Field

FanFest.

adjacent to ffie Florida Power

Returning to FanFest this
year is the popular Club MLB

Walkway
Last year, nearly 43,000

Roadshow. The Roadshow is a fans attended the two-daymultimedia interactive fantasy event, up from 32,000 in 1999,;
baseball camp that is .outfitted,

and Rays, players signed an

with batting and pitching
cages,., interactive computer
kiosks, a baseball millennium

estimated 35,000 autographs: .
More FanFest details will I
follow in ffie upcoming days. ;
For more information,’ call'

exhibit showcasing the 100

We Welcome Your Letters To the Editor

5

Send Your Letters to?
THct'klu Challenger
2500 M.L. King Sit. S.
St. Pete, FL 35705

& FAg&WKi Mm

Footwear: Nike/Adidas/Saucony & More
Apparel: Damani Dada/Avirex/Karl Kani & More
Men's, Women's & Children's Sizes
727-866-6944
NEAR ALBERTSON'S PLAZA
2910 54TH AVENUE SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG FLORIDA

OPEN: MONDAY - SATURDAY 10AM - 7PM
SUNDAY 12NOON-5PM

What Do Dwight Cooden & Hall Of
Famer Willie Stargell Have in Common?

220 ■ 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

—
(DETAILING^

ing the lottery. You can’t make

in.

tickets that day as. well. Fans
should enter the Rotunda

For ticket information

at

• 24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

bling joint to another or play
excuses for the lack of oppor
tunity at a time when others are
taking ffieir skills and cashing

will be able to pick up ffieir

FanFest to sign autographs.
The schedule of appearances
will be published just prior to

Ceremony

• We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!

FULL
SERVICE OIL
CHANGE
SAVE s2“

the time. You can’t spend your
money going fiom one gam

staff and other celebrities will
be on hand during ffie two-day

Induction

• Custom Waxing & Detailing

(QUIKUJBE))

you can’t hang out at parties all

2001 7pm at the Ice Palace in
Tampa, FL.

/Pepsi Fan Wall of Fame

• "Free Full Service Car Wash with Oil Change"

CARWASH)

There is a cost for success,

activities we did over in Africa

Spanish language on HBO

ca, put in their time in a low
level jobs, leam our language

with a new product or service.

never, forget. The amazing'

closed-captioned for ffie hear

Latino.

grant can still come to Ameri

our brains out in several years

broadcast The telecast will be

were “overwhelming”. I was

in the United States. An immi

and eventually go on to beat

ringside scorer; New York’s
Max Glazer is ffie DJ; and the
KO Nation Dancers rock tiie

a 38. year-old grandfather, is a

1:30pm following ffie Rays

11:30am:
Rays season ticket holders

a 10-round unanimous deci

(11pm live ET/tape-delayed

locations, Ticketmaster Phone- place.
On Saturday, Chevrolet
charge and via ffie Internet at
www.ticketmaster.com; The will unveil ffie Rays Fan Van at

Rays players, coaches,

contest Following his father’s
career path, Camacho, 22, was
last seen on HBO Nov. 4 with
sion over Joe Hutchinson.
In ffie opening bout, Hec-

Office, Rays Dugout Stores at League park. A silent auction
Westshore Plaza and Brandon to benefit ffie Rays qf Hope
TownCenter, all Ticketmaster Foundation will also take

mon on Saturday, February 24,

go, in a scheduled 12-round

tor; Camacho, Sr. vs. Troy
Lowry airs Saturday, Feb; 3rd

ment made by talk show host

regular season will go on sale also returns for 2001, where ,
Saturday, February 10 at 10am fans can take batting practice i
at the Tropicana Field Box in a mini-replica of a Major

Roy Jones Jr. vs. Derrick Har

to take on Rocky Martinez
(34-4-1,■ 19 KOs), from Chica

Tpny Brown in Indianapolis,

ipate in many more activities ities in the Mountain Dew
for adults and children alike.
Extreme Rays Zone and,
Individual tickets for the Rockwall Stations. Yard Ball ■

numbers to call are (727) 898RAYS in Pinellas and (813)
282-RAYS jn Hillsborough.

HBO Sports Presents
A Special 'Camacho
Family Affair' ——

Derrick Brooks
Provides Opportunities
For Youth---------- —-

Tiger Woods on the golf

Now.com/Network

unanimous decision win
against Wesley Martin. Later
that year in August in Las
Vegas, NV, he won an 8 round
unanimous decision against
Eady Butler. With 11 years, 9

house, partake in ffie Club ffie Rays Mascot, interactive •
MLB Roadshow and partic games and plenty ofkids activ- -

Includes Oil, Filter,
Lube, Visual Inspect., PLUS “Free Full Service
Car Wash"

’25.99
Plus Tax • (Reg. $27.9,9)
Coupon EXPIRES 2/9/01

"FRESH
THE
WORKS! 'N SHINE"
SAVE $250 SAVE ’2°°

Polish Wax,

Coral.

FULL
7
SERVICE
CAR WASH
SAVE sl°°

I

1
I

Soft Cloth Car

4

Wash, Vacuum

Blue

Poly Sealant, Air

Freshener, & Wheel-Brite

. Plus Tax • (Reg. $13.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 2/9/01

<

i

Interior, Windows

|

Cleaned, Dash
Dusted, Exterior Towel
Dried & Detailed

14.00 ; Ml.50 I *8.95
Plus Tax • (Reg. $16,50)
Coupon EXPIRES 2/9/01'

j

Plus Tax • (Reg. $9.95)
Coupon EXPIRES 2/9/01

At all 7-ll's, ECKERDS, PUBLIX, KASH'N KARRY,
WINN-DIXIE & DISCOUNT AUTO Stores!
I
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Wayman Smith from Pg. i

Brian Forehand

11

Vo
fyoun,

QoodlJlecdtli'

ST. PETERSBURG - St.
Petersbuig will have a new
mayor this Spring. The new
mayor will be responsible for
more than 3,000 employees
and spending of $450 Million.
This is a big job, frill of oppor

you’re spending ffie majority
of your days confined to ffie

tunities and challenges.
We have come a long way

•Apply an alcohol-free
hand sanitizer as an over-the-

of the southside business area

mately
increasing
your
chances of coming in contact

counter alternative, particular
ly given ffie anticipated delay

is still in distress. Many neigh
boihoods across the City need

with a plethora of cold and flu

of flu vaccines.

causing viruses that frequent

• Avoid touching your face.
Dispose of facial tissues im
mediately after use.

have a long way to go. Much

more renovation. The City’s

ffie office, classroom and
home this time of year. Cold

debt load continues to rise. Our
police department should not

the property of Frederick Dou

honest man who tried to share

glas’ 1850 brick home in
Washington, DC that he

the truth about the ills of slav
ery to people all over the
world”, said Brian.

named Cedar Hill. Brian will
also receive a plaque and a
$500 savings bond for his

Brian will be invited to
participate in an official wreath
laying ceremony in February,

efforts. When asked about the
fact that his middle name is

commemorating the 183rd
birthday of Frederick Douglas.
This event will take place on

plans to compete in next year’s
competition. He just may suc
ceed and become a three-time
1st place winner.
For more information on
The Frederick Douglas Na
tional Historical Site, visit
www.nps.gov/ftdo. To reach

Douglas, Brian says that it

Brian Douglas Forehand for

could just be fate. Brian is
looking forward to 2002 and

speaking engagements, you
may e-mail him at www.brianforehand@yahoo.com.

The Hospice Offering Volunteer
Orientation In February —-----LARGO -The Hospice of
the Florida Suncoast will offer
several volunteer orientation
classes in Februaiy for people
interested in learning more
about volunteer opportunities
with the oiganization.
Hospice volunteer orienta
tion training schedule includes:
•Thurs., Feb. 8th, 9amnoon at The Hospice’s main
community service center, 3(X)
East Bay Drive, Laigo.

•Tries., Feb. 13th, 6-9pm,

shop staffing, providing berea

at The Hospice’s north com
munity service center, 2675

vement support, working with

Tampa Road, Palm Harbor.

computers, office assistance,
speakers bureau and providing

•Sat., Feb. 17th, 9am-

support at special events and

noon, at The Hospice’s south

community outreach func
tions. More training may be

community service center,
5639 49th Street North, St
Petersburg.

required for some of these

Volunteer opportunities
available at The Hospice of the

opportunities.
For more information, call
Kathy Roble, director of vol

Florida Suncoast include:
patient/family support, thrift

unteer services at (727) 5864432.

HEWS DEADLINE IS 4PM MONDAY

sneezes this season:

indoors with co-workers, fam
ily, classmates and friends, ulti

in the last ten years. But we

Frederick Douglas. He was an

tips to help you and your fam
ily fight, off ffie sniffles and

The weather is wintry and

and flu season is back!

• Maintain a well-balanced
diet Eat vegetables and fruits

be a political tool.
These are the challenges
that face the next Mayor. This

Johnny Furr, Jr.
Louis University, has received
should prove invaluable.”
numerous awards, including
Furr will report to Jacob, as

nose that plagued you for

• Exercise regularly to

is why I am running for

the YMCA of Greater New

weeks last year? What are you

Mayor.

York’s Black

maintain peak performance
and ward off illness. If you’re a

did Smith.

Remember ffie muscle aches
and pains, coughing and runny

high in vitamin C.

Achievers in

Anheuser-Busch Compa

going to do this year to prevent

nies, Inc. is an international

know my commitment to hard

Industry Award, Who’s Who
in Corporate America and

woik, good government and

Outstanding

of

include Anheuser-Busch, Inc.,

a recurrence?
Simple hand washing is
the most effective means of

clean equipment with a disin
fectant and use a hand sanitiz

innovative solutions. I will

brewer or more than 30 beer

bring a mayorship to City Hall

Matthews-Dickey Boys and
Girls Club of SL Louis.

brands, including Budweiser

preventing ffie spread of
germs. Wash hands frequently

er like Preventx before and
after your woikout

that will woik with all of the

“We wish Wayman the

and Bud LighL ffie world’s

and thoroughly,

citizens - not just those north or
south of Central Avenue or east

best wilh his decision to return
to the practice of law,” said
John E. Jacob, Executive Vice

largest-selling beers; Busch

wrists, palms, back of hands, stress at a minimum. Studies
fingers and underneath finger indicate that exhaustion and

Many of you know me and

or west of US 19. For too long

Alumnus

corporation whose subsidiaries

Entertainment Corporation,
one of the nation’s leading

President and Chief Commu
nications Officer, AnheuserBusch Companies, Inc. ‘We

we have elected officials who
listen to'pertain interest groups
. while alienating the bulk of our

operators of theme parks and
Metal Container Corporation,
one of the country’s fastestgrowing manufacturers of alu

know that Johnny will be able
to build on the great work that

city’s residents.
I will bring a new attitude

minum beverage containers.

to City Hall. I will have the
only candidacy that comes

Wayman has done. His broad

The company’s other business

range of experience and his

interests range from creative

from outside City Hall - that

knowledge of the company

services to rail car repair.

brings new ideas and no old

Black History fromPg i

political baggage. My eco
nomic development platform
will be detailed and successful.

This production, that has

with poise, having acquired

My plans to unite our city will
inspire all of us to take a new
look at our hometown and
envision a greater, more
vibrant place to live.

lasted for two decades has an
alumni of over 600 young peo
ple. Some have returned to
assist with the production. The
participants join the production
at various stages of readiness,
and in years, become, veterans

drama techniques, along with
coping skills and respect for

Let’s bring a new attitude
to City Hall.
I
f
2

authority.
For further information
please call 822-7674 or 3279869.

member of a fitness center,

including

nails, with soap and water. Rub stress increase your suscepti
soap lathered hands together bility to illness.
for approximately 10-15 sec

• Cover your mouth! After
sanitizer such as Preventx.
Hand Sanitizer and First-Aid sneezing or coughing, wash
Antiseptic.
hands and use a hand san iti zer.
Already have a cold or ffie
Most hand sanitizers con
flu?
Drink fluids, get lots of
tain alcohol, which tends to
evaporate in seconds and can rest, take a pain reliever and/or
cause dryness and cracking, decongestant and stay at home
leaving skin susceptible to so you don’t infect others!
For extra
protection
germs. Instead of alcohol, Pre
against
cold
and
flu-causing
ventx contains benzalkonium
chloride and kills 99.9% of germs, encourage family and
friends to use a hand sanitizer.
germs for up to four hours.
Here are some additional

BIG PLANS FOR THE FUTURE. HERS.
If you look at the chart below, you can see exactly how
many students in your area have attended college thanks

lady and, for the past three years, a Bright Futures

to Bright Futures Scholarships.

Scholar. It wasn't easy for Lakesha to get where she is

Bright Futures Scholarships

today. She was encouraged by her parents to let nothing
stand in the way of her success. And she didn't. She worked

The real thanks, however, goes to the people who play the
hard and graduated from high school eleventh in a class
games of the Florida Lottery. Because of your participation, the
of 500. Yet her chances of going to college were uncertain.
, .

.

.

Lakesha Rivers
Bright Futures Scholarship Recipient

Lottery has been able to contribute to Bright Futures Scholarships
J

°

r

and more. Since 1988, over ten billion dollars have gone to fund a
Fortunately, Lakesha was awarded a Bright Futures
variety of programs that benefit students from pre-school through
Scholarship funded by the Florida Lottery. And her dream
of going to Florida International University became a reality.
While there, she wasted no time excelling, and got her degree

Bright Futures Scholarships
Citrus County

543

Hardee County

165

Hernando County

563

Highlands County

393

Hillsborough County
Manatee County

in Criminal Justice in just three years.

5,370

1,330

Pinellas County

4,377

Polk County

2,121

Sarasota County
Total

college. So the next time you play, remember: you're helping to
give someone what may be the chance of a lifetime. For more
information about the Florida Lottery and funding for education in

818

Pasco County

your area, visit our website at www.flalottery.com.

1,277
16,957

Florida Lottery.
© 2000 FIorida Lottery

I

When you play, we all win.

• Always use clean eating

onds and rinse. For long-last utensils and dinnerware. Don’t
ing protection use an alcohol- share hand towels and tooth
free, cold and flu-fighting hand paste.

The Florida Lottery has
Meet Lakesha Rivers, a rather outstanding young

• Rest-up and keep daily

12
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I have a hunger
for the written word. Verbs, nouns,
phrases, period. I like writers with
something powerful to say. James
Baldwin, my idol. He wasn't afraid to
make a statement with everything he
wrote. He made people think, changed
their minds. And for that, he changed
history. I grew up in a different time
and place, but we share a timeless
sense of purpose. James Baldwin is a
part of my history, everyone's history,
Black History.

Publix.
Celebrating History

02000 Pubfa Soper Markets, k
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ENTERTAINMENT
Rays Hold
Anthem Auditions
ST.PETERSBURG-The
Tampa Bay Devil Rays will

6pm on Saturday. No appoint

hold open auditions to sing the

ments are necessary. Auditions
will be conducted on a first-

National Anthem on Friday.
Febiuary 2 and Saturday, Feb

come, first served basis.
Candidates should enter

ruary 3 at Tropicana Field.

through gate 1. Call (727) 8253211 for more information.

Auditions are from 6pm to
8pm on Friday and 3pm to

Heineken Celebrates
Black History Month

LAKE BUENA VISTA-

the Barkays and the Dazz

Nationally syndicated radio

Band. Together on one stage at

personality Tom Joyner will
introduce The United We
Funk All-Stars on the West
End Stage at Downtown Dis
ney Pleasure Island. This

one time this band will per
form classic hits like “Let it
Whip,” “You Dropped a
Bomb on Me ” “Just be Good

need at historically black col
leges and universities.

to Me,” “Love’s Train” and

For ticket prices please call
(407)566-6397.

group of musicians is com
prised of all the original lead

many more.

vocals of some of the top funk

Vugin Megastore at Down

Fans can meet the artists at

acts of the 80’s. The All-Stars

town Disney on Friday, Feb. 2,
at 5:30pm as they sign copies
Gap Band and members of of “The United We Funk AllConFunkShun, the SOS Band, Stars Live” CD.
feature Charlie Wilson of the

Don’t foiget: “The United
We Funk All-Stars Live”,,
Downtown Disney Pleasure
Island, Feb. 2, 2001 8pm and
10pm.

Marvin Gaye, Whitney Hous
ton, Boys II Men, Aretha

Black History Month. In honor

In addition to the radio pro

of this year’s Black History

gram, Heineken will also sup

Month, Heineken USA will
pay musical tribute to note

port its Black History Month
initiative with a promotional

worthy

African-Americans

web site, eye-catching point of

who have been instrumental in

sale items such as table tents

the nation’s growth, culture
and consciousness.

and posters, and in-store pre
miums, including CDs. The
CDs entitled Music That

Throughout Black Histoiy
Month, Heineken will present

Makes History will feature

Music That makes Histoiy, a
two-hour syndicated radio pro

songs by prominent AfricanAmerican artists such as Sug-

Friends of the Library Hills

ing Black History Month with

Central Avenue.
The Kuumba Dancer’s
exotic, mesmerizing rhythms
and joyous movements give
life to traditional African cul

Put some jazz in your step
when the Rhythrii Makers of

Koram is a nationally
known storyteller, educator,

Library and Information Ser

chance to become part of the

authdr, spirit drummer, singer

vices to the Hillsborough
County Public Libraiy Coop

act!

passing on cultural heritage,

erative. For more information
on this free program, call the

about this free program, call
the New Tampa Regional

histoiy, social values and folk

Seminole Heights

Libraiy at 903-2280.

ways from one generation to

Library at 273-3669.

and performer who shares the
African Oral Tradition by

another. Koram’s transforma

Branch

tic and enrichment initiatives

Month with the Kuumba
Dancers, Tuesday, February

2001 also will feature Tampa’s

20th at 7pm at the Jimmie B.
Keel Regional Libraiy, 2902

Kuumba Dancers, dramatist

W. Bearss Avenue.

Betty Knowles, poet James

The Kuumba Dancer’s

Tokley, gospel singer Ronald

exotic, mesmerizing rhythms

Anderson and a gospel choir.

and joyous movements give
life to traditional African cul

The program is funded by the
Friends of the Libraiy Hills

invited and may be giventhe

For

more

information

forms and shares the African
oral tradition. As the featured

ment of State, Division of

appearing at the College Hill

For more information, call
272-6411.

Library and Information Ser
vices to the Hillsborough

Branch Libraiy at 10am and

Black History Month:

County Public Library Coop
erative. For more information

Library at 6pm. Don’t miss

by

about this free program call
264-3831.

with' and to promote con

have a partner, it’s OK, we will
have one for you! Again, the

tournament, you will win a
prize! Come network and win!
Not only are we playing

Native Americans of African

descent and African American •or additional information,
cultures in the greater Tampa please call (813) 961-6239.

| With this faith we will be able to work together, to pray together, to struggle
^together, to stand upforfreedom together, knowing that we wUl befree one day."
-- Martin Luther King, Jr.

(727) 892-5767
Mahaffey theater
(813)287-8844
(727) 892-5791 *
Group Sales:
www.mahaffeytheater.com
Bayfront Center, 400 First St. S., St. Petersburg
Box Office:

ticketmaster

erative. For more information
on this free program, call the
West Gate Regional Library at
554-5031.
Story teller Baba Jamal

All library events are
free!
Black History Celebra
tion 2001: Thursday, Febru

roup
Fri., Feb. 9 - 8pm
$40, $37, $34
The world-renowned Mark Morris Dance Group presents
a mixed repertory program with live music including
“Sang-Froid” set to the music of Frederic Chopin.
Sponsored in part by

Ttf-CWARNCK

Carlton Fields

ary 15th from 6 to 8pm, Audi
torium.
National storyteller, Baba
Jamal Koram, educator, au
thor, spirit drummer, singer
and performer will delight
audiences of all ages when he
shares the African Oral Tradi
tion.
Performances
by
Tampa’s Kuumba Dancer,

Koram, will also be featured
on Thursday, February 15th at
10am at the College Hill

Tokely, and Fred Johnson will

Branch Libraiy, 2607 E. Dr.

round out the program.

Wed., Feb. 14- 7:30pm
$20
Come be a part of the filming for the ABC TV show
“Making The Band.” New Album in stores January 23.
Parents room available.
www.o-town.com

Phylis McEwen, poet James

M.L. King, Jr., Blvd.

Presented by

tfyvww.fantasma.com

presenter for Black History
Month, Koram also will be

the John F. Germany Public
this unique opportunity to
experience Koram’s transfor
mational style.
Co-sponsored

Dancers, Saturday, February

Jan 26 - Feb 18
Mention This Ad
Get $2.00 OFF

by

the

Celebrate the triumph
of the human spirit in
this soul-stirring story.

• 29th Annual Florida Suncoast Writers*
Conference, USF St. Pete Campus, ThursdaySaturday, Feb. 1st - 3rd. For more info, call (813)
974-2403, ext. 817.
• 1st Judicial Town Hall, Courtroom 1, Main
Courthouse, Tampa, Thursday, Feb. 1 st, 6:30pm.
Questions and requests to attend should be faxed to
(813) 272-5522.

By Dr. Endesha
Ida Mae Holland

• Devil Rays Open Singing Auditions, Friday,
Feb. 2nd, 6-8pm, Feb. 3 raj 3-6pm, Tropicana Field.
For more info, call 825-3211.
Directed By

WF

AMERICAN
STAGE
"Theatre ivitA 4 pd&sion

>i St Petersburg

zation established to conjoin

Either way, you will be a win

and performer will delight

borough, Inc., and a Libraiy
Services and Technology Act
grant from the Florida Depart

Times

have a good time! If you don’t

author, spirit drummer, singer

Friends of the Library Hills

Media Sponsors

Alliance is a non-profit oigani

working with other folks.

Paula Drive.
Koram, a leading educator,

State, Division of Libraiy and
Information Science to the

Bob Devin Jones

uine Texas Cowboy, while net

storyteller Baba Jamal Koygm,

audiences of all ages as he per

I7FROM^
• £ J-J JZ MMK

New to the area, come on
down! We promise you will

Thursday, February 15 at
3:30pm at the West Gate
Regional Library at 7606

the Florida Department of

Month with the Kuumba

The North Tampa African

Month with nationally known

the

Celebrate Black Histoiy

and take a picture with a gen

Americas

ture.
Co-sponsored

Kuumba Dancers

dressed like a cowboy/cowgirl

Countiy, Grand Ma Flossie’s
of East Tampa, and others.

Celebrate Black History

borough Inc., and a grant from

Hillsborough County Public
Library Cooperative.

Height, Jazzy’s of Town ‘N

6pm until 10:30pm! Come

African Stories in the

Celebrate Black History

Black History Celebration

can culture. Kids of all ages are

Center in Carrollwood, froth

Black History Month:

Kuumba Dancers

tional style intensifies the artis
of the Black community.

contemporary African-Ameri

young people to embrace their
responsibility as they attain
adulthood.

gram hosted by R&B artist arhill Gang, Grandmaster
Kandi that will air on top sta Flash & The Furious Five,
tions across the country. The Melle Mel & Duke Bootee
program will feature music by and Newcleus.
past and present influential

borough, Inc., and a Library
Services and Technology Act
grant from the Florida Depart
ment of State, Division of
Library and Information Ser
vices to the Hillsborough
County Public Library Coop

the John F. Germany Public
Library, 900 N. Ashley Drive.,
downtown Tampa.

diversity, we are also preparing

wood, Bexley’s of Belmont

Northdale Recreational Center
on 15550 Spring Pine Drive
from 6 till 10:30pm. For tickets

Rhythm Makers

Blvd.
Enjoy stories and poetry of

will have: Alex’s of Carroll

the Northdale Recreational

or third place in the “Spade”

Black History Month:

the New Tampa Regional
Library, 10001 Cross Creek

Saturday, February 17,2001 at

interviews with AfricanAmerican celebrities including

Heights Branch Libraiy, 4711

ture.
Co-sponsored by the
Friends of the Library Hills
borough, Inc., and a Library
Services and Technology Act
grant from the Florida Depart
ment of State, Division of

• Booksigning, Saturday, Feb. 3rd, 2-5pm, Books For
Thought, 4301 34th St. S., #102.
(First book of poetry, "Threshold", by Rosalie Peck)

Season Producer:

RAYMONDJAMES
& ASSOCIATES INC
Maixtw
tok Moei (itfon^kAirr

Sponsored by: Alfred T. May

Thur., March 1 - 8pm
$40, $37, $34
Two 9 foot Steinway grand pianos. Two incredible jazz legends.
One unforgettable evening of amazing jazz.
Sponsored in part by

211 3rd Street S., St. Pete.
Call the Box Office at

727-823-PLAY.
www.americanstage.org

we are sharing and witnessing
the cultural development and

Every Februaiy, people across

County Libraries are celebrat

Koram will be the featured

Tampa Bay Area. Who? We

date is February 17,2001 at the

17th at 7pm at the Seminole

presenter at “Black History
Celebration 2001”, Thursday,
February 15 from 6 to 8pm at

immense similarities. While

among African, African
Caribbean, African Hispanic,

TAMPA - Hillsborough

New Tampa Dance Theatre
present “Urban Beat,” Satur
day, February l7th at 3pm at

some of the most notable BarB-Que establishments in the

sciousness and recognition

Black History Celebration 2001
national storyteller, Baba
Jamal Koram, and other excit
ing programs during February.

Inc.

ner! But if you and your part

music style as they celebrate Franklin and TLC.

ancial support to students in

. Alliance,

(NTAA). Yes, we are having, a
“Spades” tournament! When,

Bay area; to celebrate and cul
tivate our uniqueness and our

ner happen to win first, second

culture’s collective past and

Proceeds from the sale of
the CD go to the Tom Joyner
Foundation, which gives fin

African

“Spades”, but we are having a
Bar-B-Que cook-off between

African-American artists and

sing the praises of an entire

Tom Joyner Presents...
’’The United We Funk AllStars Live’’--------------------- —

TAMPA - A fundraiser
sponsored by the North Tampa

WHITE PLAINS, NY the country join together and

United We Funk All-Stars

Western Spades Nite

For more information about Community
Billboard, call us at (727) 896-2922

TSM£ VARNER

Tampa Bay

SUNTRUST
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St. John M.B.C. Of
Clearwater

Pleasant Grove Breakthrough Greater Light
AME Zion
Christian
Missionary
Baptist Church Center
We would like to congrat

favor,

Salvador,

recently chosen to ffie position
of Elder of the Church. The

Greater Light A.M.E
On January 27, 2001,

Malaysia, Canada, Singapore,
Italy, Mexico & The United
States, bringing ffie power of
Jesus alive in ffie Hearts of

ordination ceremony was held
on January 27th, 2001 at
Lomax Hannon Juriior Col

Daughter’s of Virtue meeting
was held at Sister Anita

Healing to India, England,

Pastor Joseph Gordon and
the Pleasant Grove Church

Nathaniel Newkiik, President.
The Hospitality Guild

Family invite you to worship

invites eveiyone to our Annual

with them on Sunday, Febru
ary 4th. The Angelic Choir will
render song service and Usher

Installation of Officers and

Board No. One will serve in
the 7am early morning wor
ship service. Sunday school

Nicaragua,

new member reception on
Sunday, February 25th at 4pm.

Matthews M.B. - Rev. David

God, and to thank him for his

Carmel Baptist - Rev. William

goodness, grace, and mercy
we ffie Pastor, officers, and

Sherman, Pastor.
•Friday, Feb. 9th, New ML

members of ffie SL John Mis
sionary Baptist Church, 1500

Zion M.B. - Rev. Walter J.

quet will be held on March 9th

Steven Jones

Service” with Pastor Glenn

be administered in both ser
vices. Also, the General Home
Mission will meet at 3:30pm.

ter Midge Blair, chairperson;
Sister Lillie Morris and Broth

Sister Gladys D. Newton,

er Haron Sherrod Co-chairper

President Deacon and Trustee
Board will meet on Thursday
Febiuary 1st at 8pm.

sons.
Pleasant Grove tours the
Hawaiian Island July 29th-

at 11am.
You don’t want to miss
Sunday night at 7:30pm with

Monthly Business Meet
ing will be held on Friday, Feb

August 4th, 2001. Please con
tact Sister Kay Curry at 864-

ruary 2nd at 7:30pm. Also ffie

2937 after 7pm for details.

Bible Drill Team will rehearse
at 6:30pm. Deacon Jim Ander

Installments are being accept

son,-Commander.
Please see church ad for all
other special services. Choir

in ffie living God, who gives us

No. One will sponsor a Valen

richly all things to enjoy.” 1

tine’s Tea on Sunday, Februaiy

Timothy 6:17.

day morning 6-6:15 and Sun
day mornings 9:30-10am;
WTAN-1340 Sundays 4:30-

ministering.
You’re especially invited

5pm.
Check our our website
(still under construction)

to our “Power Breakthrough

www.breakffiroughcc.com or

Service” on Sunday Morning

send us an email: glennmiller@verizonmail.com. See
you at Breakthrough, 1940

International

Missionary-

Evangelist Steven Jones,
Lewisburg, West Virginia.
Evangelist Jones has carried
ffie Gospel of Salvation &

Pastor Hardy, First Lady

Pastor Hardy and ffie

Mrs. Dorothy Hardy and the
Busy Bees at Bethel cordially

members of Bethel extends a
very heart felt thank you for

invite you to worship with us
on Sunday, Februaiy 4, 2001

those that came out and was
revived during our city wide

during our 10:30am service.

revival.
Church weekly activities:

Pastor Hardy and ffie minister
ial staff will administer the
Holy Communion. A member
of ffie ministerial staff will pre
sent words of inspiration fol
lowed by the preached word
by Pastor Hardy.
Tune into WTMP 1150

49th Street South. Call us at
(727) 321-4986 or fax us at

AM radio each Sunday morn

(727) 321-3937.
Happy Birthday to our son
- Glenn Miller II!

reach service of Bethel. If you

ing at 10:40am for ffie out
desire prayer or other informa

answers

6:30pm.
TUesday-Bible study 7pm.
Wednesday-Noonday
Bible study; Mass Choir Prac
tice 7pm.
Thursday-Youth Church
6pm.
Friday-Love Feast 6pm.

St. Petersburg 33701 • (727) 823-3611

2/37 SecttA.
St. ‘rPetertd^cen^,
337/ 2
(727) Z2/-S444

Sunday School.... ............................

9:30 a.m.

Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans

First. Mt. Zion

1121 22nd Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor
Church Services
8:00 a.m. ..........Morning Service
9:45 a.m................. .Sunday SchooI
11:00 a.m.

........ Worship Service

5:00 P.m................

.................

.

•.B.T.U.

"The Little Church Where
EVERYBODY Is SOMEBODY"

Du. Frederick D. Terry

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
2361 Seventh Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. John Copeland, Pastor
Morning Worship....................................
8:00a.m.
Sunday School.............................................................. 9:30a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship*.................................................11.00a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed..................
7:00p.m.
Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

923 M.L. King St. South, St. Petersburg
Fax: (727) 896-1345 •

World Evangelism Radio Broadcast:

For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.

Sundays
ay; - WTAN 1340 AM 3:00 pm - 4:00 pm

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

A postle Kenneth Miller, Sr. Pastor.

(fomaumity (Hfyitrcfy

SERVICE TIMES:

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

Apostle Kenneth Miller, Sr., Pastor
=71ffl

Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

Deacon Ministry............................... . . .,..................... ............Deacon Edwaid Nesbitt
Finance Ministry.................................. .. ...............^. . . . .......................... James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry............,.........................‘.................................... Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry.................... ....................................................................Wyvonnia McGee
"A Church With Passion for God arid Compassion for People"

Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church

11:15 a.m.

home above.
For further information

You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel
and a Christian community for everyone

2427 Irving Avenue Soutk, St. Petersburg, FL

9:30 a.m.

St.

Wed nesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bikle Study

New Faith
Free Methodist Church

Church: 327-8072

from Clearwater and

ment and love; it will help us in
our journey till we reach our

12;30 PM.................................... .............................After Service Fellowskip

Sunday Morning: 10:30 am
Wednesday Night: Biblical Upkeep 8:00 pm

1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707

invest with us.
Several local churches

provides us with encourage

11 :OO AM.............................................................................................................. Worskip

Sunday School 9:30
Sunday Morn 11:45
Monday Prayer 6:00
Tuesday Bible Study 7:30
Friday Service 7:30

(727) 502-W.E.C.C. (more information)

Morning Worship.... ......... ........ ......... 11:00 a.m.

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.

an island. Christian fellowship

9:30 AM..................................................................................................Sunday Sck ool

St. Petersburg, FL

Early Morning Worship....................... 8:00 a.m.

ffie BEST investment is in
GOD. We have invested in
GOD’S 401K Plan. Come and

9:00 AM........................................................................... ...........................Prayei Time

We invite you to come worship with us
as the Presence of the Lord fills the house.

3037 Fairfield Avenue

is Pastor.
No Christian is meant to be

2830 - 22»J Avenue Soutk • St. Peterskurg, Florida 33712
(727) 327-8560

CHRISTIAN CENTER

321-3545

stock market, retirement plans,
and bonds. But ffie biggest and

Trinity Presbyterian Church ■

WORLD EVANGELISM

Rev. Marcus H. Burke, Jr. - Pastor

Church of SL Petersburg, FL,
where the Rev. Moigie L. Ford

Missionary Baptist Church

"Enter to worship; depart to serve"

PEOPLE OF CHRIST CHURCH

Moore's Chapel
AME Churcn

Many have invested in ffie

please call ffie church at (727)

WFT f OW

Pastor Tony B.
Young, Sr.

3pm service with ffie New
Jerusalem Missionary Baptist

443-5616.

Holy Communion . . .Every 1st Sunday
Prayer Service..................... Tuesday 7pm
Bible Study ........ Tuesday 7:30pm
Evangelistic Service . . Friday 7:30pm

Friday Tarry Service . . .. . . . .. ■ ■ ■ • ■ ..... .... 8 p.m.

Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

Scouts-

tion Sunday afternoon with the

ffie week.

Sunday Services:
Churcn School ...................................................................
9am
Praise & Worship Services................................................. 10:30am
Tuesday Services:
Dr. Alvin Moore,
Prayer Service.................................................
6:30pm
Pastor
Bible Study...........................
7pm

11 a.m.

noon February llffi 2001.

Monday-Boy

Early Sunday Morning Service .. .8am
Sunday School................................ 9:30am
Sunday Morning Worship........... 11am
Sunday Evening.................................. 7pm

Morning Worship . ... . ... . . . •> ■ ■ • .11 a-mNight Worship ................ .................. 7 p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class ..................................
8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting ............. 8 p.m.

2001, and end Sunday after

begin at 7:30pm.
We will end this celebra

Petersbuig will join us during

(727) 896-5228

Saturday Sabbath School.................. •.........

class-9am.

Church Theme for the Year:
"PREPARING F0R THE OVERFLOW!" The Year of Reaping the Harvest!

Sunday School.............. . . • • ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ .. ..............9:30 a.m.

brate with us.
►
Ihe great celebration will
begin Monday, Februaiy 5th,

member’s

Rev. Harry Jones, Pastor

join us as we lift up the name of Jesus

water, FL, invite all to cele

Williams, Pastor.
Services each night will

822-2089.

1400 - M.L. King St.

prayer

Pennsylvania Avenue, Clear

tion contact ffie church at (727)

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St Petersburg, FL
327-5926 • 327-2656

Sunday-New

GREATER LIGHT A.M.E. ZION CHURCH

GOD

llffi from 4 til 6pm. Deacon

Ah Nations Church of God By Faith

Petersbuig.

Bethel A.M.E.

awesome! Continue to tune in
to WRXB 1590 every week

More information will be
announced at a later date. Sis

ed now.
Thought for ffie week: “Do
not trust in uncertain riches but

lege in Greenville, Ala. May

gold. Come and witness ffie
miracles for yourself. God is

serve. Holy Communion will

THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

7:00 p.m.

BREAKTHROUGH CHRISTIAN CENTER

Sunday Morning Services

Prayer & New Comers Class
Daily Prayer (M-F) 11

John 1:3
For Eighty (80) Years The

Bryants home, first time in St

Joseph Bacon, Pastor.
•Wednesday, Feb. 7th, St

for people with old mercury
fillings that turn to silver and

Join us on Friday at
7:30pm for a special “Jubilee

(Wednesday)

Grand Central Baptist - Rev.

a dynamic unusual gift to pray

Anniversary will begin Sun
day, March llffi thru 18th.

Bible Study (Monday)

lowship is with the Father and
with His son Jesus Christ". 1

Benjamin Adams, Pastor.
•Tuesday, Feb. 6ffi, Greater

leaders are uiged to please be

One will render song service
and Usher Board No. One will

Morning Worship

and heard declare we unto
you, that ye also may havefel
lowship with us: truly our fel

All new members and district

“A Night of Miracles”

Sunday School

at

Swackard. Pastor.
•Thursday, Feb. 8th, Mt

and ffie Church and Pastors

3rd century

members

thousands. God has given him

Green, President.
Coming Events: Our ban

presiding.
Mid-moming worship be
gins at 10:50am. Choir No.

El

your

•Monday, Feb. 5th, St.
John Primitive Baptist - Elder

Lord Has Smiled On Us.
In celebration to glorify

present so that you may get to
know each other. Sister Mary

begins at 9:30am wilh Super
intendent Deacon Philip Carter

ffie Lord continue to show you

ulate our Pastor who was

“That which we have seen

Sunday School

6:30 p.m.

..................................................................... .9:30

Morning Worship-.

a.m.-12 p.m.

“All Are Welcome” • “Bring A Friend”

Friendship

................

am

.11:00

am

Youth Bible Study .........................................................Wed. 6:30

pm

Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service

pm

...... .Wed: 7:00

Rev. Curtiss L. Lang, Pastor

BeThel African MeThodisT Episcopal Church!

1940 - 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321 -4986/888-447-PRAY (7729) • Fax (727) 321 TAPE MINISTRY/DYNAMIC PRAlSE & WORSHIPPRAYER 30 MINUTES
BEFORE EVERY SERVICE

Missionary Baptist
3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
<727) 906-8300
Pastor Jokn A. Evans, Sr.

Pastor John A. Evans

CHURCH SERVICES
Sundays 8 AM and 11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Baptist Training Union 4:30 PM
“Where strangers meet witk friends and sinners find their God.”

'We're Busy as Bees But Sweet As Honey"
912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089

Church School . . . ...................9:00 A.M.
New Member Class . . ... ... . 9:00 A.M.
Morning Worship............. . . 10:30 A.M.
Rev. Roosevelt Hardy Prayer / Bible Study . . Tuesday 7:00 P.M.
Pastor
k
Youth Bible Study . . .Thursday 6:00 PM.^|

37

“PROPHETIC FIRE IS FALLING’*

“Power Breakthrough Service"
11:00 AM
■ft: "A Night of Prophecy" @ 7:30 PM Sunday
TUESDAY "WORD EXPLOSION" - 7:30 PM

j\

(ne more Thursday Services)
FtoDAX “JUBILEE SERVICE" 7:30 PM
.RADIO MINISTRY- WRXB-1590 AM
Monday through Friday 6:00-6:15 AM
Sundays 9:30-10:00 AM
WTAN-1340 AM Sundays 4:30-5 PM

PASTOR/PROPHET
GLENN MILLER

COME AS YOU ARE - NO DRESS CODE

"A Plate of Healing and Restoration"
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Moore’s Chapel Traveler’s Rest MB
"The (Jhurch Where
Everybody Is Somebody"
Rev. Marcus Burke, and
Moore’s Chapels Church

ads. All ads are due no later
than February 11th.
Services,

Let the word of Christ
dwell in you richly'in all wis?

Rehearsals,

dom, teaching and admonish

Meetings: Noonday Prayer
Service, Wednesday, 12 noon.

ing one another in psalms and

Family welcome you to their
services this 1st Sunday in
Februaiy the 4th. Both 8am

Prayer
Service/Bible
Study Wednesday, 7pm.

singing with grace in your

and 11am, Rev. Burke will
preach during both services.
Holy Communion will be
administered by the Pastor.
Assisted by the assistant pas
tors and the stewardesses.
Music will be provided by the
Mass Choir. Directed and
accompanied by Minister of
Music, Michael Melvin, with
Carlos Farley, on the drums.
The Usher Board will
serve. For transportation to
church please contact the

Youth Choir (ages 5-12)
Rehearsal, Tuesday 5:30pm.
Lay Oiganization Meet

hymns and spiritual songs,
hearts to the Lord.
Welcome to God’s house,
Travelers’Rest! Pastor Browne
and members extends a warm

ing, Monday after the 3rd Sun
day.

and cordial welcome to all
worshippers on Sunday, Feb

Mass Choir Rehearsal-

ruaiy 4,2001. A special ehaige
to the membership to join fel

Tuesday and Thursday before
the 1 st and 2nd Sunday 7pm.

low members every Sunday at
9:30am to study God’s Word

Male Chorus RehearsalThursday before the 3rd and

during our Sunday School

4th Sundays.

time. Morning worship service

W.M.S.-Wed.
Sunday 6pm.

after

1st

begins at 11am. Devotion will
be led by the Deacon and Dea

will be held on Friday, Febru
aiy 2,2001 at 7pm. Members
are encouraged to please
attend.
The men are remi ided of a
special clean-up on Saturday,
February 3rd from 9am-

Friday,
February
2:
Monthly Business Meeting,
February

Men’s Breakfast 8am, Men’s

, F. Biyant, 894-6067, Anthony

Women Growth Meeting-

ing sermon, Usher Board #1
will serve and the Mass Choir
will sing. Holy Communion

Prayer and Praise led by Dis
tricts #3 and #6, 7pm, Bible
Study,
7:30pm,
Pastor

will be served.

Browne.
If you need transportation

Golden, 867-0156 and Mose
Bell, 867-0601.
Church School will begin

Church

members

are

Wednesday, February 7:

reminded that the Church will

to Church, please contact the

Mose Bell in chaige, assisted

be opened each day fiom 1212:30pm for prayer. Focus is

office at 822-4869 by noon on

Anthony Bacon, and Rev.

that the Church will have an
Evangelistic Spirit Souls to be

Whitson. All officers and
members of the church should
be present For transportation

Mt. Olive A.M.E. Church

please contact the transporta

Sunday:
7:45 AM .. Early Worship
11:00 AM ..Worship

tion ministry.
Moore’s Chapels Church
Anniversary will be held the
4th Sunday in Februaiy. All
members are asked to pur

Tuesday:
7:30 PM .. Bible Study
600 Jones Street
•Clearwater, FL
Ph': 443-2142

chase and solicit ads for the

Rev. J. B. Keel,
Pastor

souvenir program. Please con
tact any church member for

The church where everyone is always welcome!

and the Praise Team.
Holy Communion will be

under the leadership of Pastor

administered at both services.

will focus on its mission state

Luke's parable of prodigal son,

John A. Evans, Sr., extend to

Remember, James tells us

ment as it has evolved fiom
Christ's great commission in

he challenged and encouraged
believers to trust in a heavenly

gospel of Saint Matthew:

Father who lovingly seeks His

you a cordial invitation to our
Sunday Worship Services on
Sunday February 4th and to all

to count it alljoy when wefall

"The New Philadelphia
Community Church seeks to

lost children.
Dress for Black Histoiy

church related events and

faith worketh patience. James
1:2-3

foster the spiritual, intellectual,

Month is:

terated Word of God.

Matrons Ministry Meeting.

"Soul-Food Sunday" will
be observed at conclusion of

Church school is held at
9:30am opening with the

noon, Noonday Bible Study,

worship on fourth Sunday. A

Superintendent in chaige. At

also each Wednesday from 12

10:45am a second service is

noon-2pm, Bread of Life Min

delivered by pastoral associate,

menu of cultural cuisines will
be served as a climax activity

held opening with the Minister

the Reverend James Calvin. In

to this annual celebration.

of Music, Brother John Frazier

istiy serving lunch to all needy
in the community.

In relating God's word to youth
and adults, he proclaimed with

Bishop Ronald Moten, Pastor

Wednesday Youth
Fohearsal
. . 5 30Dm
Thursday Prayer & Church
School Study
7 30 p m
1st & 2nd Saturdays SR.
Choir Rehearsal. .11.00 a m

The Church Where Christ Is The HEAD

Masjid Al-Muminin

INTERDENOMINATIONAL?

SERVICE
Sunday School
9:30 - 10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

Alfreda Moten, Co-Pastor

our scheduled times:

■

Prayer/Fasting
Intercessory Prayer & Bihle Class

3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327-0554
"Church of The Open Door"

Ps. 127:1

CENTER

H
1
P

NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAIIABLE

Rev. Joaquin
Marvin

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church
1800 - 18th Avenue 5., St. Petersburg, FL
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.

2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 824-6021

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church

1500 N. Pennsylvania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Ckurck Pkone: 443-1945
Parsonage: 446-6056

Travelers Rest
Missionary Baptist Church

ELIM

Rev. Fl eming Tkrv«^ Pautoi
Sunday Services
Sunday Sckool ...................................................................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worskip........................................................................................... 11:00a.m.
Baptist Training Union ...................................................................... 5:00 p.m.
Evening Worskip..............................................................................................6:00p.m.
Weeh/y Services

Bikle Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bikle Study, We J nesday 7:00 p.m.

Mid-Morning Worship Service . . . .10:45 a.m.
Sunday School.................. .................... 9:30 a.m.
Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday) . .7:00 p.m.

7ke church where everybody is somebody and Christ is all.

Rev. DonaId
F. Browne

801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-5246/823-1619

"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

Sabbath School: 9 am

10th Street Church Of God

Morning Worship: 11 am

207 - 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

Sunset
WEDNESDAY
Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM
ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

SATURDAYS

Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/
Praise & Prayer 7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
St. Jokn M ippionaxy Baptist Ckuzck

Reg. Bragg L. Turner, Pastor

"The Church That's Moving Forward Together"

Tuesday
Wednesday, 7:30 P.M.

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church

vain that build it.

Phone
(813) 328-9412

9:30 A.M.

Sunday School

Morning Worship & Children's Church 10:45 A.M.

house they labor in

o
w
c

Wednesday, Feb. 14th, 12

Biskop Ronald Moten and the Wings of Faith Church Family would
lihe to extend to you a personal invitation to worship with us during

Except God build the

i

Sat., Feb. 10th: 8:30am,

WINGS OF FAITH CHRISTIAN CENTER
309 -15th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33704
TeIephone (727) 804-6404

4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

Imam Wilmore Sadiki
3762 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327 - 8483

to study the Parables of Jesus:
pm. Youth Enrichment Hour.

Rev, F.G. Jackson, Pastor
(813)822-2455

GRACE

and Bible Study, we continue

Evans will preach the unadul

PEACEFUL ZION M B. CHURCH

F
E
L
L

vices. The Voices of Friend
ship (All Choirs) will render
ers will greet you and Pastor

2051 - 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

Thursday, Feb. 8th, 78:45pm, Prayer/Praise Setvice

ioned Clothes or Clothes fiom
60s.

humility and honesty, the

Evening Worship . 6.00 p m
Tuesday Evening
Bible Class............... .7:30 p.m.

cons Ministry will lead in
Devotion Prayer/Praise Ser

specifically, and to the com

ly told forth the word of God.

B.T.U.............................. 5:00 p.m.

Weekly Schedule:

Works and Wages; also, 7:45

Calvin boldly and prophetical

.9 30 a m
11 00 a rn

activities during the week.
Beginning at 8am the Dea

songs of praise, the No. 1 Ush

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER

Jumuah Prayer - Friday 1:30 p.m.
Qur'anic Study - Sunday 11:00 a.m.
Taleem - 12:00 p.m.

Suits.
• 3rd Sunday, T-Shirts.

ing this, that the trying of our

• 4th Sunday, Old-Fash

With Allah's Name, The Merciful Benefactor, TheMercifulRedeemer

Islamic Services

• 2nd Sunday, Warm-Up

The Other Side," Reverend

Have a blessed week.

Church School..
V orning Worship

Attire.

a message entitled, "The Grass
Always Looks Greener On

Saturday.

,

• 1st Sunday, African

into divers temptation; know

vanthood to the body of Christ

rienced in the "gut-wrenching
and soul-stirring" sermon

Clean-up day, 9am-12 noon.

at 9:30am with Superintendent
by Assistant Superintendents

ary Baptist Church Family

munity generally."
The ongoing emphasis on
forementioned goal was expe

3:

Transportation Ministry, Willie

2nd Sat 11am.

dren. From scriptural refer
ences Proverbs 3:5-6 and St

ued discipleship of teaching,
learning, leadership and ser-

Mid-Day Bible Study, 11 am,
Mass Choir rehearsal, 7pm.

coness Ministries. Pastor
Browne will preach the morn

328-0022, Robert

The Friendship Mission

vance commences for month
of February, New Philadelphia

membership through contin

1:

Y.P.D.-Meeting 3rd Sun
day 4pm.

Macon,

prodigality of all God's chil

Centric development of its

Weekly Activities:

7pm.
Saturday,

As "Black History" obser

social, economic, and Afro-

12noon.
February

cat

New Philadelphia Friendship MB Church

saved, Unity of the member
ship and Praying for the Pastor.
Church Business meeting

Thursday,

15

Sunday School.............. .. ............. ........................ .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship................. .. . . . .................... 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study .................................................. ............. 7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday)........... 6:00 p.m.

Sunday SchooI .................9:30 a m.
Morning Worship ......11:00 a.m.
The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.

Stewart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712

International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

(813) 327-0593
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship: 11:00

Greater Gt. Paul

Bible Study: Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

Missionary Baptist Church
Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Sunday School........................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ........................11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship ... 6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting
We welcome you at all times.
Rev. Clyde Williams

955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone:894-4311
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

‘To God Be The Glory?’

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship............. .................................. 7:45 a.m.
Sunday School.................................. ..................9:15 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship ................................,10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ..................................... 5:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship ...................Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service...........Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Come join us at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor
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Trinity Presbyterian Celebrates 75th Anniversary Mt. Zion Emmanuel Church
Fellowship
A.M.E.

During the weekend of
January 19-21st, Pastor Fred

future of our city.

A banquet was held during

in various capacities through

erick D. Terry, church family

ffie 75th Anniversary celebra

out those years. These ladies

and friends celebrated the
church’s 75th Anniversary

tion at Ruth Eckeid Hall which
was well attended. Sunday,

deserve honorary mention:

with, a weekend filled with

January 21,2001 was ffie high
light of ffie week during both

Mrs. Robert Moody, Mrs. Car

services. The speaker for the
morning was Dr. Raymond

Moody, Mrs. Eddie Lee Jenk
ins and Mrs. Cora Mack. What

Anglin, pastor of Ascension

would our world be without

Peace Presbyterian Church,
Lauderhill, FL. Dr. Anglin has

soldiers like these?
All of ffie events for ffie

one of ffie most outstanding

75th Anniversary celebration
were well planned and ffie

activities that were very well
attended.
There are some veiy sig
nificant historical facts about
this church which sits on the
comer lot of 22ndAvenue and
28th Street South, all of which
paint the picture of individuals

ty and were actively involved

munity for 75 progressively
wonderful years.

gregation in many interesting
programs. Sunday afternoon

The church was organized
on May 12, 1926 by Rev. H.
M. Scott. The Reverend O.M.

ffie speaker was Rev. Hayden
Crawford, St. Augustine’s

thanks to all who took time
from ffieir busy schedules to
join them for this historical

Episcopal Church.

occasion. This too will be

McAdams and his wife Mrs.

Several senior members of

recorded in our history books

Willie Lee McAdams came to

ffie church were honored for
ffieir untiring and steadfast ser
vice over ffie yeafs with Trini

as an event worth remember

at

Trinity.

With

songs, prayers and ffie Word of

olyn Moody, Mrs. Evelyn

taking the frontline in the com

of 1929 to begin their ministry

invite all who will to come out
and enjoy God’s word through

Mrs. Lois Howard-Williams,

Presbyterian Churches in ffie
nation and is leading his con

SL Petersbuig in the summer

Pastor Williams, Officers
and members of Mt. Zion

God.
We’re still praising God as
we come this Sunday to par
take of the bread, representing

ing.

Please see pg. 17

McAdams at the head of ffie

ffie morning service.
Our prayers are with ffie
Simmons Family and Sister
Angela Jenkins during their
hour of sorrow, also Mother

not according to our works,
but according to His own pur
pose and grace, which was
given us in Christ Jesus before
the world began.

2nd Timo

thy 1:9
Assistant Pastor, Mission
ary Rebecca Evans, allowed

Johnson and Family. We are
praying for Minister Connie
Fuller, speedy recovery, also
James Brown. God is still in
ffie prayer answering business.
We thank God Sis. Georgette
is out of ffie hospital from

wine representing ffie blood of

Word in His name. We were
blessed by ffie Word of God

for our church anniversary to
be observed on February 25ffi

and we thank God for her.
You are invited to worship

as we thank ffie Lord for our

with us on ffie First Sunday

Thursday (2nd) all members

church standing for more than

(4th) of February, where ffie

are asked to be present.

76 years, where we can come

Lord will bless us as He

We continue to thank God

and gather in a spiritual setting.
Plans are being made for

always does when He enters
ffie sanctuary. If you come and

for your tax-exempt donations

our St. Petersburg District
Conference to be held on Feb.

share with us you will be
blessed as well. Sunday school

Street South.
We will begin our fund
raising activities for our build

Districts will participate in this

ministry during that time, ffie

called us with cm Holy calling,

j Jesus.
We’re still making plans

13-14-15. here at Mt. Zion. All
churches on ffie St. Petersbuig

Rev.

Communion will be served in

ffie Lord to use her for His
glory in bringing forth ffie

ffie body of Jesus and drink ffie

committee members would
like to extend ffieir heartfelt

Who hath saved us, and

will begin- at 9:30am and at
11:15am. The Praise Team
will lead ffie devotion service.

suigery, and is recovering well.
Our prayers are yet with her.
Choir rehearsal, 7:30pm,

for ffie new sanctuary on 37th

ing fund and we thank you in
advance for your cooperation.

affair.

church has grown in member
ship and continues to be a pil-

First Baptist Institutional Church

lar of faith in our community.
Now under the pastorate of
Rev. Terry since 1994 the

3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 323-7518

.church has become very
diverse in its membership
including

members

Rev. Wayne

from

Trinidad, Korea and Africa
among other countries. A testi
mony of Rev. Terry is that “We

G.

Thompson, Pastor

Sunday School - 9:30

a.m.

Morning Worship - 11:00

have come this far,by faith,

a.m.

Come Worship With

leaning on ffie Lord, trusting in

the

His Holy name, He’s never
failed us yet.” Pastor Terry
works faithfully and responds

Bethel Conrariiity
Baptist Church

quickly in helping to shape ffie
"Soaring Higher in
Christ Jesus"

Saint Mark

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

African Methodist Episcopal Church
■ Sunday- Church School,
9:45am
■ Sunday- Worship Service,
11:00am
■ Tuesday- Operation "BIG EAR",
6:00pm- 7:00pm
Spiritual Counseling
7:00pm- Until
Thursday- Tutoring for K thru 5th,
6:30pm- 7:30pm
Friday- Great Book Review for Youth, 7:00pm
Saturday- Young Men's Bible Study, "Teen Word"
Each 2nd and 4th Saturday of the month
9:00am- 10:00am

Pastor Keturah
D. Pittman

St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

(727) 867-2400

419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838
The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer
9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm
Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Rev. Manuel L. Sykes
Services
Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday School ................... ..8:45 a.m,
4
Worship Service ................ . 10 a.m

Sunday Morning Bible Class.............9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship................ 10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday................ 7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ...................5:00 p.m. Monday Evening Bible Class..............7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class . . . .7:00 p.m.

2232 62nd Avenue South

"Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ

1045 - 16th Street S., St: Pete, FL 33712
PHONE: 896-6722

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

Wednesday- Prayer Meeting & Bible Study,

First Baptist Family

Prayer Services . ...Wed., 6:30 p.m
Bible Study........... . Wed., 7:30 p.m.

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship

1301 - 37 th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida
Sunday Worship Service: 8:45 A.M.

Schedule of Services
Church School. ..........................................
Morning Worship ..........................................
Baptist Training Union................
Evening Worship.........................

Wednesday Bible Study: 7:30 P.M.

• Wholistic Ministiy (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)
• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary
Problems
• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons
rtSsrsn
• Non-Sexist Participation • Youth Ministry
NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

.9:30 a.m.
.11 a.m.
5 p.m.
6:30 p.m.

Prayer Meeting

Prayer Tower Church Of God In Christ

Thursday..............................................................7p.m.
Rev Brian. K. Brown

St. Joseph Church

1135 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor

Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Sen/ice 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

Christ Gospel Church
2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712

“One week from church makes one weak.”

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg

Mt. Pilgrim

SUNDAY

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY

Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY

Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.
PRAYER TIMES

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
before service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.
RADIO BROADCAST

Sundays 7:45 a.m.
If you would like to come to church and do not have a way,
call 327-0997.

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

Sunday Masses Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Gospel Choir 9 a.m.
Traditional Choir 11 a m.

C

Sunday School.........................................................
9:30 a.m.
Worship Service.............................................................11:00 a.m.
Prayer Service .................'. . .................Wednesday 6:30 p.m.
Youth Bible Study................................. Wednesday 6:30 p.m.
Adult Bible Study.................................. Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

Plaint Cj'ioue. MiAAMo&uj, Copied Gluvicb
~

..■■iilUlffllMllbh.,.

fl

Greater Mt. Zion
African Methodist
Episcopal Church

919 - 20th Street S„ St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Rev. Clarence Williams
All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Pastor
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship................... .......................... 67;00 a m

Aainti ‘Joau.i.s.d ‘Joi ftJbc 'ftfuiwu.

327-0997
Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor

B

MISSIONARY
aptist
hurch
4000 - 5th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Rev. WiIIiam W. Johnson, Pastor

Sunday School .............................................................. 9:30 a.m.
Monung Worship ....................................................... 10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union.........................................
4 30 d m
Communion.....................
r-nn «....... <L
_

......... ;.................' UU a.m. & 11:00 a.m.

Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays.................
......... ................... ........... .......... 7:30 p.m.
. Joseph Gordon, Pastor

^The

Church^7here Everybody Is Somebody”

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church
2120 19th St. S., St. Pete • 896-5228
10:30 AM..............PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES
SUNDAY
9:00 AM.......................... CHURCH SCHOOL.................
SUNDAY
5:00 RM...................... FELLOWSHIP & DINNER ..
TUESDAY
7:00 PM............................... BIBLE STUDY.........
TUESDAY
6:00 PM.......................... PRAYER SERVICES ...
TUESDAY
7:30 PM............ ........ MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL.......... THURSDAY
Join us for any of our services where you will alwavs find
“JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT"

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor
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EVD A

Black History Month 2001 - The History Channel
NEW YORK NY - In
February, The History Chan

•The History Channel
Classroom: The Night Tulsa

nel® will honor the trials,

Burned (Thursday, Feb. 8 at
6am ET/PT)

tragedies, and triumphs of
African-americans throughout
history during Black History

from pg. 16

at 6am ET/PT)
•Movies In Time: Shaka
Zulu (Saturday, Feb. 17 at
10am ET/PT)

Wallace: George Wallace and
Black Power (Wednesday,
Feb. 28 at 10arn/3pm ET/PT)
•Movies In Tune: Tuskegee
Airmen (Saturday, March 3 at

•The History Channel
Classroom: The Underground

•History Showcase: The
African Burial Ground: Poli

Railroad Part 1 (Friday, Feb. 9

Now reaching more than
68 million Nielsen subscribers,

6am ET/PT)

Month 2001. The History
Channel will air two World

at 6am ET/PT)

tics and People (Thursday,
Feb. 18 at 6am ET/PT)

Premiere specials as well as a
variety of movies and mini

•History Showcase: The
African Burial Ground: A His

•History
Undercover:
Murder in Memphis: Unan

The History Channel reveals
the' power and passion of histo

series that demonstrate the
tremendous contributions that
African-Americans
have

tory (Sunday, Feb. 11 at 6am
ET/PT)

swered Questions (Monday,
Feb. 19 at 6am ET/PT)

people experience history per

•Civil War Journal: The
54th Massachusetts (Monday,

•History Channel Class
room: America’s Black War

sonally and connect ffieir own
lives to ffie great lives and

Feb. 12 at 8am ET/PT)

riors (Tuesday, Feb. 20 at 6am
ET/PT)

events of ffie past. The History
Channel is the only place

•Secrets ofWWIl: The Port
Chicago Mutiny (Saturday,

“Where

room Little Rock/Boston Bus
ing (Tuesday, Feb. 13 at 10am

Feb. 24 at 10am ET/PT)

made to history. In addition to
featured programming, www.HistoryChannel.com will pre

•20th Century With Mike

sent a month-long exhibit that
spotlights a different African-

Wallace: Crisis in the Class

American hero each day.
Black History Month

& 3pm ET/PT)

World Premiers include:
•Time Machine: Crossing

•Civil War Journal: John
Brown’s War (Wednesday,
Feb. 14 at 8am ET/PT)

The Bridge (Saturday, Feb.
24th at 8pm ET/PT).

•History Channel Class

•Time Machine: Black Avi

room: The Underground Rail
road - Part 11 (Friday, Feb. 16

ators: Flying Free (Saturday,
March 3, at 10pm ET/PT)
•The History Channel
Classroom: America’s Black

iy

as an inviting place where

the

Past

Alive.” The Histoiy Channel
received ffie prestigious Gov

•History Showcase: The

ernor’s Award from ffie Acad

African Burial Ground: An
Open Window (Sunday, Feb.

emy of Television Arts & Sci

25 at 6am ET/PT)

ences for. ffie network’s “Save
Our History” campaign dedi

•History Center (Sunday,
Feb. 25 at 10am ET/PT)

cated to historic preservation.

•20th Century with Mike

Need Your Ministry Degree?

I

(Saturday, Feb. 3 at 6am
ET/PT)
•History Showcase: The

Heme
StudyV

African Burial Ground: The
Search (Sunday, Feb. 4 at 6am.

Associate - Doctorate 1

Available^

ET/PT)
•Histoiy Center: (Sunday,
Feb. 4 at 10am ET/PT)
•History Channel Class
room: Frederick Douglass
(Monday, Feb. 5 at 6am
ET/PT)

Blessed

•History’s Lost and Found
(Monday, Feb. 5 at 2pm/7pm

ET/PT)
•The History Channel
Classroom: Harlem Hellfight-

Tatiww$607g
lolWree 87^428-61

ers (Tuesday, Feb. 6 at 6am
ET/PT)

®816 fe&Bee'St. ’

•The History Channel
Classroom: Ships of Slaves:
The Middle Passage (Wednes
day, peb. 7 at 6am ET/PT)

j I Tamp^w

REGISTER

2nd
PRIZES

FOR

THE

ANNUAL AFRICAN-AMERICAN
MEN' S

HEALTH

FORUM

,

include:

Airline Tickets, A Pentium

Computer, A Cell Phone, Hotel Stays, A
Lightning Gift Pack, /and many other prizes.

FREE
BREAKFAST AND LUNCH
Educational Workshops
Health Screenings

FEATURING MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER &
PROSTATE CANCER SURVIVOR

LES BROWN
ST.
Rolling

PETERSBURG Readers

Pinellas

County, a non-profit youth lit
eracy program partnered with

in which thousands of children

information about volunteer

mail at 402-READ, or call

receive quality new books.

ing opportunities, please leave

John Stein in the evenings at

a message on our pager/voice

865-2899.

To donate books, or for

ffie Zonta Club of St. Peters
burg, is collecting donations of
used books. The books will
■ immediately be made avail

BACK BY POPULAR
DEMAND!

able to our volunteers for use
in ffieir reading and tutoring

Don's Homemade

sessions. In early March, ffie
books will be sold in our first
annual used book sale. The
proceeds will help to finance
pur bi-annual book-giveaway

NEWS
DEADLINE
IS 4 PM
MONDAY

CONCH SALAD
MID PENINIULA SEAFOOD
MARKET tRRTAURANT
400 - 49th St South
St. Petersburg, FL
327-S309
32S-S309
Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday... Gone Fishin'
WHERE THE LOCALS SUY.

...a Bahamian specialty...
Fresh chopped conch,
marinated with
lime, spices and garden
vegetables

2.99

4.99

6.99

Presented by
The FIorida Cancer Education Network
Saturday, February 24,2001 - 7:30am-2pm
HiIIsborough Community CoIIege-Daie Mabry Campus
To register cai, 813-259-6006
For more information caii 813-806-2800
A-sl raze neea

AWWCBM
yCAHCBft

CfrOGEN

HJOSEPffS-BAFTIST
HEALTH

FOR OVER 21 YEARS.

Comes

Are you doing what God wants you to do?

Warriors: Two Wars To Win

Youth Literacy Program Needs Books!

17

I .. TIIWlSL'
IConrtiuiiiiv
i Hospital

18
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Final Respects / Obituaries
FlSt. Pete

Godgranddaughter; his mother,'
Annie Mae Lane, Ocala; one sister;
three brothers; one aunt; 12 grand
children; and several nieces,
nephews, cousins and friends. Sum
mers Funeral Home, Ocala.

i

Final Rites
LOVETT, EMMA, 98, died Jan
uary 17,2001. Survivors include two
daughters; 15 grandchildren; 45
great-grandchildren; 50 great-great
grandchildren; and two great-greatgreat-grandchildren. Creal Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.
MORGAN, MARY LOUISE,
67, died January 22, 2001. Survivors
include six daughters; three sons; her
mother, Doris Mason; four sisters;
two brothers; 21 grandchildren; 23
great-grandchildren; and several
friends and relatives. Creal Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.

MONROE, HELEN CATHER
INE, 70, died January 20, 2001. Sur
vivors include one daughter; four
sons; one brother; one sister; 22
grandchildren; IS great-grandchildre;
special friend, Dorothy Brown,
Ocala; and several nieces, nephews;
cousins and Goddaughters. Cunning
ham's Funeral Home, Ocala.
nieces, nephews, cousins, family and
friends.- Young's Funeral Home,
Clearwater.
HARRINGTON, BERTHA, 64,
died January 8, 2001. Survivors
include her husband, Horace Har
rington. Gainesville; two sons; five
daughters; 22 grandchildren; one
great-grandchild; one Goddaughter;
and a special friend, Doris Farmer.
Chestnut Funeral Home, Gainesville.

SIMMONS, DAISY, 55, died
recently. Survivors include two
daughters; two sons; two sisters; four
brothers; eight grandchildren; two
Godchildren; and several nieces,
nephews, cousins and friends. Creal
Funeral Home, St. Petersburg.

ul L't

BRACEY, REV. HENRY LEE,
49, died January 23, 2001. Survivors
include his wife, Paulette Bracey,
Ocdla; one son, Demetrius (Carla)
Bracey, Ocala; one daughter, Vikita
Bracey, Ocala; three grandchildren;
his mother and father, Recola and
Alexander Bracey; two brothers:
eight sisters: and several nieces,
nephews, cousins, friends and minis
ters of the gospel. Summers Funeral
Home, Ocala.

ROYALS, WILLIE JAMES,
JR., 68, died January 20, 2001. Sur
vivors include one daughter, ; his
mother, Ovella Wilburn, Clearwater;
two' brothers,; one sister; one grand
son, Kirkland Ellis, Sylvester, GA';
one uncle; and several nieces,
nephews, cousins, other relatives and
friends. Young's Funeral Home,
Clearwater.

CLARK, JUNIOR "BUBBA",
66, died Januaiy 17,2001. Survivors
include his wife, Audrey ThomasClark; three sons; two stepsons; four
daughters; three stepdaughters; one

Gainesville
BOWEN, MOZELLA; 83, died
January 9, 2001. Survivors include
one son; one stepson; one daughter,;
seven grandchildren; 18 great-grand
children; three great-great-grandchil
dren; a nephew; an adopted sister,;
and several other relatives, family
and friends. Young's Funeral Home,
Clearwater.

Every
Word o£
God is
pure:
He is a
shield
unto them
that put
their trust
in Him.
Proverbs
30:5

I Final Rites i
bC
J
i i
i r iTT- ita

n Filial Rites

"Formerly Independent Funeral Services

7402 Nebraska Avenue,
Tampa, FL
(813) 236-1309 or Toll Free
(888) 210-2209

PERKINS, RAYMOND HIA
WATHA, 61, died January 14, 2001.
Survivors include two sons, John and
Raymond, Jr., Ocala; one brother;
one uncle; one aunt; three grandchil
dren; and several cousins, other rela
tives and friends. Summers Funeral
Home, Ocala.

Ocala

r Clearwater

J

MORNING GLORY
FUNERAL HOME
.

MR. HAROLD JONES,
Owner
Elder Robert Sturgis.
Chief Executive

PLAN A

Young's
Funeral
Home
A Full Services Firm

Robert C. Young
Funeral Director
Since 1975
1005 Howard Street
(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)

Clearwater, FL

DIRECT
CREMATION

PLAN B

Seventh Avenue Chapel

Dr. M.L. King St. Chapel

1940 -7th' Avenue So.

2025 Dr. M.L. King St. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(7.27) 898-9818

St. Petersburg, FL 33712
GREEN, FLETCHER WADE;
88, died January 17,2001. Survivors
include two sons, Aaron A.,
Gainesville, and Allen P., Union
Dale, CA; three brothers; six grand
children; and two great-grandchil
dren. Chestnut Funeral Home,
Gainesville.

(727) 896-2602

$1,299.00
(Cloth Covered Caskets)

INCLUDES:

INCLUDES:

442-2388

• Basic Services Of
Funeral Director and
Staff
• Transportation Of
Remains
• Embalming
• Arrangement Conf.
• Filing Of All Legal
Documents
• Viewing/Service
• Hearse And Lead Car
• One Family Car
• Cloth Covered (Grey)

<

L. Creal,

Since 1950
ECONOMICAL PACKAGE PRICE
Basic services of Funeral Director and staff,
includes...One eight passenger limousine,
embalming, dressing ana casketing, use of facil
ities for visitation, transfer of remains to funeral
home and your choice of a 20 Ga.
Protective or Non-Protective Metal Casket

Don't Be Fooled by Promises

$3,499.00
(18 Gauge Steel Casket; Top
Of The Line Selection, 22)

INCLUDES:

INCLUDES:

• Basic Services Of Funeral
Director and Staff
• Transportation Of Remains
• Embalming
• Arrangement Conf.
• Filing Of All Legal
Documents
•Viewing/Service
• Hearse And Lead Car
• One Family Car
• 20 Gauge Casket (Bronze
or Copper)

• Basic Services Of Funeral
Director and Staff
• Transportation Of Remains
• Embalming
• Arrangement Conf.
• Filing Of All Legal
Documents
• Viewing/Service
• Hearse And Lead Car
• Two Family Cars
•18 Gauge Casket; 22
Selections To Choose From
(Top Of The Line)

The Poor Man1 s Friend

(cemetery charges Not Irtfcluded)

— CUNNINGHAM'S —
Funeral Home, P.A.
"Your Friends Who Core"
SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE

cSwtowks CFunerfil •Jfome
VZS4

"Personalized with the Utmost Dignity,
Confidence and Understanding"

"It’s all taken eare of"
351-0566..................................Lillie T. Shelton, L.F.D.

These were the words that
brought calm to me when nr
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for - it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.

Licensed Funeral
Directors

A.L. CUNNINGHAM
FELIX SNOW

Limousine Rental Service

■^CHESTINE, ERNEST, JR., 72,
died' January 7, 2001. Survivors
include two sons; two daughters; one
sister; and several grandchildren,
great-grandchildren, nieces, nephews
and friends. Young's Funeral Home,
Clearwater.

$1,999.00
(20 Gauge Steel Casket)

18 N.W. 8th Avenue................. ................................... (352) 372-2537
P.O. Box 592 ............................................................ .(352)377-6128
Gainesville, FL 32602 ....................................... Fax: (352) 377-5678

Funeral Director

ALL FOR ONLY $1,600

TRADITIONAL
/DELUXE

TRADITIONAL
BURIAL

$499.00

• Basic Services Of
Funeral Director
And Staff
• Transportation Of
Remains
• Refrigeration
• Arrangement Conf.
• Filing Of All Legal
Documents
• Cremation
• Service Vehicle
• Return Of
Cremanins

PLAN D

Charles S. Chestnut, III, L.F.D., - Charles S. Chestnut, IV, L.F.D.
Larry M. Saunders, L.F.D.

Fax: (727) 821-9486
Full Service Firms
Serving from Two Convenient Locations
ROBERT

PLAN C

TRADITIONAL
BURIAL

CREAL FUNERAL HOMES

Final Rites

®Tampa* St.
Pete • Clearwater • Winter
Haven • Lakeland • Mulberry •
Bartow*Dade City
•All Surrounding Areas

2238 NW 10th St...........Alvis Summers, L.F.D.
Ocala, Florida 34475 ....... i ......Notary Public

732-5354
732-5355

732-5353

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.
(7X7) 3X8-O4*e ' '
•',
1*700 - 49th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL. 33707

DAWSON, MARY EMMA, 80,
died1 January 7, 2001. Survivors
include four sons; four daughters; 16
■grandchildren; 41 great-grandchil
dren; and several other relatives and
friends. Young's Funeral Home,
Clearwater.
JENKINS, EARNEST LEE, 45,
died January Tl, 2001. Survivors
include his wife, Jacqueline Jenkins,
Clearwater; two sons; his mother and
stepfather; his father; his grandmoth
er; Five grandchildren; three-sisters; a
special cousin, Yvonne Brown,
Clearwater; and several uncles, aunts,
nieces, nephews, cousins and friends.
Young's Funeral Home, Clearwater.

So that your funeral is fully funded and won't be a financial bur
den on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and dis
cuss how you can guarantee the future price at today's cost.

Prince Matt, Jr.

McRae FuneraI Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South

•’Service is the Soul's Highest Calling*'

SMITH FUNERAL HOME

(727) 895-6005

Since 1987
DON’T LEAVE YOUR FAMILY IN DISTRESS!!
You CAN be insured TODAY.
Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.
1700 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida

REMBERT, BARTOW LORET
TA, 79, died January 3, 2001. Sur
vivors include three daughters; one
grandson; four granddaughters; eight
great-grandchildren; and several

Edna L. Matt

St* Petersburg, Florida 33705

Call: Prince Matt, Jr., Licensed Pre-Need Specialist for: '

LITTLEJOHN, THEODORE
ROOSEVELT, SR., 92, died January
20, 2001. Survivors include three
sons; two daughters; one stepson; one
uncle: two nephews; two nieces; a
special friend, Lizzie Wilson; six
grandchildren; two great-grandchil
dren; and several other greatnephews and great-nephews, other
relatives and friends. Young's Funer
al Home, Clearwater,

Dwayne E. Matt, Licensed Mortician

Bus. PH
Home
Pager
Dwayne E. Matt.
Mortician

Prince Matt, Jr.

• Prepaid insurance is available for everyone, regardless of your
health problems (even if the client is in a nursing home).
• A variety of options are open to you, such as:
•
•
•
•

There are over 50 decisions
to make at the death of a
loved one
Your first decision may be
the most important one

(727) 328-0466
(727) 867-4246
(727) 426-1106
Funeral Director

"Taking Time To Serve Others"

Complete Traditional Service with Burial.
Graveside Service.
Full Traditional Service with Cremation.
Direct Cremation with "Scattering of the Ashes at Sea"
Ceremony.
For Peace of Mind for you and your family, make your appointment
today.

Consider us first
for

QUALITY AND AFFORDABLE
SERVICE
Phone 727-894-2266
Fax 727-821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South - StPetersburg, Florida 33705
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Classified Ads... Sure to get results!
INSTALLERS

S’

GREENWAY
DEVELOPMENT
Architects & Construction
Management
for
new
homes/room additions.
(727) 327-1935 or 323-4262

COORDINATOR

TIME WARNER

TYPESETTER
Needed for weekly newspaper. Experi
ence on Macintosh with Quark Express
and Adobe Photoshop preferred. Must be
fast and accurate typist. Apply Monday
thru Wednesday at The Weekly Challenger,
2500 M.L. King St. S„ St. Petersburg,
from 9am-4pm or call (727) 896-2922

COMMUNICATIONS

EXPERIENCED
COMMISSIONED INSTALLERS
Base + Commission

COMPUTER SYSTEMS from
$249. Desktop & laptop comp sys
tems new and off lease, below
wholesale cost, from entry level to
full multimedia with DVD and CDReWrite. Del., setup & training
avail. Warranty & tech, support. For
information, call (727) 895-2211.

Part-time temporary profes
sional work coordinating
research project and
research team meetings.
Familiar with maternal and
child health issues and
Microsoft Access database.
$200.00 per case. RN or
MPH preferred. Fax Resume
to 727-507-6331.

Hourly + Overtime Pay

0

SAVE WATER

WE PROVIDE: Vehicle, uniforms, tools, work orders.
CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA

FULL BENEFITS: Health ins., 401k w/molth, eye core, FREE CABLE + ONLINE
SERVICE; education + many more. Must have: HS diploma or equivalent; dean driving

NOTICE TO OFFERORS

record, FL drivers license. Be able to repetitive lifting or up to 70 lbs. from floor to
City of St. Petersburg

JAMESTOWN
TOWNHOUSES

2, 3, AND 4 BEDROOMS
e

POLICE OFFICER

Services Center, 5th Floor, One 4th Street North, St. Petersburg,
Florida, 33701 for: 3,-year Term Contract for Envelopes, Plain,
Special, and Utility, Bid No. 5863, Bid Opening at 3:00 PM,

Apply in person:

the enforcement of laws and ordinances. Work involves respon
sibility for the prevention, detection and investigation of crimi

1035 Burlington Ave. N

pendence under general direction of an administrative supervi
sor, with responsibilities to include problem solving activities

reserves the right to waive technicalities on bids. The decision as
to what constitutes a technicality shall rest solely with the City
of St, Petersburg, Florida. Louis Moore, CPPO, Director of
Purchasing and Materials Management:

Drug-Free Workplote/EOE

Job Hotline: 797-1818, Ext

Includes the use and care of firearms, communications equip

reserves the right to accept or reject any and all bids. The City

Suite C
Pinellas Park
Parkside Mall

St. Pete
11500 9th St.
333 1st St. N

while working in conjunction with community organizations.

Tuesday, February 20, 2001. The City of St. Petersburg, Florida

Madeira Bea<h
14995.Gulf Blvd.,:

Clearwater
2530 Drew St
2114 Drew St

Police work involving the protection of life and property through

on an assigned shift. Work is performed with considerable inde

City Of St. Petersburg

subscriber's IV reception/tune TV' Electronic exp. & course work preferred.

NO CLOSING DATE

nal activity, while assigned to a specific task or geographic area

«M!< MOtfSMG
omwnjmn

Sealed bids will be received by the Purchasing and Materials
Management Director, City of St., Petersburg, Municipal

$30,073 - $45,443

$480 - $630
893-7324

shoulder & shoulder up. Crawling, stooping, reaching, pulling, pole climbing, digging,
lodder climbing. Must be able to install & disconnect cable service, install drops, check

CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA

TTT

NQT1CE TO OFFERORS

ment, gas masks and other necessary equipment. This work
f

JOB OPPORTUNITIES!!!

involves the element of personal danger and requires the exer

PM MEDICAL PERSONNEL SERVICES

cise of considerable independent judgement including applica

SEEKING
TEMPORARY AGENCY EMPLOYMENT
FOR:

Boley Centers for
Behavioral Health Care is a large agency reg
ularly seeking counselors, support staff and

tion of policy and procedure and tact. Also, includes the use of
computers to access information and generate reports. The

others for positions. Call our Job Line at 8228671 for an up-to-date listing of job open
ings. Applications taken at: 1236 Dr. M.L.
King St. N., St. Petersburg, FL 33705.
EOE/DFW

and narcotics, community policing, criminal investigations, etc.
Must be a high school graduate or possess a GED certificate. We
require sixty (60) college hours however, applicants with thirty

Join

our

team!!

Police Officer may be assigned to a specialized unit requiring
specialized knowledge* training and work in units, such as vice

(30) college credit hours are eligible to apply. Must be at least
19, and meet all other criteria of the current "Selection Standards
Petersburg.

US

Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

(FL License Required)

& HHA./CNAs

Please Support Our
Paper By Supporting
Our Advertisers

(Both FL cert, needed)
, 586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive

Car Jack Alarms
CALL

■

2-6-9
11-14-25
CA$H 3

224 401 698
344
901 824 738
4-6 2-8 5-6
2-6 3-7 1-8

Florida,

33701

for:

975-14

Leased

Vehicles

for

Police

Department, Bid No. 5906, Bid Opening at 3:00 PM, Tuesday,
February 13, 2001. The City of St: Petersburg, Rorida reserves
the right to accept or reject any and all bids. The City reserves

IS 4PM

the right to waive technicalities on bids. The decision as to what
constitutes a technicality shall rest solely with the City of St.

MONDAY

Petersburg, Florida. Louis Moore, CPPO, Director of Purchasing
and Materials Management.

THERE IS

NOTICE TO OFFERORS

ONLY ONE

Sealed bids will be received by the Purchasing and Materials
Management Director, City of St. Petersburg, Municipal
Services Center, 5th Floor, One 4th Street North, St. Petersburg,
Florida, 3370.1 for: 450-99 3-year Term Contract for Industrial

THIS

February 21, 2001. The City of St. Petersburg, Florida reserves

WORLD -

the right to'accept of reject any and all bids. The City reserves
the right fo waive.technicalities on bids. The decision as to what
constitutes a -technicality shall rest solely with the City of S.t
Petersburg, Florida- Louis Moore, CPPO, Director of Purchasing
and Materials'Management.

HUMAN

You Gan Make A Difference!!!

RACE!

Help Support Our Raper By
Patronizing Our Advertisers
.........................

‘

A A ■

' '

’

.

■:-

■?

• •

- *

i

-

--------------

•

Name
Address,
State

Zip Code

*g
Ti

Phone
Is this a renewal?___ If. so, who is your carrier?.

Due to the rising cost.of printing,
Carrier Delivery will now be:
1 Year - $18.00
6 Months - $9.00

PRIVATE LESSONS
AVAILABLE

PICK OF
THE
WEEK!

Municipal

Services Center, 5th Floor; One 4th Street North, St: Petersburg,

THE
<1.-•W:

Make checks payable to: ‘Sfljc HBccfilu ©fallextger

GALL: 727-323-4262

NOTICE TO OFFERORS

$30.00 - Yearly • $15.00 - 6 Months
City___

MEETS THE CONCEALED
CARRY REQUIREMENTS

CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA

Supplies, Bid No. 5801, Bid Opening at 3:00 PM, Wednesday,

2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. Petersburg, FL 33705
MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS

1427 34th St. S.

FLORIDA CONCEALED
WEAPONS SAFETY CLASSES

solely with the City of St. Petersburg; Florida. Louis Moore,
CPPO,-Director of Purchasing and Materials Management.

NEWS

Largo, FL 33770-3770

THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER

FOR INFORMATION ON

ATTENTION

bids. The decision as to what constitutes a technicality shall rest

RACE IN

Reading-is Vitamins for the Mind

Is A Dangerous Problem

READ A NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

15., 2001. The City of St.

Petersburg, Florida reserves the right to accept or reject any and
all bids. The City reserves the right to waive technicalities on

CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA

RNs) LPNs

HMMMR
trncain

(727) 323-5959

3:00 PM, Thursday, February

DEADLINE

A Unique Profession!!

Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th St N., 4th Floor
Mon-., Wed., Fri. Only

340-60 Two-Year Cooperative Term

Management Director,' City of St. Petersburg,

Caring for Pinellas
County, Florida since
1977

at time of application.

AUTO SECURITY
-NSOUND

for:

Sealed bids will be received by the Purchasing and Materials

BarszaamnmEHNDEBEm

and, in some instances, spouses of eligible veterans. To receive
veteran's preference, documeritation of status must be submitted

CITY OF
ST. PETERSBURG

3370,1

Agreement for Fire Hydrants, Bid No. -5883, Bid Opening at

(727) 906-4414 FAX (727) 906-4314

Street North, 4th Floor, Monday - Friday.
Preference in appointment will be extended to eligible veterans

CAR-JACKING

Florida,

for Police Officer Positions" as set forth by the City Of St.

cations will be received in the Employment Office, One Fourth

Non Profit Organizations
We will design your
website
FREE
727 540 9525
WWW.FULLBELLY.COM

Services Center, 5th Floor, One 4th Street North, St. Petersburg,

Salary: $8.75-Up CNA
$18-Up LPN

vocational assessment/psychological evaluation, physical agility,
background investigation, medical exam and drug screen. Appli

727-823-5145

Management Director, City of St. Petersburg, Municipal

LPN S & CNA'S

Selection Process: Personal History Questionnaire, polygraph,

PETERBOROUGH APARTMENTS
HUD Subsidized Housing For
Elderly
440 4th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Florida 33701

Sealed bids will be received by the Purchasing and.Materials

You can find The Weekly Challenger
at the following locations:
IN TAMPA
Big John Bar-B-Q on 40th Street
Bar-B-Q King, Hillsborough Ave. & 34th St.
Marrison Drugs, 34th Street
Jackson Foods, 34th 'Street
Cole Barber Shop, 3407 E. Buffalo Avenue
College Hill Drug, 22nd Street .
Lee Davis Center, 22nd Street
Tampa Urbdh League,'Tampa Park Plaza
Bar-B-Q King on Main Street
' B-Beautiful Beauty Salon, 3222 34th Street
N., 248-5683
Cicily's Beauty Supply,-.2301 Hillsborough
Ave., 238-0351
ManillaLounge, 7th Avenue
■Grace's Lounge, Albany Avenue
Boogie's Lounge, Main St. & Howard Ave,
Tampa Housing Offices, College Hill
Howard's Barber Shop on Main Street
Best Bros. Grocery & Deli, Howard Avenue& Chestnut Street
Amoco Gas Station on Nebraska & 7th Street
Orient Meats on Orient Road
Continental IGA Food) 22rid Causeway Blvd.
Kilbride Insurance off Nebraska
Cicely's Beauty Supplies, Palm River Plaza
Rent Club, Palm River Plaza
Pal's Pre-School, Palm River Plaza
Tampa Hair on North Florida
Golden Comb oh Main Street
Johnnie's'Barber Shop, Main Street
7-11, Temple terrace Highway
IN CLEARWATER
Charle's Barber Shop, 1405B N. Myrtle Ave.
B&T Dept. Store, 1841 Highland Ave. N.,

A&A Cafeteria/ Greenwood and Carlton
Delric's Seafood, 1616 N. Ft. Harrison Ave.
Eva's Beauty Box, corner df Greenwood &
Carlton Street
john's Barber Shop, 1400 N. Greenwood.
Aye.
Nick's Econo Mart (S' Missouri Ave. &
Woodlawn) ‘
Ozzie's Palace of Beauty .
Grande Monde, 1841 'Highland Ave N., Suite 3
Ebony City, 1841 Highland Ave. N., Suite 1
MVJ, 1409 N. Betty Ldne
Wendy's Palace, 1411 N. Bfetty Lane
Evans Cosmeteria, 1706 N. Fort Harrison. Ave.
Hairealistics, 1405A N. Myrtle Ave.
C&C Hair-Design, 702 Greenwood
Condon Gardens Housing Authority
MaccaBee's Restaurant & Lounge ,
Safehouse, N. Betty Lane
Ross Norton Recreation Center
.Winn-Dixie, Highland Plaza
'North Greenwood Library
IN LARGO
Baskin Cleaner, 1317 Baskiin Dr.
Hair Is It, 11447 Ulmerton Rd.
Helen Hair- & Beauty Supplies, 11461
UlmertQn Ret
Baskin Cafe, Baskin Drive
Helm & Sons Cafe
Rudy's Rib Shack
Handy Corner Foods, 2325 119th St. N.
Joe's Mobil Station, 11301 SW Ulmerton
Rd. & Ridge Rd:

Aries

Libra

March 21 to Apri 19

September 23 to October 22

While Mars, your ruling plan
et, remains retrograde in Virgo, don’t al
low petty details to distract you from your
purpose. Make important goals your dai
ly focus. Ordering your thoughts in. a jour
nal of diary could be a great motivator.

Things are looking up as the
wonderful trine of Jupiter and Uranus in'
Aquarius gives your spirits a big boost.
And with brilliant aspects favoring health
and nutrition, you’ll focus on reaching
peak mental and physical fitness.

Taurus

Scorpio

April 20 to May 20

October 23 to November 21

While Mercury in Taurus pro
motes closer contact with neighbors or
relatives, you may get an earful of gossip;
don’t believe every tidbit you hear. On the
7th, you might set tongues wagging, as
racy aspects inspire a romantic escapade.

While Mercury moves into
powerful opposition, you will be positive
ly clairvoyant, seeing into other people's
minds and motives. Trust your intuition;
if you sense trouble stirring, now’s the
time to nip it in the bud.

Sagittarius

Hi Gemini
May 21 to June 21

Your social life will blossom uif
der the New Moon on the 7th, bringing new
friends and exciting diversions your way.
Under profitable aspects, you may start
thinking money does grow on trees. Plan
a romantic dinner for the 10th or 11th.

November 22 to December 21

Challenging stars caution
against overextending yourself; take one
task at a time. Thanks to your cool dispo
sition, you’ll easily withstand Pluto’s whirl
wind. While sensual aspects boost your
sex appeal, love is yours for the asking.

2^ Cancer

Capricorn

re

June 22 to July 22

Career advancement is highlighted; the New Moon shining bn work
may bring you a golden opportunity. You
may become the leader of a community
-group. Pay close attention to letters and
phone messages on the 8th.

July 23 to August 22

Excellent Sun-Jupiter aspects
on the 5th lend you the smooth-talking
charm to easeyour way out of a misun
derstanding. Talk over any large pur
chases with your mate. Unexpected trow
ei and adventure could light up the 7th.

■ftl

7^-

v!m»

Au0Mt23to September 22

The New Moon is shedding
light on long-dormant matters, helping
you relinquish the past and forge a bright
er future. While determined stars give
your ambition a cosmic jump-start, you
could assemble a winning team at work. ■

December 22 to January 19

Venus’s challenging aspect is
encouraging you to inject more fun into
your marriage; let your humorous side
shine. Under bright stars, you’ll get more
out of life, finding a happy medium be
tween the demands of work and home.

K

Aquarius
January 20 to February 19

While once-in-a-lifetime stars
combine in your favor, the New Moon will
help you schedule your time more wisely
so you make the most of any opportunity.
Surrounded by friends, love, and money,
success has never been more possible!

Pisces
February 19 to March 20

With your ruler Neptune filling
you with strength and confidence, you
could put your talent for dreaming to real
use. Go ahead, pick up that pair* brush;
harnessing-your creativity and imagina
tion can produce sensational results.
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Super

Bowl.

The

group

Community Treated To FL Premier Of
The Mississippi Delta

Rambling

brought covered dishes and

With
"Yesterday has gone, forget it.

had an enjoyable evening.
To all the other Super
Bowl party holders and enjoy-

Today is here, use it.

ers, we do hope that you had

Tomorrow may not come,

an enjoyable time and turn out
Until “S.B. 36”, see ya!

Petersbuig were invited to ffie

TAMPA BAY
THUNDERDAWGS

play “From ffie Mississippi
Delta”. The free showing was

Charles Howard

So don't wait on it.”

896-2152

MORE UNIQUE WAYS
TOSTRETCH
A DOLLAR

Eddie Robert Jennings, Sr. on

By Norman E. Jones
ST. PETERSBURG Nearly 100 residents of St,
American Stage Theatre for a
special performance of ffie

On February 10th, 2001,

specifically designed to “Get

12pm at

Our Bay Area’s new ABA

the word out” about this play

‘Dent’s Chapel’, 930 D’Anti-

Basketball Team the Tampa
Bay ThunderDawgs will take

that featured three life experi
ences of three African Ameri

on the Chicago Skyliners at
the Bayfront Center Arena.

can women living in the delta
region of Mississippi during

Opening the game, singing
the National Anthem! will be

ffie modem civil rights era of

Monday

1-8-01

Nursing Nuances!
Nursing services need not

gnac St., Augusta, GA. Rev
erend Larry D. Cone, officiat

be performed by RN or LPN
in order to be deductible from

ed.
Interment
was
at
Southview Cemetery. The trip

your income tax. The services

was a successful one.

ffie 195O’s. All who were in
attendance enjoyed ffie life

mended by a doctor as neces

SUPERBOWL

St. Petersbuig’s own Richard
Blackshear. Tickets for die

sary to your health, can be

THIRTY FIVE

game can be purchased at the

stage show.
“This is an excellent play,”

“Bayfront Center Arena’s Box

said Beverly Roberts. I will be

companion also does house

Parties were held at the
homes of: Glenda Green and

Office:” Charitable oiganiza

coming back to see ffie show

hold chores, yoh may only

Oliver (Bubba) Jackson, 13th

deduct that part of the salary

Street North, approximately

before it leaves town.”
The play was written by

which represents work as a

25 enjoyed the Super Bowl

nurse would normally per

game in the yard, front room

tions that are interested in
obtaining tickets contact Sue
Cooper-Street/Director of Pu
blic Relations at the Tampa

form.
For further information:

and Horida room. At 1/2 time •Bay ThunderDawgs business
the group enjoyed soul food office located at 401 Central
Avenue in beautiful down
and spirits of their desire.

Oprah Winfrey.
Bob Devin Jones is ffie

of a paid companion, if recom

deducted. However, if the

Take It Off! Robert Holzman.
New York, Thomas Y. Crowell
(Annual Publication).

The Madison Street South
home of the Allen’s (Mary and
John) was the gathering of

town St. Petersbuig.

Dr. Endesha Ida mae Holland
and initially produced by

play’s director. “This pre-show
performance for ffie communi

Lamar L Sanders, also a
longtime, resident of the Bay

ty was a. great idea,” said
Jones. “This is ffie show initial

over 75 family, club members,
and good friends who planned

Aiea, “Stage Manager” and

Florida appearance. The show

Today 2/1/01! (Capricorn),

assistant to ffie General Man-

Juanita Thompson, Victoria

and gathered for an evening of

is scheduled to ran in several
cities in ffie Sunshine State this

Graham, Sarah L. Graham.

Super Bowl and enjoyment.

ager/Deb Belinsky/on game
day can be contacted concern

2nd thru 8th: (Aquarius),
Charles Watkins, Patrice John

Food was prepared as far away
as Clearwater, H, where Zona

ing any local talent interested
in performing during Half

son, Patricia C. Harrell, Idella

Water bar-be-qued a dozen

Time at Upcoming games.

McGhee, Catherine Jackson,
Quajay Scott-2K, Daisy Scott-

turkeys x 2. A fried turkey

BIRTHDAY

House Billboard is a wooden

cooker, chicken perlo rice,

CELEBRATION

frame of art activates in ffie

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

. RIP, Kayana Squire, Edna
Stevens, Cynthia Davis, Ash

slabs of ribs, another! smoked

season.
Tangeia Murph, owner of
Books For Thought Bookstore
was selected to receive ffie first
In-House Billboard®. The In-

Was held for Melvee

ley Robinson, Dr. John
(Bubba) Simmons, Raiford

potatoe salad, baked beans,
Swedish meat balls by Hank.
All of this was enjoyed at 1/2

(Gaines) Chance at the home

Tampa Bay area.
“From ffie Della Mississip

of Glenda Green on 13th

pi, a live stage show will ran

(Leroy) Barton.

time then straight through hors

Street North. There to join in

d’oeuvres and canapes started
off the evening, with top shelf

the celebration were daugh

through February 18th. The
American Stage is located on

ters, Sister and good friends.
The group enjoyed deviled

ffie Southwest comer qf 2nd
ST. PETERSBURG-The
Avenue and 3rd Street South St. Petersburg Free Clinic has

eggs, buffalo wings, hors

in downtown St. Petersburg.
relied on earing people in this
The “From The Delta Mis community for oyer 30 years
sissippi” is sponsored by to help those who come to us

tion on:
'Wednesday, February 7,

Alfred T. May.
for assistance. If you are inter
Photos by Norman E. ested in helping us to help offiJones, H. Email: hip712@aol-

urday, Februaiy 24th, 2001,
9:30am - 11:30am at 863 3rd

HOME-GOING
MOTORCADE

Was what it was all about

spirits.
The 38th Street South

Saturday 1-6, when Susie Jen

home of Chester Harris and

d'oeurves, and top shelf spirits.

nings, wife, sons Charles,
Robert Jennings, Jr., daughter,
Mildred Pearl, Brothers, Juriah, John ofAugusta, GA, sister

Betty Jackson was gathering
of over 50 guests who gath
ered for Super Bowl XXXV.
Betty and Chester had it going

Happy Birthday Melvee
Chance on your natal day 126-01.

Mary Green (Augusta, GA),

on, with two heavy cooks in

It is common sense to take

Wilson Jennings (Chicago,

die home and other bringing in
covered dishes? It was quite

a method and try it. If it fails,
admit it frankly and try anoth

heavy with everyone having a

er. But above all, try some

dynamite time.
The 37th Street South

thing. (F. D. Roosevelt)
sfe sjc

home of Willie and Pearl Sly

UNTIL NEXT WEEK,

was the gathering of the Metro
Club members, who gathered

JUMPTOIT

EL). Grands: Rasheed, Ernest
of West Palm Beach, Robin,
Kendra, Kendrick Jennings of
the city. Clarinell Robinson,
M. Shaw, Audrey Butler, Clif
ford D. Robinson. Motored to

returns, 1099s, W-2s, and other
papers pertaining to the 2000

If problems cannot be resolved

Again this year, free tax prepa
ration and counseling for older

tax return. If none of the site

taxpayers will be available at

facilities are convenient, call

referred to ffie nearest TaxAide
counseling location. The tele

local neighborhood facilities in

(727) 592-8025 in Pinellas • phone number for this service
County or 1-888-227-7669, is (727) 561-0553.
and ask for the nearest loca

the Pinellas County area be
ginning February 1st.
The program is sponsored

tion. Those who are physically

by the AARP volunteer coun

unable to come to the site

selors, trained with the cooper

should call either of the above

ation of the Internal Revenue

numbers to request special

Service, will help prepare

arrangements. Because of the

income tax forms and answer

shortage of counselors and

questions about your personal

they heavy workload generat
ed during the last two weeks of

taxes. The same service is
offered by Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) under the Volun

the filing season, shut-in
requests may riot be handled

teer Income Tax Program

after April 1.

(VITA). For this service, tax
payers must bring Social Secu

available by. telephone, begin

rity cards for all persons listed

ning February 1, from 9:30am

on the taxpayers form.

to 4:30pm weekdays. When
calling for assistance, have all

Taxpayers who need help
should bring last year’s tax

by telephone, callers will be

AH Articles
Submitted
Must Be
Typewritten Or
Neatly Printed
QUICK

ers....Please come and join us
for ffie next volunteer orienta

Avenue North.
For more information,

ods, adding songwriting to the
curriculum, discovering cre

Its mission is to help teachers
become- better writers, and

skills and inspire ffieir students

ative approaches to improve
students’ writing, writing des

help them teach writing skills.
Registration will begin at

criptively and other topics: The

8am. The event will conclude

Tampa Bay Area Writing Pro
ject, based in the USF College,
of Education, is .the local orga
nization of ffie National Writ

at 2:45pm.
For ticket information and
registration, please call (813)
974-5731, or visit ffie Web site

Participants will discuss

ing Project, the largest profes

qt www.cdedu.usf.edu/tbawp.

unleashing the writer’s Voice,
using creative research meffi-

sional development project for

Writing”, on February 3rd at
the University of South Florida
College of Education.

miento, 821-1200 ext. 118.

3600 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 322-0024 • Ceill (727) 542-2189

Pretty Feet' by

Teachers To Fall "In Love With
Writing: At USF
TAMPA - Teachers who
'want to improve ffieir writing

please contact Dawna Sar

SAM'S BEAUTY SALON

2001,10am -12 noon or Sat

.com.

Tampa Bay Area Writing Pro
ject conference. “In Love with

A ARP And IRS To Offer Free
Tax Help
PETERSBURG -

St. Petersburg Free Clinic To Hold Volunteer
Orientations —--------------------------------------

to write better can attend the

at 4ish for Pokeno and the

ST.

From

“"".OO OFF""
PEDICURE
Monday - Wednesday
^w/coupon • Appointment Necessary

Ask for Tonu
20 years experience in Hair Gare
as Barber and Beautician
T°r /he dJ-^iofess-ionat (date Hjoa dVecd.

SAM'S BEAUTY SALON

teachers in the United States.

Redesign your old gold and jewelry

Custom Jewelry
by
Master Jeweler &
Designer of Fine Jewelry.

Charlie Akins

Repairs while you wait

Master Jeweler

The Market Plaee

(904) 696-7690

Saturday & Sunday Only '

Pager 876-3145

1-95 North Exit 128

Jacksonville, FL

Row B Booth 23-27

Eat Combos During This Season With These Specials!
COMBO #1

3 Pcs. Dark Chicken
T Sm. Okra or Fries
1 Lg. Soda
$3.99

WELCH

Tax counseling also is

Accounting
&Tax
Service

relevant tax material available.

WILL
COMPETE
WITH ALL
FAST

Mixed 500 extra - White 500 extra

COMBO #3

1- Little Red Cheeseburger
1 Sm. Fries
1 Lg. Soda

BURGER BUSTER MEGA
DEAL - COMBO #2

1 Big Red Double Cheese
1 Lg. Fries • 1 Lg. Soda
$4.99
Add 500 for Bacon

LUNCH SPECIAL
COMBO #4

1 Big Red Burger
1 Sm. Fries • 1 Med. Soda

$2,99

$2.99

Add 500 for Bacon

Cheese 250 extra - 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

ADD 50# for SHAKES on All Combos
Gizzards For Your Choice Of Finger Foods,
Hot Wings To Spice-Up Your Life.

- Offers Donald R. Collins
Financial Advisor

American Express
Financial Advisors Inc.

An AEFA-associated
financial advisor business

3606 Central Ave.
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Off: 727.328.2000
Cell: 727.463.7402

FAST REFUND -2-4 Days

Get The Chicken Of Your Choice At The Price You Like

ELECTRONIC FILING -3-4 Weeks
No Appointment Necessary During The Wfeet

AII_specials_end_at_V1_PM:_excep£where otherwise stated. No substitutions on any specials.

1601 Sixteenth Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

"WHERE YOUR DOLLARS MAKE SENSE"

PHONE: 894-0511 / 823-7910

1701 16th Street South
St. Petersburg

• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday thru Friday 10:00 am to 7:00 pm
Saturday 9:00 am to 2:00 pm * Sunday — By Appointment
l|d|i!l|dl|J|d|d(.!Hd|.J|«J|<!j|<J|iJiJ|.J|<l|eI|el|el|el|<!l|el||!l|el|<!l|el|el|.J[el|el|d|<J|d|«!l|<!l|d|<l|dl|d|<J|.!lj<l|J|[Lil

Open 10:30 am untiI 3 am in the morning

